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In epidemiological and environmental studies, investigators are often interested in the 
contextual or area-level effects that are associated with a specific health outcome.  Area-based 
covariates are typically available at multiple spatial scales (i.e., areal units or buffer distances).  
Studies have found that the level of association between an area-level covariate and an outcome 
can vary depending on the spatial scale (SS) of a particular covariate.  However, covariates used 
in regression models are customarily modeled at the same spatial unit.  In this dissertation, we 
developed four SS model selection algorithms that select the best spatial scale for each area-level 
covariate.  The SS forward stepwise, SS incremental forward stagewise, SS least angle 
regression (LARS), and SS lasso algorithms allow for the selection of different area-level
xxiii 
 
 
 covariates at different spatial scales, while constraining each covariate to enter at most one 
spatial scale.  We applied our methods to two real applications with area-level covariates 
available at multiple scales to model variation in the following outcomes: 1) nitrate 
concentrations in private wells in Iowa and 2) body mass index z-scores of pediatric patients of 
the Virginia Commonwealth University Medical Center.  In both applications, our SS algorithms 
selected covariates at different spatial scales, producing a better goodness of fit in comparison to 
traditional models, where all area-level covariates were modeled at the same scale.  We 
evaluated our methods using simulation studies to examine the performance of our SS algorithms 
in relation to existing methods and to one another.  As our primary comparison, we evaluated the 
performance of our SS approaches with that of traditional modeling approaches, where all 
covariates entered at a common scale, and determined that the SS algorithms generally 
outperformed the conventional approaches.  These findings underscore the importance of 
considering spatial scale when performing model selection.  Our techniques can be generalized 
to other spatial scale model selection problems, where it is of interest to investigate the 
relationship between covariates available at multiple spatial scales and a particular outcome of 
interest. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
In the realm of public health research, it has been well established that geographic 
location plays an important role in influencing health outcomes (Diez Roux, 2001; Flowerdew et 
al., 2008; Kawachi & Berkman, 2003; Krieger et al., 2002, 2003; Root, 2012; Root et al., 2011).  
Investigators frequently use contextual or area-level covariates in regression models to help 
capture area-based characteristics of an individual’s surrounding environment, such as percent of 
population that lives below the federal poverty line.  To obtain area-based variables, researchers 
can use geocoding in a geographic information system (GIS) to match a person’s residential 
address to an external database that houses many area-level variables, each of which is often 
available at more than one spatial scale or geographic unit.  For instance, socioeconomic status 
(SES) variables from the U.S. Census are available at several scales: census block group, census 
tract, county, and state.  This abundance of area-level data raises the following research 
question—at which spatial scale should each area-level covariate be modeled in order to explain 
a particular outcome variable of interest? 
In the literature, various studies have been conducted to consider spatial scale when 
modeling associations between area-level variables and health outcomes (Flowerdew et al., 
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2008; Krieger et al., 2002, 2003; Root, 2012; Root et al., 2011).  Traditionally, area-based 
covariates in regression models are assumed to all be appropriately modeled at the same spatial 
scale, where the general rule of thumb is that smaller is better in terms of the chosen spatial unit 
(Krieger et al., 2002, 2003; Toprani & Hadler, 2013).  However, some studies have shown that 
different area-level covariates are associated with outcomes at different spatial scales (Crowder 
& South, 2011; Flowerdew et al., 2008; Root, 2012; Root et al., 2011; Rupert, 2003).  As an 
example, Root (2012) finds that the strength of association between area-level SES covariates 
and orofacial cleft risk changes when using different spatial scales (i.e., 4000-meter buffer, 
census tract, census block group) and that poverty and unemployment have a stronger 
relationship with risk for cleft palate at smaller and larger scales, respectively.   
1.2 MOTIVATION 
Given that area-level covariates appear to have different effects at different scales, we 
seek an alternative to the conventional approach of choosing one spatial scale at which to model 
all area-level covariates.  Rather, we opt to allow each area-level variable to enter a model at one 
or more spatial scales.  However, in cases of highly correlated variables, this type of allowance 
could be problematic as we will demonstrate. 
As a motivational example, we modeled the relationship between body mass index z-
score and various individual-level and neighborhood-level covariates available at multiple spatial 
scales.  The study population (n = 27,987) consisted of children, ranging from 2 to 17 years of 
age, who visited the Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) Medical Center from 2009 to 
2012.  We used incremental forward stagewise regression, a forward model selection approach 
where each neighborhood-level variable was allowed to enter the model at more than one spatial 
unit.  As a result, we saw many area-level covariates included at multiple spatial scales in the 
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model.  Coefficient estimates and the associated ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates are given 
in Table 1.1.   
The highlighted coefficient estimates indicate variables whose estimates were in opposite 
directions (i.e., positive and negative).  For example, population density had a positive 
association at the census block level (CBK), but negative associations at the census block group 
(CBG) and census tract levels (CT).  Similarly, many of the crime indices expressed conflicting 
estimates at the block group and tract levels.   
Overall, we can largely attribute the conflicting estimates to be a consequence of 
collinearity.  If covariates are highly correlated, it is not uncommon to see corresponding 
estimates with opposite signs (Hastie et al., 2009; Hill & Adkins, 2003; Stolzenberg, 2004).  
When we separately modeled each area-level crime index covariate, they shared common signs; 
yet when we jointly modeled the crime covariates, they had opposite signs.  This reversal 
paradox is a classic indicator of collinearity. 
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Table 1.1. Standardized coefficient estimates for variables in a forward stagewise regression 
model of body mass index z-score (BMIZ). Variables selected by the stagewise algorithm were 
used in an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model to obtain p-values.  Conflicting 
estimates (i.e., estimates with opposite signs at different spatial scales) are boldfaced and 
italicized.  The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and the area-level 
variables available at more than one spatial scale.   
Explanatory Variable Stagewise OLS   
Visit Age 0.079 0.080 (*) 
Male -0.002 -0.003  
Black 0.040 0.040 (*) 
Population Density_CBK 0.003 0.004  
Population Density_CBG -0.015 -0.020 (+) 
Population Density_CT -0.027 -0.021 (+) 
% White_CT -0.018 -0.021  
% Hispanic White_CBG 0.020 0.018  
% Hispanic White_CT  0.020 0.024 (+) 
% Hispanic Black_CBG 0.005 0.009  
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.010 0.005  
Median Household Income_CBG -0.032 -0.034 (*) 
Median Household Income_CT -0.058 -0.058 (*) 
% Renter_CT -0.037 -0.042 (*) 
% Vacant_CT 0.015 0.015 (*) 
Murder Index_CBG -0.055 -0.084 (*) 
Murder Index_CT 0.031 0.062 (*) 
Rape Index_CBG 0.021 0.037 (*) 
Rape Index_CT -0.002 -0.020  
Robbery Index_CBG -0.008 -0.039 (+) 
Robbery Index_CT 0.005 0.039  
Assault Index_CBG -0.027 -0.037 (+) 
Assault Index_CT 0.026 0.036  
Burglary Index_CT  0.004 0.007  
Larceny Index_CBG 0.011 0.022  
Larceny Index_CT -0.019 -0.033 (+) 
Motor Vehicle Theft Index_CBG 0.019 0.051 (*) 
Motor Vehicle Theft Index_CT -0.032 -0.068 (*) 
 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values  
marked with (+) have an associated p-value < 0.1. 
CBK = census block, CBG = census block group, CT = census tract 
 
As described in Table 1.2, the area-level covariates were highly correlated across spatial 
scales.  The correlation coefficients ranged from a minimum of 0.74 to a maximum of 0.97, 
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demonstrating strong correlations were present between covariates across different spatial units.  
In light of this, it is not surprising to see collinearity problems as a result of modeling the same 
covariate at more than one spatial scale.   
 
Table 1.2. Spearman correlation coefficients between neighborhood covariates across different 
spatial scales. 
Variable CBG,CTρ  CBK,CBGρ  CBK,CTρ  
Population Density 0.90 0.78 0.74 
% White 0.96 — — 
% Hispanic White 0.88 — — 
% Hispanic Black 0.83 — — 
Median Household Income 0.93 — — 
% Renter 0.85 — — 
% Vacant 0.87 — — 
Murder Index 0.96 — — 
Rape Index 0.95 — — 
Robbery Index 0.97 — — 
Assault Index 0.96 — — 
Burglary Index 0.96 — — 
Larceny Index 0.94 — — 
Motor Vehicle Theft Index 0.96 — — 
  
 Note: CBK = census block, CBG = census block group, CT = census tract 
 
The potential negative ramifications of modeling an area-level covariate at multiple 
spatial scales calls for the need to model each area-level variable at a single spatial unit.  Yet the 
traditional approach of modeling all contextual covariates at the same spatial scale does not take 
into account that different area-level variables can be influential at different scales.  Hence, we 
have taken measures to address this problem through the development of four spatial scale (SS) 
model selection algorithms, where all area-level variables are considered at all available scales to 
enter a model, but each area-level covariate is constrained to enter the model at a single spatial 
scale.   
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1.3 PROSPECTUS 
The remainder of this dissertation is organized into four parts or chapters.  Chapter 2 is 
based on a published paper (Grant et al., 2015) and includes the development of the SS forward 
stepwise, SS incremental forward stagewise, SS least angle regression (LARS), and SS lasso 
algorithms and an environmental application modeling groundwater nitrate concentrations in 
Iowa.  Chapter 3 features a socioeconomic application of our SS methods to a pediatric body 
mass index (BMI) dataset and additionally considers interactions and random effects at different 
spatial scales.  Chapter 4 investigates various simulation study scenarios comparing model 
performance of different approaches (e.g., selecting each covariate at only one SS or at more 
than one SS) in addition to comparing model performance across SS algorithms.  Chapter 5 
summarizes our work and discusses areas for potential future work.  Following Chapter 5, 
appendices provide supplemental material for Chapter 4 (Appendix A), R code for an example of 
how to preprocess the data prior to implementation of the SS algorithms (Appendix B), and the R 
code for the SS algorithms (Appendix C).
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CHAPTER 2 
 
SELECTING SPATIAL SCALE OF COVARIATES IN REGRESSION  
MODELS OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURES1 
 
 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In public health research, it is acknowledged that both compositional (individual-level) 
and contextual (neighborhood-level) variables are important for explaining variation in health 
outcomes (Diez Roux, 2003; Flowerdew et al., 2008; Kawachi & Berkman, 2003; Krieger et al., 
2002, 2003; Root, 2012; Root et al., 2011).  For example, the role of contextual variables 
continues to be a key focus of investigators studying potential risk factors for obesity (Block et 
al., 2004; Galvez et al., 2010; Prince et al., 2011), where neighborhood variables such as fast 
food density and green space presence are thought to be important factors that contribute to 
obesity status.  Neighborhood- or area-level variables can also have an important role in 
explaining variation in environmental chemical exposures.  One example is found with modeling 
variation in polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) measured in carpet dust using percentage of 
developed land, population density, and number of industrial facilities within 2 kilometers (km) 
of residences, where total PCB levels are significantly associated with either percentage of 
developed land or population density (DellaValle et al., 2013).
                                                 
1 This chapter previously appeared as an article in Cancer Informatics.  The original citation is as follows: Grant, L., 
Gennings, C., & Wheeler, D. C. (2015). Selecting spatial scale of covariates in regression models of environmental 
exposures. Cancer Informatics, 14(S2), 81–96. 
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Through the use of geocoding and geographic information systems (GIS), researchers can 
link an individual residential address to an external database containing numerous area-level or 
environmental variables, where the number of variables is denoted by p.  Typically, each of the 
area-level variables is available at multiple geographic scales.  Thus, the p number of area-level 
variables available to consider when explaining variation in a health outcome can quickly 
multiply.  Many socioeconomic variables, including race, education, household income, and 
housing tenure, are available from the U.S. Census at the census block group, census tract, and 
county level.  To clarify, we use the word “level” as a general term for spatial unit.  Level is 
synonymous with region size, which, as will be seen later in our case example, denotes a buffer 
size.  In addition to geopolitical areas, researchers can also create a set of geographic areas of 
varying size to summarize environmental variables using circular buffers or rings centered at 
observed data points.  As an example, population density can be calculated at distances of one, 
two, and three miles (mi) from a residential location by intersecting spatial buffers of these sizes 
with census block group data.   
With the abundance of socioeconomic and environmental data available at multiple 
spatial scales, a natural question arises for researchers who wish to investigate environmental 
effects—at what spatial scale (geographic areal unit) should each area-level variable be modeled 
in order to explain a fixed health outcome or environmental exposure of interest?  Area-level 
covariates used as contextual variables in regression models are often in practice modeled at the 
same spatial scale, where, generally, a smaller spatial unit (i.e., census block group versus a 
county) is thought to better capture heterogeneity in regression relationships.  Krieger et al. 
(2002) model area-based socioeconomic measures at three spatial scales (census block group, 
census tract, and ZIP Code) to study mortality outcomes and cancer incidence and find that the 
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effect estimates for the smaller spatial units (census block group and census tract) are similar, 
while the effect estimates for the larger spatial unit (ZIP Code) differ and are sometimes in the 
opposite direction.  Krieger et al. (2002) conclude that level of geography is important and 
recommend the use of socioeconomic variables at a smaller spatial scale, namely census block 
group or census tract. 
The selection of spatial scale for environmental variables is a problem typically 
encountered in modeling groundwater quality.  A variable that is often incorporated into 
statistical models of groundwater quality is area land use, as it is known to be one of the factors 
that can affect water quality.  Barringer et al. (1990) find that the use of a circular buffer around 
a water table well is a simple and effective method for correlating water quality and land use.  
Regional and national groundwater studies have associated land use near a well with water 
quality using a fixed circular buffer distance, with 500 meters (m) a common choice and 1 km a 
less common choice (Gardner & Vogel, 2005; Moran et al., 2007; Nolan et al., 2002; Squillace 
& Moran, 2007; Squillace et al., 2002).  Some researchers have evaluated the univariate 
correlation of land use variables with groundwater quality.  Ferrari and Ator (1995) find 
correlations between agricultural land use and nitrate concentrations using circular buffers of 400 
m and 800 m.  Kolpin (1997) correlates the concentrations of nitrate, alachlor, and atrazine 
detected in wells with a variety of land use variables using circular buffers ranging in size from 
200 m to 2 km.  Johnson and Belitz (2009) evaluate a range of circular buffer and wedge sizes in 
a univariate correlation analysis of urban land use and the occurrence of volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) in groundwater using Kendall’s tau (τ).  They find that values of τ are within 
10% of one another for circles and wedges ranging in size from 500 m to 2 km, with statistically 
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significant correlations for all sizes, and conclude that the popular choice of a 500 m circular 
buffer is adequate for assigning land use variables to a well.   
Other researchers have evaluated the buffer distance to select for each type of land use 
variable to use in a regression model of groundwater quality.  Rupert (2003) selects the circular 
buffer size for land use variables to explain detection of elevated atrazine or desethyl-atrazine 
(atrazine/DEA) concentrations and elevated concentrations of nitrate using univariate logistic 
regression.  The optimal buffer size is 2 km for agricultural land use variables and 500 m for 
urban land use variables according to McFadden’s rho-squared, a transformation of the log-
likelihood statistic that is designed to imitate the r-squared of linear regression for univariate 
regression models (Rupert, 2003).  The buffer distances of 2 km for agricultural land use 
variables and 500 m for urban land use variables are then used in multiple logistic regression 
models of the probability of elevated atrazine/DEA detection and the probability of elevated 
nitrate detection. 
An important question is whether all area-level variables should be modeled at the same 
spatial scale, as recent studies have shown that different area-level covariates are associated with 
health outcomes at different spatial scales (Flowerdew et al., 2008; Root, 2012; Root et al., 
2011).  Root (2012) finds that the relationship between area-level socioeconomic status (SES) 
variables and orofacial cleft risk varies when using different spatial scales to define 
neighborhoods.  The study results indicate that poverty has a stronger association with risk for 
cleft palate at smaller geographic scales, while unemployment has a stronger association at larger 
scales, thus providing evidence that neighborhood effects operate at different spatial scales.  In 
addition, Flowerdew et al. (2008) demonstrate in a British study of limiting long-term illness 
(LLTI) that the correlation strength between area-level variables and LLTI can vary depending 
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on the spatial scale.  Stronger correlations are present for LLTI and age group at the smaller 
Enumeration District (ED) scale, while stronger correlations exist for LLTI and unemployment 
at the larger ward scale.  In another study, Block et al. (2004) examine the relationship between 
fast-food restaurant density (FFRD) and black and low-income neighborhoods while controlling 
for various neighborhood variables such as commercial activity and presence of highways, 
which, in addition to FFRD, are available at two spatial scales (0.5- and 1-mi buffer sizes).  They 
find that while the results for both buffer analyses are similar, the 1 mi buffer analysis leads to a 
statistically significant association for median household income, perhaps due to a better 
capturing of how far people are willing to travel to buy food.  In light of these findings, it is 
important to consider spatial scale for each area-level covariate when studying relationships 
between environmental variables and a particular outcome variable. 
In this paper, we present a novel approach for modeling area-based variables at different 
spatial scales using four model selection approaches.  To demonstrate these methods, we use a 
nitrate dataset containing numerous geologic and land use variables at different buffer sizes to 
investigate potential associations with nitrate concentrations in drinking well water.  
Contamination of drinking water by nitrate is a growing problem in agricultural areas of the 
United States, as ingested nitrate can lead to the endogenous formation of N-nitroso compounds, 
which are potent carcinogens.  Our methods are not limited to the case example we present, but 
can be applied to other area-based variables that are related to cancer. 
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2.2 METHODS 
2.2.1 Statistical Methods 
We review four established methods used in model selection: forward stepwise 
regression, incremental forward stagewise regression, least angle regression (LARS), and the 
lasso (Hastie et al., 2009).  Next, we introduce our modified versions of these algorithms to 
select spatial scale.  Lastly, we present an application of our methods to model groundwater 
nitrate concentrations in Iowa. 
2.2.2 Model Selection Approaches 
2.2.2.1 Forward Stepwise Regression 
Forward stepwise regression is a common approach used for model selection.  A 
description of the forward stepwise regression algorithm detailed by Berk (2008) and Wheeler 
(2009) is as follows:  
(1) Initialize all regression coefficients 1ˆ ˆ, , 0,p =β β  and let ,=r y  where r  denotes 
the residual vector and y  denotes the response vector.  
(2) Of the candidate variables, find the predictor jx  that has the greatest absolute 
correlation with the residuals ,r  and add jx  to the working design matrix .inX  
(3) Let 1ˆ ( ) .T Tin in in−=β X X X y  
(4) Compute the residuals ˆ,= −r y y  where yˆ  is the vector of fitted values. 
(5)  Iterate steps (2)–(4) until there is an inadequate improvement in the performance 
of the model or until all predictors have been added to the model. 
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For step (5), we consider there to be an inadequate improvement in the model’s performance if 
the difference in the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) between the current model and the 
proposed model is less than epsilon, for some epsilon > 0. 
2.2.2.2 Incremental Forward Stagewise Regression 
Incremental forward stagewise regression is another common approach used for model 
selection.  Hastie et al. (2009) and Hastie et al. (2007) describe the incremental forward 
stagewise regression algorithm as follows:  
(1) Initialize all regression coefficients 1ˆ ˆ, , 0,p =β β  and let ,=r y  where r  denotes 
the residual vector and y  denotes the response vector.  
(2) Find the predictor jx  that has the greatest absolute correlation with the residuals 
r . 
(3) Let ˆ ˆ ,j j j← +β β δ  where [ ( , )]δ τ= ⋅j jsign corr r x  for some step size 0.τ >  
(4) Let .j j← −δr r x  
(5) Iterate steps (2)–(4) until none of the predictors are correlated with the residuals 
.r   
For step (5), we consider none of the predictors to be correlated with the residuals if 
max ( , )corr r X  is less than a specified tolerance, where the tolerance is some small, positive 
number. 
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2.2.2.3 Least Angle Regression 
Following the notation of Yuan and Lin (2006), the LARS algorithm is described as 
follows: 
(1) Initialize all regression coefficients [0] [0]1ˆ ˆ, , 0,p =β β  and let [0] ,=r y  where [0]r  
denotes the residual vector at index 0 and y  denotes the response vector.  Set 
1,i =  where i  is the index for the current iteration count. 
(2) Find the predictor cx  among the p possible predictors that has the greatest 
absolute correlation with the residuals [ 1].−ir   
(3) Let the active set i  be equal to the corresponding column index of X  
associated with the predictor ,cx  and add cx  to the working design matrix .iX   
(4) Let γ  be a p-dimensional vector where all values are set equal to 0.  Calculate the 
current least squares direction γ  by updating 
[ ] 1 [ 1]( ) .
i i i
T T i
i
− −= X X X r  γ   
(5) For every j  in X  that is not an element of the active set ,i  calculate ,jα  the 
minimum distance needed to move the active regression coefficient(s) in direction 
γ  until another predictor jx has as much correlation with the current residuals as 
the variables in the active set.  That is, find (0,1)j ∈α  such that  
2 2[ 1] [ 1]( ) ( ) ,T i T ij j j j
− −
′− = −α αx r X x r Xγ γ  
where j′  is arbitrarily chosen from .i  
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(6) If {1, , },i p≠   set *
0
min( ) ,
i
j
j jj
α
α α α
∉
>
= =

 update the current active set
1 { *},i i j+ ∪=   where *j  denotes the corresponding column index of X  
associated with the predictor *,jx  and add *jx  to the working design matrix 1 ;i+X  
else, set 1.α =  
(7) Let [ ] [ 1]ˆ ˆ .i i−= +αβ β γ  
(8) Let [ ] [ ]ˆ .i i= − βr y X  
(9) Set 1,i i= + and iterate steps (4)–(8) until 1,α =  when all predictors have been 
added to the model. 
For step (5), for ease of computation, we select j′  to always be the first value of the active set 
.i   Thus, for each iteration, j′x  corresponds with the first column of the design matrix .iX   
After p iterations, the ordinary least squares (OLS) solution is reached (Hastie et al., 2007). 
2.2.2.4 Lasso 
The lasso, which stands for least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (Tibshirani, 
1996), is a shrinkage method that is good for dealing with high-dimensional data and correlated 
covariates by placing a constraint on the magnitude of the regression coefficients (Hastie et al., 
2009; Wheeler, 2009).  Hastie et al. (2009) define the lasso estimate as follows: 
2
lasso
1 1
ˆ argmin x ,
pn
i 0 ij j
i j
y
= =
 
= − − 
 
∑ ∑
β
β β β  such that 
1
,
p
j
j
t
=
≤∑ β  where t  is a tuning parameter that 
determines the shrinkage extent.  Efron et al. (2004) discover that the LARS algorithm can be 
modified to obtain the lasso solutions.  As with LARS, the lasso adds variables to the active set.  
However,  unlike LARS, the lasso does not permit active, non-zero coefficients to cross zero, 
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and in cases where a non-zero coefficient reaches zero, that variable is dropped from the active 
set (Hastie et al., 2009).   
Following the notation of Efron et al. (2004), Shi (2012) describes the lasso algorithm as 
follows: 
(1) Initialize all regression coefficients [0] [0]1ˆ ˆ, , 0,p =β β  and let [0] ,=r y  where [0]r  
denotes the residual vector at index 0 and y  denotes the response vector.  Set 
1,i =  where i  is the index for the current iteration count. 
(2) Find the predictor jx  among the p possible predictors that has the greatest 
absolute correlation with the residuals [ 1] ,−ir  and let the active set i  be equal to 
the corresponding column index of X  associated with the predictor .jx  
(3) Add jx  to the working design matrix iX  such that ( ) ,i ij j js ∈=  X x   where 
[ 1]{ ( , )} 1.ij js sign corr
−= = ±x r    
(4) Compute the following:  
[ 1]
1 1/2
1
ˆ ( , ),
ˆ ˆmax{ },
A ( ) , where  is the length of  and , and
, where and A .
i i i i ii i
i i i i i i i i
i
T T
i i
T
corr
C
−
− −
−
=
=
= =
= =
1 1
= 1
c X r
c
G G X X
a X u u X w w G
     
       
 
 
(5) Find ˆ
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆmin min , ,
A Ai
i i
j j
jj
j j
C c C c
a a
γ = γ+
∉
  − +  =   − +   

 
 where “ min+ ” specifies that, for 
every j  not in the active set ,i  the minimum is found over only the positive 
elements, and jˆ  denotes the corresponding column index of X  associated with 
the predictor ˆ .jx    
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(6)  Let dˆ  be a p-dimensional vector where all values are set equal to 0.  For every 
,ij∈  update dˆ  by calculating 
[ ]ˆ ( ) .
ii j j
s w=d   
(7) Find 
ˆ
min ,ˆi
j
jj
j
γ = γ
d
β+
∈
 
 = −
 
 

 

 where j  denotes the corresponding column index of 
X  associated with the predictor .jx   If ˆ,<γ γ  let 
[ ] [ 1]ˆ ˆ ˆ,i i +−= γβ β d  update 
1 { },i i j+ = −    and update the working design matrix 1 ;i+X  else, let 
[ ] [ 1]ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ,i i +−= γβ β d  update 1 ˆ{ },i i j+ = ∪   and update the working design matrix 
1
.
i+
X  
(8) Let [ ] [ ]ˆ .i i= − βr y X  
(9) Set 1,i i= + and iterate steps (4)–(8) until all predictors have been added to the 
model and ˆ .< γ γ  
Notice that step (7) is the lasso modification to the LARS algorithm.  At the final iteration, the 
OLS solution is reached (Efron et al., 2004).   
2.2.3 Modifications of Model Selection Approaches to Select Spatial Scale 
2.2.3.1 Spatial Scale Forward Stepwise Regression 
We propose a modified forward stepwise regression algorithm that selects each area-level 
variable at only one spatial scale in order to build regression models to explain variation in a 
continuous outcome variable.  We use the basic forward stepwise algorithm with adjustments to 
select the scale for variables available at more than one spatial level.  In the algorithm, all 
variables are considered at all available spatial scales as potential candidates to enter a model.  
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However, due to potentially high correlations present across different scales for a given variable, 
we constrain the algorithm to select each area-level variable at a single spatial scale. 
Our modeling approach uses a 3-D or stacked matrix, where each stack represents a 
particular level of covariates, including spatial scale.  As an example, we might have several 
individual-level covariates, an area-level covariate available at 1, 2, and 3 mi, and another area-
level covariate available at 4 and 6 mi.  In this case, the first stack would contain the individual-
level variables, the second, third, and fourth stacks would contain the area-level variable at the  
1-, 2-, and 3-mi levels, and the fifth and sixth stacks would contain the area-level variable at the 
4- and 6-mi levels, respectively.  In cases where values are only present for a covariate at certain 
levels, that covariate is assigned missing values at all other levels.  The spatial scale forward 
stepwise regression algorithm is: 
(1) Construct a n x p x S  stacked matrix ,X  where =n the number of observations, 
=p the number of variables, and =S the number of levels of covariates. 
(2) Initialize all regression coefficients 1ˆ ˆ, , 0,p =β β  and let ,=r y  where r  denotes 
the residual vector and y  denotes the response vector.  
(3) For each stack , 1, ,= … :s s S   
Of the candidate variables, find the predictor jsx  that has the greatest absolute 
correlation with the residuals .r  
(4) Of the s  correlations, select the predictor jsx  that has the maximum correlation, 
and add that predictor to the working design matrix .inX   Remove all other 
versions of the winning predictor variable .jsx  
(5) Let 1ˆ ( ) .T Tin in in−=β X X X y  
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(6) Compute the residuals ˆ,= −r y y  where yˆ  is the vector of fitted values. 
(7) Iterate steps (3)–(6) until there is an inadequate improvement in the performance 
of the model or until all predictors have been added to the model. 
For step (4), it is important to note that once an overall maximum is determined, we 
select the corresponding variable at the best spatial scale and remove all other versions (or spatial 
scales) of that variable from further consideration for model selection.  In this way, we constrain 
the algorithm to select each area-based variable at a single spatial scale.  For step (7), we 
consider there to be an inadequate improvement in the model’s performance if the difference in 
the AIC between the current model and the proposed model is less than epsilon, for some epsilon 
> 0. 
2.2.3.2 Spatial Scale Incremental Forward Stagewise Regression 
We spatially modify the basic forward stagewise algorithm to select each area-level 
variable at a single spatial scale.  We use the same matrix data structure as with the spatial scale 
forward stepwise algorithm.  The spatial scale incremental forward stagewise regression 
algorithm is:  
(1) Construct a n x p x S  stacked matrix ,X  where =n the number of observations, 
=p the number of variables, and =S the number of levels of covariates. 
(2) Initialize all regression coefficients 1ˆ ˆ, , 0,p =β β  and let ,=r y  where r  denotes 
the residual vector and y  denotes the response vector.  
(3) For each stack , 1, ,= … :s s S  
Find the predictor jsx  that has the greatest absolute correlation with the residuals 
.r  
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(4) Of the s  correlations, select the predictor jsx  that has the maximum correlation, 
and remove all other versions of the winning predictor variable .jsx   
(5) Let ˆ ˆ ,j j j← +β β δ  where [ ( , )]δ τ= ⋅j jssign corr r x  for some step size 0.τ >  
(6) Let .δ← − j jsr r x  
(7) Iterate steps (3)–(6) until none of the predictors are correlated with the residuals 
.r  
For step (4), once an overall maximum is determined, we select the corresponding 
variable at the best spatial scale and remove all other versions (or spatial scales) of that variable 
from further consideration.  In this way, we constrain the algorithm to select each area-level 
variable at a single spatial scale.  For step (7), we state that none of the predictors are correlated 
with the residuals if the overall maximum is less than a specified tolerance, where the tolerance 
is some small, positive number. 
2.2.3.3 Spatial Scale Least Angle Regression 
Our approach for the spatial modification of the least angle regression (LARS) algorithm 
involves the use of a block diagonal matrix 
1
,
0
0
 
 
=  
  
 
cand
p
a
a
A  where each ,ja  for 1, , ,= j p  
is an js  x js  identity matrix such that each column indicates a particular level or spatial scale, 
where p is the total number of predictor variables disregarding spatial scale and js  is the number 
of levels of covariates for the jth variable.  candA  is a square matrix with 
1
*
p
j
j
p s
=
=∑  rows.  Every 
time a variable enters the active set i , candA  is updated by removing all other versions (or 
spatial scales) of the winning variable.  When X  is post-multiplied by ,candA  we get the candidate 
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design matrix ,candX  which keeps track of variables in the active set as well as candidate 
variables.  Through this updating of ,candX  we modify the basic LARS algorithm to select each 
area-level variable at a single spatial scale.   
Adopting the notation of Yuan and Lin (2006), the spatial scale LARS algorithm is: 
(1) Initialize all regression coefficients [0] [0]1 *ˆ ˆ, , 0,p =β β  and let [0] ,=r y  where [0]r  
denotes the residual vector at index 0 and y  denotes the response vector.  Let 
candA  be a pre-processed *p x *p  block diagonal matrix.  Set 1,i =  where i  is the 
index for the current iteration count. 
(2) Find the predictor cx  among the *p  possible predictors that has the greatest 
absolute correlation with the residuals [ 1].−ir  
(3) Let the active set i  be equal to the corresponding column index of X  
associated with the predictor ,cx  and add cx  to the working design matrix .iX   
(4) Update candA  by removing all other versions of the winning predictor variable ,cx  
and update the candidate design matrix .= ⋅cand candX X A  
(5) Let γ  be a p*-dimensional vector where all values are set equal to 0.  Calculate 
the current least squares direction γ  by updating 
[ ] 1 [ 1]( ) .
i i i
T T i
i
− −= X X X r  γ  
(6) For every j  in candX  that is not an element of the active set ,i  calculate ,jα  the 
minimum distance needed to move the active regression coefficient(s) in direction 
γ  until another predictor jx  has as much correlation with the current residuals as 
the variables in the active set.  That is, find (0,1)j ∈α  such that  
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2 2[ 1] [ 1]( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ,T i T T T i T Tj j cand cand j j cand cand
− −
′− = −α αγ γx r X A x r X A  
where j′  is arbitrarily chosen from .i  
(7) If ,i p≠  set *
0
min( ) ,
i
j
j jj
α
α α α
∉
>
= =

 update the current active set 1 { *},i i j+ ∪=   
where *j  denotes the corresponding column index of X  associated with the 
predictor *,jx  add *jx  to the working design matrix 1 ,i+X  update ,candA  and 
update the candidate design matrix ;= ⋅cand candX X A  else, set 1.α =  
(8) Let [ ] [ 1]ˆ ˆ .i i−= +αβ β γ  
(9) Let [ ] [ ]ˆ(( ) ) .i i T Tcand cand= − βr y X A  
(10) Set 1,i i= + and iterate steps (5)–(9) until 1,α =  when all predictors have been 
added to the model. 
For steps (4) and (7), once a predictor variable is chosen to enter the model, we select that 
variable at the best spatial scale and remove all other versions (or spatial scales) of that variable 
from further consideration from the candidate design matrix .candX   In this way, we constrain the 
algorithm to select each area-level variable at a single spatial scale.  For step (6), for ease of 
computation, we select j′  to always be the first value of the active set .i   Thus, for each 
iteration, j′x  corresponds with the first column of the design matrix .iX   After p iterations, the 
OLS solution is reached (Hastie et al., 2007).   
2.2.3.4 Spatial Scale Lasso 
As with the spatial modification of LARS, our modeling approach for the spatial 
modification of the lasso algorithm involves the use of a *p x *p  block diagonal matrix 
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1
,
0
0
 
 
=  
  
 
cand
p
a
a
A  where each ,ja  for 1, , ,= j p  is an js  x js  identity matrix such that each 
column indicates a particular level or spatial scale, where p is the total number of predictor 
variables disregarding spatial scale, js  is the number of levels of covariates for the jth variable, 
and *p  is the total number of predictor variables at all available levels such that 
1
* .
=
=∑
p
j
j
p s   As 
with the spatially modified LARS method, every time a variable enters the active set i , candA  is 
updated by removing all other versions (or spatial scales) of the winning variable.  When X  is 
post-multiplied by ,candA  we get the candidate design matrix ,candX  which keeps track of variables 
in the active set as well as candidate variables.  Through this updating of ,candX  we modify the 
basic lasso algorithm to select each area-level variable at a single spatial scale.  
Adopting the notation of Efron et al. (2004), the spatial scale lasso algorithm is: 
(1) Initialize all regression coefficients [0] [0]1 *ˆ ˆ, , 0,p =β β  and let [0] ,=r y  where [0]r  
denotes the residual vector at index 0 and y  denotes the response vector.  Let 
candA  be a pre-processed *p x *p  block diagonal matrix.  Set 1,i =  where i  is the 
index for the current iteration count. 
(2) Find the predictor jx  among the *p  possible predictors that has the greatest 
absolute correlation with the residuals [ 1] ,−ir  and let the active set i  be equal to 
the corresponding column index of X  associated with the predictor .jx  
(3) Add jx  to the working design matrix iX  such that ( ) ,i ij j js ∈=   X x  where 
[ 1]{ ( , )} 1.ij js sign corr
−= = ±x r    
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(4) Update candA  by removing all other versions of the winning predictor variable ,jx  
and update the candidate design matrix .= ⋅cand candX X A  
(5) Compute the following:  
[ 1]
1 1/2
1
ˆ ( , ),
ˆ ˆmax{ },
A ( ) , where  is the length of  and , and
, where and A .
i i i i ii i
i i i i i i i i
i
cand
T T
i i
T
cand
corr
C
−
− −
−
=
=
= =
= =
1 1
= 1
     
       
 
c X r
c
G G X X
a X u u X w w G
 
(6) Find ˆ
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆmin min , ,
A Ai
i i
j j
jj
j j
C c C c
a a
γ = γ+
∉
  − +  =   − +   

 
 where “ min+ ” specifies that, for 
every j  not in the active set ,i  the minimum is found over only the positive 
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(10) Set 1,i i= + and iterate steps (5)–(9) until all predictors have been added to the 
model and ˆ .< γ γ  
Step (8) is the lasso modification.  For steps (4) and (8), once a predictor variable is 
chosen to enter the model, we select that variable at the best spatial scale and remove all other 
versions (or spatial scales) of that variable from further consideration from the candidate design 
matrix .candX   In this way, we constrain the algorithm to select each area-level variable at a 
single spatial scale.  At the final iteration, the OLS solution is reached (Efron et al., 2004).   
2.2.4 Application to Groundwater Nitrate 
2.2.4.1 Study Data 
To model the variation in nitrate in drinking well water in Iowa, we used data for private 
wells sampled in 1984 through 2011 by the following programs: the Iowa Grants to Counties 
Water Well Program (GTC), the Iowa Private Well Tracking System, the Iowa Statewide Rural 
Well Water Survey, the Iowa Community Private Well Study, and the U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS).  We used only those wells with the most accurate locations as determined by GPS 
measurements, topographic quad maps, and geocoded residence addresses.  Seventy-five percent 
of the well locations were based on geocoded residential street addresses.  Nitrate data were 
reported either as nitrate or nitrite-plus-nitrate as NO3-, and the latter were converted to nitrate-
nitrogen (hereafter referred to as “nitrate”).  Values below the detection limit were imputed from 
a log-normal distribution of uncensored data (Wheeler et al., 2015).  Same-day samples at the 
same well location and depth were excluded if their standard deviation was 5 mg/L nitrate-N or 
more, otherwise the average of such samples was used.  Nitrate data were natural log 
transformed prior to modeling.  There were 11,931 well measurements in the analysis dataset. 
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We considered a set of 115 explanatory variables in the statistical analysis (Table 2.1).  
Variables were available for characteristics at the individual well location and for characteristics 
of the surrounding environment over different distance buffers.  Variables at the individual well 
level include longitude, latitude, elevation, well depth, bedrock status, and bedrock depth, among 
others.  A geographic information system was used to calculate the surrounding environmental 
variables.  Most of the environmental variables were calculated using more than one distance 
buffer to assess the importance of spatial scale.  An exception was for counts of animal feeding 
operations (AFOs) by type (Confined, Open Feedlot, Mixed), which were only calculated at 10 
km.  The AFO type of the closest AFO was also recorded, along with the number of animals at 
the nearest AFO (NearAFO_AnimalUnits).  Most of the other area-based variables were 
calculated at distances of 500 m and 1 km.  These area-based covariates include average percent 
sand, average percent clay, average slope length, and mean population density, among others.  
Only fine-grain thickness (FnGrn_Logs) was calculated at 4- and 6-mi distances.  Additional 
details on the variables are available in Wheeler et al. (2015).  To account for missing data, we 
excluded 9.3% of the observations that were missing values for any of the covariates and used 
10,824 nitrate measurements in our analysis. 
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Table 2.1. Variable definitions for the variables considered in the spatial scale forward stepwise, forward stagewise, LARS, and lasso 
models.  The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and the area-based variables available at more than one 
buffer distance.  Any variable that falls below the dashed line has a suffix indicating the associated spatial scale. 
Variable No. Name Description 
1 Latitude Latitude value of well location (degrees). 
2 Longitude Longitude value of well location (degrees). 
3 SampleYr Well sample year. 
4 Well_Depth Depth of measurement well (ft). 
5 Elevation Land-surface elevation at well point (ft). 
6 Bdrk_Dpth Depth (ft) to bedrock at well point. 
7 Bdrk_Flag Flag indicating if well is within or above bedrock.  0 = Above bedrock; 1 = Within bedrock. 
8 NearAFO_Dist Distance to nearest AFO (Animal Feeding Operation) facility (m). 
9 NearAFO_Type_1 Type of nearest AFO facility: Open Feedlot. 
10 NearAFO_Type_2 Type of nearest AFO facility: Confined/Open (i.e., mixed). 
11 NearAFO_AnimalUnits Total Animal Units at the nearest AFO facility. 
12 Count_10kmConfmnts Number of confinement-only AFOs within 10km of the well point.   
13 Count_10kmFeedlots Number of feedlot-only AFOs within 10km of the well point.   
14 Count_10kmMixed Number of mixed-only AFOs within 10km of the well point.   
15 Count_10kmHogs Number of hog facilities within 10km of the well point.  
16 precip Estimated mean annual precipitation at well point for the time period 1981-2010 (millimeters times 100). 
17 mintemp Estimated mean annual minimum temperature at well point for the time period 1981-2010 (degrees Celsius times 100). 
18 maxtemp Estimated mean annual maximum temperature at well point for the time period 1981-2010 (degrees Celsius times 100). 
19 SinkholeDist_m Distance from well point to nearest sinkhole point (m). 
20 K Average horizontal hydraulic conductivity of all glacial deposits at well point (ft/day).  
21 AvgK Average horizontal hydraulic conductivity of all glacial deposits within a 4x4-mile square around the well point (ft/day). 
22 Kz Average vertical hydraulic conductivity of all glacial deposits at the well point (ft/day). 
23 AvgKz Average vertical hydraulic conductivity of all glacial deposits within a 4x4-mile square around the well point (ft/day).  
24 Trans Transmissivity of all glacial deposits at the well point (ft2/day).  
25 AvgTrans Average transmissivity of all glacial deposits within a 4x4-mile square around the well point (ft2/day).  
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Table 2.1. (Continued) 
Variable No. Name Description 
26 MaxKz Maximum kz within the 4x4-mile square around the well point (ft/day).  
27 KKzT_Logs Number of USGS water well logs within a 4x4-mile square around the well point (count).   
28-29 Sand Average percent sand within a 500-m/1-km buffer.   
30-31 Silt Average percent silt within a 500-m/1-km buffer. 
32-33 Clay Average percent clay within a 500-m/1-km buffer.  
34-35 OM Average percent organic matter within a 500-m/1-km buffer. 
36-37 Db033 Average bulk density at 1/3 bar within a 500-m/1-km buffer (grams/cubic cm).   
38-39 Dbovendry Average oven dry bulk density at 1/3 bar within a 500-m/1-km buffer (grams/cubic cm).  
40-41 Ksat Average saturated hydraulic conductivity within a 500-m/1-km buffer (micrometers/sec).  
42-43 AWC Average available water capacity within a 500-m/1-km buffer (cm H2O/cm soil).   
44-45 H2O15 Average water content at 15 bar within a 500-m/1-km buffer (percent by weight). 
46-47 AASHTOGr Average AASHTO group classification within a 500-m/1-km buffer. 
48-49 Kw Average K factor for whole soil within a 500-m/1-km buffer. 
50-51 Kf Average K factor for rock free soil within a 500-m/1-km buffer.  
52-53 CaCO3 Average calcium carbonate within a 500-m/1-km buffer (percent by weight).   
54-55 CEC7 Average cation-exchange capacity within a 500-m/1-km buffer (milliequivalents per 100 grams). 
56-57 pHH2O Average pH (1 to 1 water) within a 500-m/1-km buffer.   
58-59 Slope Average percent slope within a 500-m/1-km buffer. 
60-61 SlopeLength Average slope length within a 500-m/1-km buffer (feet).  
62-63 Runoff Average runoff potential within a 500-m/1-km buffer (Scale: 1-6; Negligible to Very High).  
64-65 T Average soil loss tolerance within a 500-m/1-km buffer (tons/acre/year).  
66-67 WEI Average wind erodibility index within a 500-m/1-km buffer.   
68-69 Aspect Average aspect (direction the surface of the soil faces) within a 500-m/1-km buffer (degrees). 
70-71 MAP Average mean annual precipitation within a 500-m/1-km buffer (mm).  
72-73 FrostFDays Average number of frost free days per year within a 500-m/1-km buffer.   
74-75 FrostAction Average degree of frost action within a 500-m/1-km buffer (Scale: 0-3; None to High).   
76-77 CorrosionCon Average risk of concrete corrosion within a 500-m/1-km buffer (Scale: 1-3; Low to High).   
78-79 CorrosionSt Average risk of steel corrosion within a 500-m/1-km buffer (Scale: 1-3; Low to High).   
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Table 2.1. (Continued) 
Variable No. Name Description 
80-81 IACSR Average Iowa corn suitability rating within a 500-m/1-km buffer (Scale: 0-100).  
82-83 WaterDepth Average depth to water within a 500-m/1-km buffer (cm).   
84-85 FloodingFreq Average flooding frequency within a 500-m/1-km buffer (Scale: 0-4, None to Very Frequent). 
86-87 PondingFreq Average ponding frequency within a 500-m/1-km buffer (%). 
88-89 DrainClass Average drainage classification within a 500-m/1-km buffer (Scale: 1-7, Very Poorly Drained to Excessively Drained).  
90-91 FarmClass Percent "not prime farmland" within a 500-m/1-km buffer.  
92-93 HELWater Percent "not highly water erodable land" within a 500-m/1-km buffer.  
94-95 HELWind Percent "not highly wind erodable land" within a 500-m/1-km buffer. 
96-97 Basements Percent "very limited and somewhat limited" basement limitations within a 500-m/1-km buffer.   
98-99 SewageLag Percent "very limited and somewhat limited" sewage lagoon limitations within a 500-m/1-km buffer.  
100-101 Trails Percent "very limited and somewhat limited" path and trail limitations within a 500-m/1-km buffer.   
102-103 HydricClas Percent "all hydric and partially hydric" hydric classifications within a 500-m/1-km buffer.  
104-105 TileDrn_USGS Mean "estimated percent tile drainage on agricultural lands" within a 500-m/1-km buffer.   
106-107 TileDrn_IADNR Mean "estimated percent tile drainage" within a 500-m/1-km buffer.  
108-109 PopDen90 Mean population density within a 500-m/1-km buffer derived from U.S. Census 1990 (persons per km2).   
110-111 PopDen00 Mean population density within a 500-m/1-km buffer derived from U.S. Census 2000 (persons per km2).  
112-113 Recharge Estimated mean annual natural ground-water recharge within a 500-m/1-km buffer (millimeters per year). 
114-115 FnGrn_Logs Number of well logs within a 4x4-mile/6x6-mile square around the well point used to generate an interpolated total fine-grain thickness grid.  
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2.2.4.2 Statistical Analysis 
We modeled the natural log of nitrate concentrations in well water using our four spatial 
scale selection algorithms.  We built spatial scale forward stepwise regression, spatial scale 
incremental forward stagewise regression, spatial scale LARS, and spatial scale lasso models to 
explain variation in log nitrate concentration while allowing any individual-level variable to 
enter the model and any area-based variable to enter the model at a single spatial scale, 
considering all available spatial scales.  For spatial scale forward stepwise and spatial scale 
stagewise, we used a stacked data matrix where the first stack contained individual-level 
variables or area-level variables available at only one spatial scale, the second and third stacks 
contained area-level variables at the 500m and 1km levels, and the fourth and fifth stacks 
contained area-level variables at the 4mi and 6mi levels, respectively. Given that variables 
available at multiple spatial scales were limited to enter a model at a single spatial scale, the total 
number of variables possible for model inclusion was 71 instead of 115.  More specifically, the 
total number of individual-level variables and area-level variables available at one spatial scale 
possible for model inclusion was 27, and the total number of area-level variables possible was 
44.  
For spatial scale forward stagewise, spatial scale LARS, and spatial scale lasso, we fitted 
OLS regression models with the selected covariates to obtain approximate p-values and AIC 
measures.  For ease of computation, approximate significance levels were determined when the 
covariates selected from the spatial scale stagewise, LARS, and lasso algorithms were plugged 
into OLS regression models to obtain standard error estimates.  Because LARS and lasso yield a 
sequence of solutions, for each algorithm, we selected as the final model the one that had the 
minimum OLS-based AIC.  The outcome and predictor variables were standardized to have a 
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mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.  We used a significance level of 0.05.α =   For the 
spatial scale forward stepwise algorithm, we set epsilon = 1 because the rule of thumb for a 
meaningful difference in AIC is 2 to 3 (Burnham & Anderson, 2002).  Decreasing the value of 
epsilon leads to larger models and better goodness-of-fit.  For the spatial scale forward stagewise 
algorithm, we used a commonly accepted increment or step size of 0.001 (Berk, 2008) and set 
the tolerance = 0.01.  Increasing the step size leads to larger coefficient estimates and a decreased 
number of algorithm iterations, and increasing the tolerance leads to models with fewer selected 
covariates and decreased goodness-of-fit.  All analyses were performed using R version 3.1.0 (R 
Core Team, 2014). 
2.2.4.3 Evaluation Metrics 
To evaluate the success of our spatial scale algorithms, we examined our methods using 
three criteria.  First, for each of the four algorithms, we checked to see whether different spatial 
scales were selected and enumerated the number of selected variables that fell into each spatial 
scale category.  Second, we looked at the agreement in sign and spatial scale for significant 
variables that were selected across various groupings of the algorithms.  Third, in order to 
evaluate the rationale of including different variables at different spatial scales within the same 
model, for each algorithm, we compared AIC measures across three different scenarios: (1) when 
limiting all selected area-based variables to be at the smallest available spatial scale, (2) when 
limiting all selected area-based variables to be at the largest available spatial scale, and (3) when 
using all selected area-based variables at the spatial scales originally selected by the model.   
2.3 RESULTS 
Different variables were selected at different spatial scales using the spatial scale forward 
stepwise, spatial scale incremental forward stagewise, spatial scale LARS, and spatial scale lasso 
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algorithms (Figures 2.1–2.4).  In each coefficient path plot, iterations of the respective algorithm 
are shown as the model building progresses, where the coefficient estimates at each iteration 
change as variables enter or leave a model.  Black lines represent individual-level variables, red 
lines indicate area-based variables at the 500m level, green lines denote area-based variables at 
the 1km level, and purple lines represent area-based variables at the 6mi level.  The forward 
stepwise algorithm converged after 26 iterations (Figure 2.1) and, the forward stagewise 
algorithm converged after 1,747 iterations (Figure 2.2).  Not surprisingly, it took a large number 
of iterations before the stagewise algorithm converged due to the incremental updating of the 
beta coefficient estimates.  The LARS algorithm converged to the OLS estimates after 71 
iterations (Figure 2.3).  The dotted vertical line in Figure 2.3 indicates the chosen model that had 
the minimum OLS-based AIC.  The lasso algorithm converged to the OLS estimates after 85 
iterations (Figure 2.4).  It took more iterations for the lasso algorithm to converge than it did for 
the LARS due to lasso’s ability to add and drop variables.  The dotted vertical line in Figure 2.4 
indicates the chosen model that had the minimum OLS-based AIC. 
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Figure 2.1. Coefficient paths for spatial scale forward stepwise regression to explain log nitrate 
concentration in drinking wells in Iowa.  The scale the variable entered the model is indicated by 
the legend. 
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Figure 2.2. Coefficient paths for spatial scale incremental forward stagewise regression to 
explain log nitrate concentration in drinking wells in Iowa.  The scale the variable entered the 
model is indicated by the legend. 
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Figure 2.3. Coefficient paths for spatial scale LARS to explain log nitrate concentration in 
drinking wells in Iowa.  The scale the variable entered the model is indicated by the legend.  The 
dotted vertical line indicates the chosen model that had the minimum OLS-based AIC. 
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Figure 2.4. Coefficient paths for spatial scale lasso to explain log nitrate concentration in 
drinking wells in Iowa.  The scale the variable entered the model is indicated by the legend.  The 
dotted vertical line indicates the chosen model that had the minimum OLS-based AIC. 
 
The coefficient estimates for each of the covariates selected in each of the algorithms are 
shown in Table 2.2, where the horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and 
the area-based variables that have multiple spatial scales.  Across all four algorithms, there were 
significant positive associations between log nitrate concentration and the following covariates: 
elevation, number of mixed-only AFOs within a 10km buffer (Count_10kmMixed), number of 
hog facilities within a 10km buffer (Count_10kmHogs), distance from well point to nearest 
sinkhole point (SinkholeDist_m), average transmissivity (AvgTrans), average wind erodibility 
index within a 500m buffer (WEI_500m), and estimated mean annual natural ground-water 
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recharge within a 500m buffer (Recharge_500m).  There were significant negative associations 
between log nitrate concentration and the following covariates: latitude, well depth, bedrock 
depth, bedrock status, average horizontal hydraulic conductivity (AvgK), average soil loss 
tolerance within a 1km buffer (T_1km), percent “not prime farmland” within a 500m buffer 
(FarmClass_500m), mean population density within a 1km buffer from the U.S. Census 2000 
(PopDen00_1km), and fine-grain thickness at the 6mi distance (FnGrn_Logs_6mi).   
 
Table 2.2. Estimated coefficients from spatial scale (SS) forward stepwise, forward stagewise, 
LARS, and lasso models.  The blank cells indicate variables not selected for a particular model.  
The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and the area-based variables 
considered at multiple spatial scales. 
Variable No. Explanatory Variable SS-Stepwise SS-Stagewise SS-LARS SS-Lasso 
1 Latitude -0.069 (*) -0.015 (*) -0.027 (*) -0.026 (*) 
4 Well_Depth -0.243 (*) -0.242 (*) -0.240 (*) -0.241 (*) 
5 Elevation 0.107 (*) 0.055 (*) 0.075 (*) 0.074 (*) 
6 Bdrk_Dpth -0.129 (*) -0.093 (*) -0.109 (*) -0.108 (*) 
7 Bdrk_Flag -0.080 (*) -0.065 (*) -0.072 (*) -0.072 (*) 
11 NearAFO_AnimalUnits  0.003 0.006 0.006 
12 Count_10kmConfmnts  0.001   
13 Count_10kmFeedlots  0.013 0.008 0.007 
14 Count_10kmMixed 0.026 (*) 0.020 (*) 0.024 (*) 0.024 (*) 
15 Count_10kmHogs 0.026 (*) 0.006 (*) 0.014 (*) 0.016 (*) 
19 SinkholeDist_m 0.244 (*) 0.214 (*) 0.260 (*) 0.259 (*) 
21 AvgK -0.091 (*) -0.021 (*) -0.056 (*) -0.056 (*) 
22 Kz 0.067 (*) 0.008 0.032 0.032 
23 AvgKz  0.017 (+) 0.016 (*) 0.015 (*) 
25 AvgTrans 0.084 (*) 0.055 (*) 0.069 (*) 0.070 (*) 
31 Silt_1km   0.050 (*) 0.038 (+) 
32 Clay_500m   0.013 (+) 0.012 (+) 
35 OM_1km -0.079 (*) -0.023 (+) -0.057 (*) -0.047 (*) 
39 Dbovendry_1km  0.024 (*) 0.025 (*) 0.028 (*) 
41 Ksat_1km  0.020 (*) 0.046 (*) 0.041 (*) 
42 AWC_500m   0.019 (*) 0.018 (*) 
46 AASHTOGr_500m  0.032 0.020 0.020 
47 AASHTOGr_1km 0.012    
49 Kw_1km   -0.004  
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Table 2.2. (Continued) 
Variable No. Explanatory Variable SS-Stepwise SS-Stagewise SS-LARS SS-Lasso 
52 CaCO3_500m -0.141 (*)    
53 CaCO3_1km  -0.099 (*) -0.108 (*) -0.110 (*) 
55 CEC7_1km  -0.017 (*) -0.047 (*) -0.053 (*) 
56 pHH2O_500m  -0.002 -0.030 (*) -0.026 (*) 
58 Slope_500m  -0.019 (*) -0.007 (+) -0.009 (+) 
60 SlopeLength_500m  0.009 -0.004  
63 Runoff_1km   0.021 0.011 
65 T_1km -0.126 (*) -0.100 (*) -0.112 (*) -0.110 (*) 
66 WEI_500m 0.100 (*) 0.042 (*) 0.076 (*) 0.077 (*) 
71 MAP_1km   -0.009 -0.009 (+) 
74 FrostAction_500m 0.052 (*) 0.027 (*) 0.020 0.025 
76 CorrosionCon_500m 0.066 (*)    
77 CorrosionCon_1km  0.050 (*) 0.064 (*) 0.058 (*) 
78 CorrosionSt_500m  0.007   
81 IACSR_1km   -0.003  
82 WaterDepth_500m   0.005 -0.003 
83 WaterDepth_1km  -0.013   
85 FloodingFreq_1km 0.013    
86 PondingFreq_500m 0.029 (*) 0.005 (+) 0.011 0.009 
89 DrainClass_1km 0.078 (*) 0.098 (*) 0.066 (+) 0.041 
90 FarmClass_500m -0.073 (*) -0.048 (*) -0.065 (*) -0.061 (*) 
94 HELWind_500m  -0.001 -0.010 -0.009 (+) 
97 Basements_1km  0.003   
99 SewageLag_1km 0.012  0.007 (+) 0.005 
100 Trails_500m    -0.017 
101 Trails_1km   -0.024  
107 TileDrn_IADNR_1km  -0.059 0.049 (+)  
108 PopDen90_500m   0.033 (*) 0.029 (*) 
111 PopDen00_1km -0.026 (*) -0.020 (*) -0.051 (*) -0.047 (*) 
112 Recharge_500m 0.219 (*) 0.158 (*) 0.186 (*) 0.189 (*) 
115 FnGrn_Logs_6mi -0.055 (*) -0.043 (*) -0.047 (*) -0.046 (*) 
 
 
Note: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an associated p-value < 0.1 
(when covariates selected from the SS-Stagewise, SS-LARS, and SS-Lasso algorithms are plugged into OLS 
regression models). 
  
Multiple spatial scales of 500m and 1km were selected for variables by each of the 
algorithms (Table 2.3).  All four models selected fine-grain thickness (FnGrn_Logs) to enter at 
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the 6mi level.  For the spatial scale forward stepwise model, 26 of the 71 individual- and area-
level covariates were selected.  With seven variables selected at the 500m level and seven 
variables selected at the 1km level, there was an even split between the number of variables 
selected at the 500m level vs. the 1km level.  For the spatial scale forward stagewise model, 39 
of the 71 individual- and area-level covariates were selected.  Again, there was a fairly even split 
with 11 variables selected at the 500m level and 12 variables selected at the 1km level.  For the 
spatial scale LARS model, 46 of the 71 individual- and area-level covariates were selected.  
More variables were chosen to enter at the 1km level than the 500m level, with 14 variables 
selected at the 500m level and 17 variables selected at the 1km level.  For the spatial scale lasso 
model, 42 of the 71 individual- and area-level covariates were selected.  There was a fairly even 
split with 14 variables selected at the 500m level and 13 variables selected at the 1km level.   
 
Table 2.3. Number of variables selected at each spatial scale for spatial scale (SS) forward 
stepwise, forward stagewise, LARS, and lasso models.  The last row gives the total number of 
possible variables at each spatial scale. 
  Individual-level Area-level No. of variables selected 
  500m 1km 4mi 6mi  
SS-Stepwise 11 7 7 0 1 26 
SS-Stagewise 15 11 12 0 1 39 
SS-LARS 14 14 17 0 1 46 
SS-Lasso 14 14 13 0 1 42 
No. of available variables  27 43 1 71 
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Table 2.4. Number of shared significant variables with the same sign and spatial scale and total 
number of shared variables for spatial scale (SS) forward stepwise, forward stagewise, LARS, 
and lasso models.  The frequency of shared significant variables with the same sign and spatial 
scale is given along with the total number of shared variables in parentheses. 
 Individual-level Area-level 
   500m 1km 4mi 6mi 
SS-Stepwise, SS-Stagewise, SS-LARS, SS-Lasso 10 3 2 0 1 
No. of shared variables (11) (5) (4) (0) (1) 
SS-Stepwise, SS-Stagewise, SS-LARS 10 3 2 0 1 
No. of shared variables (11) (5) (4) (0) (1) 
SS-Stepwise, SS-Stagewise, SS-Lasso 10 3 2 0 1 
No. of shared variables (11) (5) (4) (0) (1) 
SS-Stepwise, SS-LARS, SS-Lasso 10 3 3 0 1 
No. of shared variables (11) (5) (5) (0) (1) 
SS-Stagewise, SS-LARS, SS-Lasso 10 3 7 0 1 
No. of shared variables (14) (9) (9) (0) (1) 
SS-Stepwise, SS-Stagewise 10 4 3 0 1 
No. of shared variables (11) (5) (4) (0) (1) 
SS-Stepwise, SS-LARS 10 3 3 0 1 
No. of shared variables (11) (5) (5) (0) (1) 
SS-Stepwise, SS-Lasso 10 3 3 0 1 
No. of shared variables (11) (5) (5) (0) (1) 
SS-Stagewise, SS-LARS 10 3 7 0 1 
No. of shared variables (14) (10) (10) (0) (1) 
SS-Stagewise, SS-Lasso 10 3 7 0 1 
No. of shared variables (14) (9) (9) (0) (1) 
SS-LARS, SS-Lasso 11 6 8 0 1 
No. of shared variables (14) (13) (13) (0) (1) 
Significant but with different signs 0 0 0 0 0 
Significant but with different SS* — 2 0 0 0 
 
Notes: Variables with a p-value < 0.05 are considered significant (when covariates selected from the SS-
Stagewise, SS-LARS, and SS-Lasso algorithms are plugged into OLS regression models).   
 *In comparing SS-Stepwise with SS-Stagewise, SS-LARS, and SS-Lasso 
 
Overall, there was consistency across the spatial scale algorithms in terms of the 
coefficient signs and spatial scale for the significant selected variables (Table 2.4).  For various 
groupings of the algorithms, it is evident that, of the commonly selected covariates, the majority 
of them were significant.  There were no instances of significant variables having different signs 
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across algorithms, and only two instances of significant variables being selected at different 
spatial scales across algorithms.  Average calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and average risk of 
concrete corrosion (CorrosionCon) were selected at the 500m level by spatial scale stepwise and 
at the 1km level by spatial scale stagewise, spatial scale LARS, and spatial scale lasso.   
For spatial scale stepwise, spatial scale stagewise, spatial scale LARS, and spatial scale 
lasso, we fitted OLS regression models based upon the selected covariates to obtain AIC 
measures for the three different scenarios mentioned previously.  The table of AIC measures is 
shown in Table 2.5.  For all methods, the model using the model-selected spatial scales (Model 
3) resulted in the smallest AIC, indicating a better goodness-of-fit.  Thus, we saw a significant 
improvement in goodness-of-fit with the spatial scale models where we used the area-based 
variables at the spatial scales originally selected by each model.  Across all scenarios, the spatial 
scale lasso had the best goodness-of-fit. 
 
Table 2.5. OLS-based Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) comparisons across spatial scale (SS) 
forward stepwise, forward stagewise, LARS, and lasso models. 
  SS-Stepwise SS-Stagewise SS-LARS SS-Lasso 
Model 1: Smallest SS available 28,193.57 28,196.73 28,183.15 28,178.17 
Model 2: Largest SS available 28,144.05 28,143.04 28,133.79 28,131.90 
Model 3: Model-selected SS 28,130.90 28,135.15 28,100.19 28,096.65 
 
Using the final model provided by the spatial scale lasso, 26 of the 42 selected variables 
were significant (Table 2.2).  Of the significant variables, several variables had larger 
magnitudes and stood out as being important for explaining variation in nitrate. There were 
significant positive associations between log nitrate concentration and the following covariates:  
distance from well point to nearest sinkhole point (SinkholeDist_m) and estimated mean annual 
natural ground-water recharge within a 500m buffer (Recharge_500m).  In addition, there were 
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significant negative associations between log nitrate concentration and the following covariates: 
bedrock depth, well depth, average calcium carbonate within a 1km buffer (CaCO3_1km), and 
average soil loss tolerance within a 1km buffer (T_1km). 
2.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
To consider the problem of spatial scale selection for area-based variables available at 
more than one spatial scale in a regression model, we modified the forward stepwise, forward 
stagewise, LARS, and lasso algorithms to select the best spatial scale for each area-level 
covariate.  Our algorithms allow for any number of spatial scales of covariates to be considered 
and also enable inclusion of individual-level covariates or covariates with only one possible 
spatial scale.  We constrained the four algorithms to select each area-based variable to enter the 
model at a single spatial scale to avoid collinearity effects.  When applying the algorithms to 
model groundwater nitrate exposure in Iowa, we found that not all environmental variables were 
selected at the same spatial scale.  For all four spatial scale algorithms, the regression model that 
used the model-selected spatial scales had the best model fit.  Furthermore, there was an overall 
agreement in coefficient sign and spatial scale for significant variables that were selected across 
the algorithms.  The selection of area-level variables at different spatial units gives evidence for 
environmental effects operating at different spatial scales and demonstrates the importance of 
considering spatial scale when modeling environmental exposures.   
Other researchers have developed approaches to address the problem of spatial scale 
selection in regression modeling.  For example, rather than choosing the best available scale for 
each area-level covariate, Root et al. (2011) use the variance of the outcome variable (e.g., 
disease rates) to select a buffer distance at which to conduct the regression analysis and then use 
the area-level variables at the selected buffer distance.  They propose the Brown-Forsythe (FBF) 
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test of homogeneity of variance to select the optimal neighborhood or buffer size for modeling 
disease rates.  In their approach, Root et al. (2011) use circular buffers to create a collection of 
“neighborhoods” of different sizes around each subject and then use the FBF statistical test to 
select the ideal buffer distance.  This approach assumes that small neighborhoods will have high 
variances (reflective of an individualistic data structure) and large neighborhoods will have low 
variances (reflective of a global data structure).  The goal is to select an “optimal” neighborhood 
that adequately captures the global characteristics of the neighborhood environment in which a 
person lives without being so large as to lose applicability to the individual (Root et al., 2011).   
Using the FBF test as a method to choose the optimal neighborhood has its merits.  First, it 
is robust to deviations from the normal distribution in the outcome variables, which can occur 
when disease rates are modeled as normally distributed outcomes (Root et al., 2011).  Second, it 
allows researchers to more specifically define geographic areas that may be more relevant for a 
particular health outcome, as opposed to using predefined geopolitical spatial scales such as 
census block groups or counties, which may not adequately capture the proximal environment of 
an individual (Diez Roux, 2001; Root et al., 2011).  The FBF approach for selecting spatial scale 
also has its limitations.  First, it may not be suitable for researchers who wish to select 
neighborhoods other than those defined by using buffers (Root et al., 2011).  Second, the buffer-
based estimates of neighborhood SES variables have measurement error (in addition to the 
measurement error present in the Census data) by assuming that people are equally distributed 
within a census block group, but this is generally common to buffering approaches.  Third, and 
most importantly, area-level variables are not involved in the selection of the optimal buffer size 
for calculating disease rates.  The buffer distance is selected based on finding a spatial scale with 
a moderate variance for disease rates, and then socioeconomic variables are modeled at the 
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selected buffer size.  Thus, the FBF test does not directly select the spatial scale for area-level 
covariates. 
The strategies for the selection of spatial scale of environmental variables have been 
primarily univariate, at least in the context of the analysis of groundwater quality.  Buffer shape 
sizes for land use variables have typically been selected independently from one another, as well 
as from variables measured at the well level (Johnson & Belitz, 2009; Rupert, 2003).  However, 
the magnitude of the effect measure and the significance of relationships between area-level 
variables and the outcome could change when other important variables are considered 
simultaneously. 
Our methods provide a novel approach to the problem of spatial scale selection and have 
several strengths.  First, rather than making an assumption about the appropriate spatial scale at 
which to model area-based variables, our spatial scale algorithms directly allow the data to drive 
the selection of spatial scale and permit different spatial scales to be present within a model.  
Second, our approach to spatial scale selection is multivariate and permits the simultaneous 
consideration of individual-level variables and area-level variables available at multiple spatial 
scales to include in a model.  Third, due to the potentially high correlations present across 
different spatial scales for a given variable, our algorithms constrain each variable to enter the 
model at a single spatial scale.  That is, if a variable is available at two spatial scales, it can only 
enter the model at one of the two scales.  Crowder and South (2011) permit a variable to enter a 
regression model at both available spatial scales, and their results show that these variables have 
opposite signs, suggesting the possibility of collinearity effects.  Fourth, to address correlations 
present across variables, one of our algorithms constrains the regression coefficients in the 
presence of correlated covariates.  Fifth, our methods are scalable and can be extended to 
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accommodate high-dimensional datasets with a large number of covariates at a variety of 
different spatial scales. 
While our initial results when applying our algorithms are encouraging, our analysis of 
groundwater nitrate has limitations.  First, due to limited resources we were unable to consider 
more buffer distances in our analysis.  Second, our analysis of nitrate used fixed buffer sizes for 
area-level variables across the study area, but adaptive buffer sizes based on population density 
may be more appropriate.  Third, we excluded some observations due to missing values for some 
of the covariates.  Regarding limitations of the algorithms, in the case of the spatial scale lasso, 
the spatial scale of a variable is fixed once it enters the model.  That is, even if a variable is 
dropped, we constrain that variable to reenter the model at the same spatial scale that was 
originally selected.  This is done to ensure that the correlation between the current residuals and 
the candidate variables does not exceed the maximum correlation achieved between the current 
residuals and the variables in the active set.  Another limitation is the lack of standard errors for 
the algorithms, which necessitated our use of OLS models to obtain p-values.  The algorithms we 
present are for modeling a continuous outcome variable.  We are currently working on 
developing versions of our spatial scale algorithms to model a binary outcome variable.  In 
addition, we plan to run a simulation study to compare model performance across our four 
algorithms and also aim to evaluate a random effect at different spatial scales.  
In the case study of groundwater nitrate exposure, we used our spatial scale algorithms to 
select area-based variables available at multiple buffer distances in order to explain variation in 
groundwater nitrate, a known risk factor for cancer.  Our methods can be applied to other 
research problems, where it is of interest to select environmental or area-based risk factors 
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available at multiple spatial scales that are associated with a health outcome of interest such as 
cancer. 
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CHAPTER 3  
 
APPLICATION OF METHODS TO PEDIATRIC BMI DATASET 
 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been an increased emphasis on the impact of neighborhood or 
contextual factors as potential risk factors for childhood overweight or obesity (Davison & Birch, 
2001; Galvez et al., 2010; Rahman et al., 2011).  While individual-level factors such as diet and 
physical activity certainly play a part in a child’s risk for obesity, to ignore the importance of the 
neighborhood environment in which a child resides could be costly to the quality of inference 
that a researcher makes.   
The levels of influence (individual, familial, and community) that surround a child’s 
weight status are illustrated in Figure 3.1, reproduced from Davison and Birch (2001).  
Individual-level risk factors for childhood obesity are shown in the innermost ring, namely, a 
child’s dietary intake, physical activity, and sedentary behavior.  According to Davison and 
Birch (2001), there is an interplay between these risk factors and characteristics at the  
individual-, familial-, and community-levels, as shown in the concentric rings around child 
weight status.
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Figure 3.1. Three levels of influence (individual, familial, and community) that impact a child’s 
weight status.  Reproduced from Davison and Birch (2001). 
 
For the purposes of this chapter, we were interested in focusing on community- or 
neighborhood-level variables as listed in the outermost ring.  Examples of neighborhood factors 
include access to food sources, neighborhood walkability, and neighborhood safety (Galvez et 
al., 2010). Socioeconomic status (SES) variables, such as housing tenure and median household 
income, are further examples of neighborhood- or area-level variables.  It is common for area-
level variables to be available at multiple spatial scales (SS) or geographic units (e.g., census 
block group, census tract, ZIP Code).  Grant et al. (2015) present four model selection algorithms 
that can be used for the selection of area-level covariates in regression models to ensure that the 
best spatial scale is selected for each area-level covariate. 
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The objective of this chapter was to apply the SS methods of Grant et al. (2015) to a 
study of pediatric patients of the Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) Medical Center to 
model the variation in body mass index (BMI) z-scores of these patients while considering 
individual-level variables and neighborhood-level variables available at multiple spatial scales. 
3.2 METHODS 
3.2.1 Study Data 
The patient data were composed of children from 2 to 17 years of age who visited the 
VCU Medical Center between September 2009 and December 2012.  Patient data, which 
included demographic information in addition to residential addresses at the time of hospital 
visit, were accessed through the VCU Cerner Health System.  Patient addresses were geocoded 
using ESRI Business Analyst Desktop 10.1 software and linked to the U.S. Census 2010 data, 
StreetMap data that came with Business Analyst Desktop 10.1, 2010 Business data, 2011 
Consumer Spending data, and 2013 Crime Indexes data (all obtained from ESRI) to assign 
various neighborhood-level socioeconomic and crime index covariates to each patient.  There 
was only one record per patient for a total sample size of N = 29,471. 
For our research purposes, we considered neighborhood-level variables at three different 
spatial scales or levels: the census block (CBK), census block group (CBG), and census tract 
(CT) (ordered from smallest to largest in area).  As illustrated in Figure 3.2, reproduced from 
U.S. Census Bureau (2001), spatial scales are geographically defined units, where certain units 
are subsets of one another, akin to the concept of Russian nesting dolls.   
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of nested census boundaries: census block, census block group, and 
census tract.  Reproduced from U.S. Census Bureau (2001). 
 
The outcome variable of interest was BMI z-score (BMIZ).  Individual-level covariates 
included age, gender, race, and distance to the VCU Medical Center (miles).  Area-level 
covariates included the following: population density; percent of population that is black, 
Hispanic white, and Hispanic black; median household income (MHI); percent renter-occupied 
housing units; percent vacant housing units; and crime indices.  Crime indices included total 
crime, crimes against persons, and property crime.  In addition, park density, restaurant density, 
and exercise equipment expenditures were considered as surrogates for green space, food access, 
and physical activity, respectively.  All area-level variables were available at both the CBG and 
CT levels, with one variable (population density) also available at the CBK level.  For further 
details on the variables, see Table 3.1.   
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Table 3.1. Variable definitions for the variables considered in the spatial scale forward stepwise, 
forward stagewise, LARS, and lasso models. The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-
level variables and the neighborhood-level variables available at more than one spatial scale. 
Any variable that falls below the dashed line has a suffix indicating the associated spatial scale. 
Variable No. Name Description 
1 Visit_Age Age at visit in years 
2 Male Indicator variable for male 
3 Black Indicator variable for black 
4 MCV.dist Distance to VCU Medical Center (miles) 
5–7 POPDENS10 Population density (people/square mile) in 2010 CBK/CBG/CT 
8–9 PBLACK10 Percent of population that is black in CBG/CT 
10–11 PHWHITE10 Percent of population that is Hispanic white in CBG/CT 
12–13 PHBLACK10 Percent of population that is Hispanic black in CBG/CT 
14–15 MEDHINC_CY Median household income in CBG/CT 
16–17 PRENTER10 Percent of households that are rented in CBG/CT 
18–19 PVACANT10 Percent of households that are vacant in CBG/CT 
20–21 CRMCYTOTC Total crime index in CBG/CT 
22–23 CRMCYPERC Crimes against persons index in CBG/CT 
24–25 CRMCYPROC Property crime index in CBG/CT 
26–27 PARKDENS Park density in CBG/CT 
28–29 RESTDENS Restaurant density in CBG/CT 
30–31 EX_EQ Total expenditures per capita spent on sports/rec/exercise equipment in CBG/CT 
 
The majority of the patients (~79%) resided in the Richmond Metropolitan Statistical 
Area (MSA).  A choropleth map of average BMIZ by CT for the Richmond MSA, as delineated 
by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in December 2009 (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2010), is shown in Figure 3.3.  It is evident that mean BMIZ tended to be higher for areas along 
the perimeter of the Richmond MSA.  As examples, choropleth maps of population density and 
crimes against persons by area are given in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.  Both population density and 
crime rates were generally higher in the center of the map, which includes the city of Richmond.   
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Figure 3.3. Choropleth map of average BMIZ by census tract.  The selected area shown is the 
Richmond Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Choropleth map of population density by census tract.  The selected area shown is 
the Richmond Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). 
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Figure 3.5. Choropleth map of crimes against persons index by census tract.  The selected area 
shown is the Richmond Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). 
 
3.2.2 Statistical Analysis 
Of the total 29,471 patient observations, 1,933 observations were excluded.  We removed 
clinically underweight patients (n = 1,482), where underweight is defined as having a BMI z-
score less than the fifth percentile (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015).  The 
rationale for the exclusion of underweight children was two-fold: 1) to remove extreme outliers 
from the data and 2) in following the spirit of other studies, to remove the portion of the study 
population for which a BMI increase would actually be wanted (Gubbels et al., 2010).  We also 
excluded observations of patients that were non-white or non-black (n = 449) in order to limit the 
study population to black and white patients only and omitted two observations due to missing 
values.  Thus, the sample size used for all of our analyses was n = 27,538.   
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  We modeled the BMI z-scores of pediatric patients using four spatial scale selection 
algorithms as presented by Grant et al. (2015): SS forward stepwise regression, SS incremental 
forward stagewise regression, SS LARS, and SS lasso.  These SS algorithms selectively choose 
the best spatial scale, based on a correlation metric, at which to model each area-level covariate 
(Grant et al., 2015).  Application of the SS algorithms produced baseline SS main effects models.  
For the LARS and lasso algorithms, we chose the model that had the minimum AIC.  In order to 
acquire approximate p-values and Akaike information criterion (AIC) measures, we used the 
covariates that were selected by each of the SS stagewise, SS LARS, and SS lasso models to fit 
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models.   
Due to the hierarchical nature of the BMI dataset, we chose to evaluate a random effect 
(RE) at different spatial scales in an effort to account for the potentially correlated nature of 
subjects within a particular spatial scale.  For each of the SS algorithms, we took the model-
selected covariates and, using the R package l me4 (Bates et al., 2015), fit three linear mixed-
effects models, namely, random intercept models with a RE at the CBG, a RE at the CT, and REs 
at both the CBG and CT.  We obtained maximum likelihood (ML) estimates of the fixed effects 
and corresponding p-values (Kuznetsova et al., 2016).  We also examined areal maps of the 
random effects for the Richmond MSA. 
As an additional analysis step, we investigated fitting linear models with interaction 
terms.  To accomplish this, we fit OLS regression models using the covariates that were selected 
by each of the respective SS algorithms, any covariates deemed to be of biological importance, 
and also interaction terms of interest.  As described for the SS main effects models, we fit these 
interaction models with random effects and obtained ML estimates.  We also examined maps of 
the random effects. 
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For the SS algorithms, we standardized both the outcome and predictor variables for the 
purposes of removing the intercept term, particularly for the lasso algorithm.  For models fit with 
interaction terms, we left the outcome variable BMIZ unstandardized and standardized all 
predictor variables according to Gelman’s (2008) scaling recommendations, where dummy 
variables were centered and continuous predictor variables were standardized by centering and 
dividing by two standard deviations rather than one.  In this way, regression coefficient 
estimates, particularly those for dummy variables and interaction terms, could be interpreted in a  
more straightforward manner and were ensured to be on a comparable scale (Gelman, 2008).     
For the SS forward stepwise algorithm, we set ε = 1 based on a substantial difference in 
AIC being 2 to 3 (Bates et al., 2015).  For the SS forward stagewise algorithm, we set the step 
size at 0.001 and the tolerance at 0.01.  The significance level for these analyses was α = 0.05.  
All analyses were conducted using R version 3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2014).   
3.2.3 Evaluation Metrics 
We assessed our methods using four criteria.  First, for the SS algorithms, we determined 
if covariates were selected at different spatial scales and tallied the number of covariates that 
were selected at each spatial scale.  Second, we made AIC comparisons across three different 
settings: 1) when constraining all selected neighborhood-level covariates to enter a model at the 
CBG level, 2) when constraining all selected neighborhood-level covariates to enter a model at 
the CT level, and 3) when allowing all selected neighborhood-level covariates to enter a model at 
the original model-selected spatial scale (as determined by each SS algorithm).  Third, to assess 
evaluating a random effect at different spatial scales, we compared AIC measures among the 
baseline SS main effects models (models fit with no RE) and the corresponding mixed models 
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(models fit with REs).  Fourth, we compared AIC values among the interaction models and the 
corresponding mixed models with interaction terms. 
3.3 RESULTS 
3.3.1 Baseline SS Main Effects Models 
For each of the SS algorithms, covariates were selected at different spatial scales as 
demonstrated in Figures 3.6–3.8.  Each plot depicts the coefficient build-ups across the iterations 
of each algorithm.  Black lines denote individual-level variables, red lines designate 
neighborhood variables selected at the census block group level, and green lines correspond to 
neighborhood variables selected at the census tract level.  For all three algorithms, more 
variables were chosen to enter at the larger CT level than the smaller CBG level (Table 3.2). For 
these data analyses, the SS LARS and SS lasso algorithms yielded the same set of solution paths, 
thus we will refer to them jointly as SS LARS/lasso for the remainder of this chapter. 
 
Table 3.2. Number of covariates selected at each spatial scale (SS) by SS forward stepwise, 
forward stagewise, and LARS/lasso models.  The last row gives the total number of possible 
variables at each spatial scale. 
 Individual-level Area-level No. of variables selected 
  CBK CBG CT  
SS Stepwise 3 0 2 7 12 
SS Stagewise 3 0 3 5 11 
SS LARS/Lasso 3 0 3 7 13 
No. of available variables  4 13 17 
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Figure 3.6. Coefficient paths for spatial scale forward stepwise regression to explain BMIZ.  The 
scale at which each covariate entered the model is indicated by the legend.  The numbers on the 
right-hand side of the figure are the variable numbers as listed in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.7. Coefficient paths for spatial scale incremental forward stagewise regression to 
explain BMIZ.  The scale at which each covariate entered the model is indicated by the legend.  
The numbers on the right-hand side of the figure are the variable numbers as listed in Table 3.1. 
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Figure 3.8. Coefficient paths for spatial scale LARS/lasso to explain BMIZ.  The scale at which 
each covariate entered the model is indicated by the legend.  The numbers on the right-hand side 
of the figure are the variable numbers as listed in Table 3.1.  The dotted vertical line indicates the 
chosen model that had the minimum OLS-based AIC.  
 
Table 3.3 reports the standardized coefficient estimates for covariates that were selected 
by each of the SS algorithms.  Across all three SS algorithms, there was a significant positive 
relationship between BMI z-score and each of the following covariates (variable numbers are 
listed in parentheses): visit age (1), black (3), and percent Hispanic black at the CT level (13).  
Distance to medical center was positively associated with BMIZ and marginally significant for 
two of the three algorithms.  There was a significant negative relationship between BMI z-score 
and the following covariates: population density at the CT level (7), median household income at 
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the CT level (15), and total expenditures per capita spent on sports/recreation/exercise equipment 
at the CBG level (30).   
 
Table 3.3. Standardized coefficient estimates from spatial scale (SS) forward stepwise, forward 
stagewise, LARS, and lasso models of BMIZ. The blank cells indicate variables not selected for 
a particular model. The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and the 
neighborhood-level variables considered at multiple spatial scales.   
Explanatory Variable SS Stepwise SS Stagewise SS LARS/Lasso 
Visit Age 0.080 (*) 0.071 (*) 0.077 (*) 
Black 0.043 (*) 0.030 (*) 0.039 (*) 
Distance to Medical Center 0.013 (+) 0.011 (*) 0.013 (+) 
Population Density_CT  -0.033 (*) -0.035 (*) -0.034 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CBG  0.023 (*) 0.029 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CT 0.034 (*)   
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.022 (*) 0.011 (*) 0.020 (*) 
Median Household Income_CT -0.058 (*) -0.035 (*) -0.052 (*) 
% Renter_CT -0.035 (*)  -0.023 (*) 
% Vacant_CT 0.016 (*) 0.010 (*) 0.013 (+) 
Personal Crime Index_CBG -0.021 (*) -0.004 -0.010 
Property Crime Index_CT  -0.006 -0.010 
Park Density_CT 0.011 (+)  0.008 (+) 
Exercise Equipment_CBG -0.040 (*) -0.038 (*) -0.035 (*) 
 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an associated  
p-value < 0.1 (when covariates selected by the SS stagewise and SS LARS/lasso algorithms were 
plugged into OLS regression models). 
 
The AIC comparisons for the three aforementioned model settings are given in Table 3.4.  
It is clear that Model 3, where the spatial scale selection of area-level covariates was determined 
by each of the SS algorithms, had the markedly smallest AIC.  Thus, allowing covariates to enter 
a model at different spatial scales resulted in a significant improvement in the goodness of fit.  
Moreover, the SS stepwise and SS LARS/lasso models had the best goodness of fit.   
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Table 3.4. OLS-based Akaike information criterion (AIC) comparisons across spatial scale (SS) 
forward stepwise, forward stagewise, and LARS/lasso models. 
  SS Stepwise SS Stagewise SS LARS/Lasso 
Model 1: CBG 77,665.79 77,672.50 77,667.72 
Model 2: CT 77,657.64 77,667.79 77,657.22 
Model 3: CBG and CT 77,647.90 77,657.21 77,647.36 
 
3.3.2 Random Effects 
To address the potential for correlation among subjects within a neighborhood, we fit 
linear mixed-effects models based upon the covariates that were selected by each of the three SS 
algorithms.  We compared the SS algorithm estimates, where no random effect (RE) was 
included, to the estimates obtained from mixed-effects models, where REs were included at 
different spatial scales, as shown in Tables 3.5–3.7.  Based on these tables, it is apparent that 
adding REs did not change the signs of the fixed-effect estimates in comparison to the SS models 
that were fit with no RE.  In addition, the inclusion of REs did not substantially alter the 
magnitude or significance of the coefficient estimates of the neighborhood-level covariates. 
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Table 3.5. Standardized coefficient estimates from the spatial scale (SS) forward stepwise model 
of BMIZ with no random effect (RE) in contrast to standardized coefficient estimates from three 
mixed models with a RE at the census block group (CBG), RE at the census tract (CT), and RE 
at the CBG and CT.  The mixed models were fit using the covariates that were chosen by the SS 
stepwise algorithm.  The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and the 
neighborhood-level variables considered at multiple spatial scales.   
Explanatory Variable No RE RE at CBG RE at CT RE at CBG and CT 
Visit Age 0.080 (*) 0.081 (*) 0.081 (*) 0.081 (*) 
Black 0.043 (*) 0.042 (*) 0.042 (*) 0.042 (*) 
Distance to Medical Center 0.013 (+) 0.014 (+) 0.013 (+) 0.014 (+) 
Population Density_CT  -0.033 (*) -0.028 (*) -0.028 (*) -0.027 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CT 0.034 (*) 0.032 (*) 0.032 (*) 0.032 (*) 
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.022 (*) 0.016 (+) 0.019 (*) 0.017 (+) 
Median Household Income_CT -0.058 (*) -0.052 (*) -0.053 (*) -0.052 (*) 
% Renter_CT -0.035 (*) -0.031 (*) -0.030 (*) -0.030 (*) 
% Vacant_CT 0.016 (*) 0.016 (+) 0.018 (*) 0.017 (*) 
Personal Crime Index_CBG -0.021 (*) -0.021 (*) -0.024 (*) -0.022 (*) 
Park Density_CT 0.011 (+) 0.010 0.010 0.009 
Exercise Equipment_CBG -0.040 (*) -0.046 (*) -0.043 (*) -0.046 (*) 
 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an associated  
p-value < 0.1. 
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Table 3.6. Standardized coefficient estimates from the spatial scale (SS) forward stagewise 
model of BMIZ with no random effect (RE) in contrast to standardized coefficient estimates 
from three mixed models with a RE at the census block group (CBG), RE at the census tract 
(CT), and RE at the CBG and CT.  The mixed models were fit using the covariates that were 
chosen by the SS stagewise algorithm.  The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level 
variables and the neighborhood-level variables considered at multiple spatial scales.   
Explanatory Variable No RE RE at CBG RE at CT RE at CBG and CT 
Visit Age 0.071 (*) 0.081 (*) 0.081 (*) 0.081 (*) 
Black 0.030 (*) 0.041 (*) 0.041 (*) 0.041 (*) 
Distance to Medical Center 0.011 (*) 0.015 (+) 0.014 (+) 0.014 (+) 
Population Density_CT  -0.035 (*) -0.039 (*) -0.038 (*) -0.037 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CBG 0.023 (*) 0.029 (*) 0.030 (*) 0.029 (*) 
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.011 (*) 0.013 0.016 (+) 0.013 
Median Household Income_CT -0.035 (*) -0.040 (*) -0.042 (*) -0.040 (*) 
% Vacant_CT 0.010 (*) 0.017 (*) 0.019 (*) 0.018 (*) 
Personal Crime Index_CBG -0.004 -0.015 -0.018 -0.016 
Property Crime Index_CT -0.006 -0.010 -0.009 -0.009 
Exercise Equipment_CBG -0.038 (*) -0.044 (*) -0.040 (*) -0.044 (*) 
 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an associated  
p-value < 0.1.  For the SS stagewise model with no RE, covariates selected by the SS stagewise algorithm 
were plugged into an OLS regression model to obtain estimated p-values. 
 
Choropleth maps of the random-effect terms for the Richmond MSA are shown in Figure 
3.9 for each of the SS-based models.  Across the SS-based models, the maps featuring a RE at 
the CBG and REs at both the CBG and the CT appeared similar, while, interestingly, the maps 
featuring a RE at the CT appeared to highlight more tracts along the outskirts of the MSA as 
having higher BMI values.  For example, the darkest census tract near the southernmost part of 
the MSA is a part of Dinwiddie County, a largely rural county.  Perhaps this increase in BMI is 
reflective of the propensity of children and adolescents from rural areas to be more overweight 
(Davis et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2008). 
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Table 3.7. Standardized coefficient estimates from the spatial scale (SS) LARS/lasso model of 
BMIZ with no random effect (RE) in contrast to standardized coefficient estimates from three 
mixed models with a RE at the census block group (CBG), RE at the census tract (CT), and RE 
at the CBG and CT.  The mixed models were fit using the covariates that were chosen by the SS 
LARS/lasso algorithm.  The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and 
the neighborhood-level variables considered at multiple spatial scales.   
Explanatory Variable No RE RE at CBG RE at CT RE at CBG and CT 
Visit Age 0.077 (*) 0.081 (*) 0.081 (*) 0.081 (*) 
Black 0.039 (*) 0.042 (*) 0.042 (*) 0.042 (*) 
Distance to Medical Center 0.013 (+) 0.014 (+) 0.014 (+) 0.014 (+) 
Population Density_CT  -0.034 (*) -0.028 (*) -0.028 (*) -0.027 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CBG 0.029 (*) 0.031 (*) 0.031 (*) 0.031 (*) 
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.020 (*) 0.020 (*) 0.022 (*) 0.020 (*) 
Median Household Income_CT -0.052 (*) -0.055 (*) -0.056 (*) -0.055 (*) 
% Renter_CT -0.023 (*) -0.031 (*) -0.030 (*) -0.030 (*) 
% Vacant_CT 0.013 (+) 0.015 (+) 0.016 (*) 0.015 (+) 
Personal Crime Index_CBG -0.010 -0.013 -0.016 -0.014 
Property Crime Index_CT -0.010 -0.012 -0.011 -0.012 
Park Density_CT 0.008 (+) 0.010 0.010 0.010 
Exercise Equipment_CBG -0.035 (*) -0.041 (*) -0.038 (*) -0.041 (*) 
 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an associated  
p-value < 0.1.  For the SS LARS/lasso model with no RE, covariates selected by the SS LARS/lasso algorithm 
were plugged into an OLS regression model to obtain estimated p-values. 
 
Table 3.8 features the AIC measures of the SS stepwise, SS stagewise, and SS LARS/lasso 
models (fit with no RE) in comparison to their counterpart mixed models.  All three SS models 
yielded higher AIC values than their corresponding random effect models, of which the mixed 
model with a RE at the CBG had the lowest AIC value.  Thus, it appears that, for these analyses, 
fitting a model with a random effect was advantageous in producing a meaningfully better 
goodness of fit.  Furthermore, adding a RE at the smaller CBG level produced the best results, 
indicating that people who live in the same CBG are more similar than those who live in the 
same CT. 
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Figure 3.9. Maps of random effects at the census block group (CBG), census tract (CT), and 
CBG/CT for linear mixed-effects models of BMIZ using covariates selected by the spatial scale 
(SS) forward stepwise, forward stagewise, and LARS/lasso algorithms.  The selected area shown 
is the Richmond Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). 
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Table 3.8. AIC comparisons among spatial scale (SS) forward stepwise, forward stagewise, and 
LARS/lasso models with varying random effects (RE): no RE, RE at CBG, RE at CT, and RE at 
CBG and CT. 
  SS Stepwise SS Stagewise SS LARS/Lasso 
No RE 77,647.90 77,657.21 77,647.36 
RE at CBG 77,635.68 77,640.01 77,635.40 
RE at CT 77,639.88 77,643.04 77,639.34 
RE at CBG and CT 77,636.81 77,640.13 77,636.59 
 
3.3.3 Interactions 
To investigate interactions, we fit linear models which included nine interaction terms of 
interest, based on clinical recommendation.  Interactions between male and the following 
covariates were examined: population density, MHI, park density, and exercise equipment.  
Similarly, interactions between black and the aforementioned covariates were also examined, in 
addition to an interaction between distance to VCU Medical Center and MHI. 
Although the covariate for gender was not selected to be in the baseline SS models (Table 
3.2), based on clinical expertise, we included gender as a main effect in our interaction models 
due to its biological importance.  Recall that the SS algorithm estimates as reported in Table 3.2 
did not include an estimate for gender because the covariate male, although a candidate variable 
for model inclusion, was not selected to be in any of the SS algorithms.  Table 3.9 reports the 
OLS estimates when male was added as a covariate.  A comparison of these two tables reveals 
that the coefficient estimates and significant p-values did not considerably change despite the 
addition of the covariate male. 
Of the nine interaction terms that were included, the following four terms proved to be 
significant: Male × MHI_CT, Black × Population Density_CT, Black × Park Density_CT, and 
Black × Exercise Equipment_CBG.  In order to obtain final models, we refit our models using 
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only the significant interaction terms.  The results for the final interaction models are displayed 
in Table 3.10. 
 
Table 3.9. Standardized coefficient estimates when the covariate male and covariates selected by 
the spatial scale (SS) forward stepwise, forward stagewise, and LARS/lasso algorithms were 
plugged into OLS regression models of BMIZ. The blank cells indicate variables not selected for 
a particular model. The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and the 
neighborhood-level variables considered at multiple spatial scales.   
Explanatory Variable SS Stepwise SS Stagewise SS LARS/Lasso 
Visit Age 0.080 (*) 0.081 (*) 0.080 (*) 
Male -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 
Black 0.043 (*) 0.042 (*) 0.043 (*) 
Distance to Medical Center 0.013 (+) 0.014 (*) 0.014 (+) 
Population Density_CT  -0.033 (*) -0.047 (*) -0.033 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CBG  0.031 (*) 0.033 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CT 0.034 (*)   
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.022 (*) 0.019 (*) 0.025 (*) 
Median Household Income_CT -0.058 (*) -0.044 (*) -0.061 (*) 
% Renter_CT -0.035 (*)  -0.035 (*) 
% Vacant_CT 0.016 (*) 0.017 (*) 0.015 (+) 
Personal Crime Index_CBG -0.021 (*) -0.014 -0.013 
Property Crime Index_CT  -0.009 -0.012 
Park Density_CT 0.011 (+)  0.012 (+) 
Exercise Equipment_CBG -0.040 (*) -0.036 (*) -0.034 (*) 
N 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an  
associated p-value < 0.1 
 
Recall that for the interaction models, dummy variables were centered, and continuous 
predictor variables were centered and divided by two standard deviations (Gelman, 2008).  
Gelman (2008) explains that the resultant coefficient estimates can be interpreted as the changes 
in y associated with changes from low values to high values in the case of both binary and 
numeric predictors.  It is important to note that since the dummy variables have been centered, 
they no longer have values of 0 and 1 but rather have positive and negative values between −1.0 
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and 1.  Thus, in the presence of centered dummy variables, care must be given to the 
interpretation of interaction terms since the input values are no longer 0 and 1. 
 
Table 3.10. Standardized coefficient estimates when the covariate male, select interaction terms, 
and covariates selected by the spatial scale (SS) forward stepwise, forward stagewise, and 
LARS/lasso algorithms were plugged into OLS regression models of BMIZ.  The blank cells 
indicate variables not selected for a particular model.  The horizontal dashed line separates the 
individual-level variables and the neighborhood-level variables considered at multiple spatial 
scales. 
Explanatory Variable SS Stepwise SS Stagewise SS LARS/Lasso 
Intercept 0.584 (*) 0.587 (*) 0.584 (*) 
Visit Age 0.161 (*) 0.163 (*) 0.161 (*) 
Male -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 
Black 0.084 (*) 0.085 (*) 0.085 (*) 
Distance to Medical Center 0.023 0.023 0.023 
Population Density_CT  -0.038 (*) -0.052 (*) -0.038 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CBG  0.038 (*) 0.041 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CT 0.040 (*)   
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.039 (*) 0.035 (*) 0.042 (*) 
Median Household Income_CT -0.070 (*) -0.053 (+) -0.075 (*) 
% Renter_CT -0.034  -0.035 
% Vacant_CT 0.043 (*) 0.043 (*) 0.041 (*) 
Personal Crime Index_CBG -0.039 (*) -0.017 -0.024 
Property Crime Index_CT  -0.021 -0.021 
Park Density_CT 0.010  0.011 
Exercise Equipment_CBG -0.078 (*) -0.071 (*) -0.071 (*) 
Male:MHI_CT 0.097 (*) 0.097 (*) 0.097 (*) 
Black:Population Density_CT -0.073 (*) -0.062 (*) -0.073 (*) 
Black:Park Density_CT 0.079 (*)  0.078 (*) 
Black:Exercise Equipment_CBG 0.167 (*) 0.185 (*) 0.167 (*) 
N  
d 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an  
associated p-value < 0.1 
 
For the sake of example, let 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑 be a centered dummy variable, where 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑 = �𝑑𝑑0 < 0 𝑑𝑑1 > 0 , and 
let 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 be a standardized continuous variable.  If we are interested in including an interaction 
between a binary and continuous variable, then the regression equation can be written as follows: 
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𝑦𝑦 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑 + 𝛽𝛽2𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐+𝛽𝛽12𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 + 𝜀𝜀. 
When the reference group 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑑0, the slope is: 
𝛽𝛽2+𝛽𝛽12𝑑𝑑0, 
and when the non-reference group 𝑥𝑥𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑑1, the slope is 
𝛽𝛽2+𝛽𝛽12𝑑𝑑1. 
Depending on whether the estimates for 𝛽𝛽2 and  𝛽𝛽12 are positive or negative will affect the 
interpretation of the two slopes relative to one another. To aid in the interpretation of the 
interaction effect, Table 3.11 provides general guidelines for interpretation of the slopes under 
four different conditions. 
 
Table 3.11. Reference table for interpretation of the slopes under four different conditions, 
where different signs are realized by coefficient estimates for a continuous main effect (?̂?𝛽2) and 
an interaction (?̂?𝛽12).  
Case ?̂?𝛽2 ?̂?𝛽12 Interpretation of Interaction Effect 
1 + + Non-reference group has more positive slope than reference group. 
2 + − Non-reference group has less positive slope than reference group. 
3 − + Non-reference group has less negative slope than reference group. 
4 − − Non-reference group has more negative slope than reference group. 
 
To illustrate the use of Table 3.11, let us consider two different examples: 1) the 
interaction between black and population density and 2) the interaction between black and 
exercise equipment as shown in Table 3.10.  For the first example, observe that the main effect 
for population density had a negative sign, and the interaction between black and population 
density had a negative sign.  Referring to Table 3.11, we can see that this falls under the realm of 
case 4.  Thus, we can conclude that black children had a more negative slope for population 
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density than white children.  In other words, the negative association between population density 
and BMI z-score was enhanced for black children as compared to white children. 
For the second example, note that the main effect for exercise equipment had a negative 
sign, while the interaction between black and exercise equipment had a positive sign.  Thus, 
referring to Table 3.11, we can see that this falls under the realm of case 3.  Thus, we can 
conclude that black children had a less negative slope for exercise equipment than white 
children.  In other words, the negative association between exercise equipment and BMI z-score 
was diminished for black children as compared to white children. 
Following these two examples, we can interpret the remaining interaction effects in Table 
3.10.  The negative association between median household income and BMI z-score was reduced 
for boys as compared to girls.  The positive association between park density and BMI z-score 
was greater for black children as compared to white children. 
As was done for the baseline SS models, we fit the interaction models with REs.  A 
comparison of the coefficient estimates for the fixed effects are presented in Tables 3.12–3.14.  
As we saw earlier, it is evident that accounting for REs did not drastically change the signs, 
magnitude, or significance of the fixed-effect terms.   
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Table 3.12. Standardized coefficient estimates when the covariate male, select interaction terms, 
and covariates selected by the spatial scale forward stepwise algorithm were plugged into an 
OLS regression model of BMIZ with no random effect (RE) in contrast to coefficient estimates 
from three mixed models with a RE at the census block group (CBG), RE at the census tract 
(CT), and RE at the CBG and CT.  The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level 
variables and the neighborhood-level variables considered at multiple spatial scales. 
Explanatory Variable No RE RE at CBG RE at CT RE at CBG and CT 
Intercept 0.584 (*) 0.582 (*) 0.583 (*) 0.582 (*) 
Visit Age 0.161 (*) 0.161 (*) 0.161 (*) 0.161 (*) 
Male -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 
Black 0.084 (*) 0.082 (*) 0.081 (*) 0.081 (*) 
Distance to Medical Center 0.023 0.024 0.023 0.024 
Population Density_CT  -0.038 (*) -0.037 (+) -0.037 (+) -0.036 (+) 
% Hispanic White_CT 0.040 (*) 0.041 (*) 0.041 (*) 0.041 (*) 
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.039 (*) 0.033 (+) 0.037 (*) 0.033 (+) 
Median Household Income_CT -0.070 (*) -0.066 (*) -0.068 (*) -0.066 (*) 
% Renter_CT -0.034 -0.033 -0.030 -0.032 
% Vacant_CT 0.043 (*) 0.042 (*) 0.045 (*) 0.043 (*) 
Personal Crime Index_CBG -0.039 (*) -0.038 (*) -0.043 (*) -0.040 (*) 
Park Density_CT 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.009 
Exercise Equipment_CBG -0.078 (*) -0.087 (*) -0.080 (*) -0.085 (*) 
Male:MHI_CT 0.097 (*) 0.097 (*) 0.097 (*) 0.097 (*) 
Black:Population Density_CT -0.073 (*) -0.073 (*) -0.072 (*) -0.072 (*) 
Black:Park Density_CT 0.079 (*) 0.079 (*) 0.080 (*) 0.079 (*) 
Black:Exercise Equipment_CBG 0.167 (*) 0.155 (*) 0.160 (*) 0.154 (*) 
 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an associated              
p-value < 0.1 
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Table 3.13. Standardized coefficient estimates when the covariate male, select interaction terms, 
and covariates selected by the spatial scale forward stagewise algorithm were plugged into an 
OLS regression model of BMIZ with no random effect (RE) in contrast to coefficient estimates 
from three mixed models with a RE at the census block group (CBG), RE at the census tract 
(CT), and RE at the CBG and CT.  The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level 
variables and the neighborhood-level variables considered at multiple spatial scales. 
Explanatory Variable No RE RE at CBG RE at CT RE at CBG and CT 
Intercept 0.587 (*) 0.585 (*) 0.585 (*) 0.584 (*) 
Visit Age 0.163 (*) 0.163 (*) 0.163 (*) 0.163 (*) 
Male -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 -0.006 
Black 0.085 (*) 0.083 (*) 0.083 (*) 0.083 (*) 
Distance to Medical Center 0.023 0.024 0.023 0.023 
Population Density_CT  -0.052 (*) -0.050 (*) -0.049 (*) -0.049 (*) 
% Hispanic White_CBG 0.038 (*) 0.039 (*) 0.040 (*) 0.039 (*) 
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.035 (*) 0.029 (+) 0.033 (+) 0.029 (+) 
Median Household Income_CT -0.053 (+) -0.051 (+) -0.054 (+) -0.052 (+) 
% Vacant_CT 0.043 (*) 0.042 (*) 0.045 (*) 0.043 (*) 
Personal Crime Index_CBG -0.017 -0.017 -0.022 -0.019 
Property Crime Index_CT -0.021 -0.022 -0.020 -0.021 
Exercise Equipment_CBG -0.071 (*) -0.081 (*) -0.074 (*) -0.079 (*) 
Male:MHI_CT 0.097 (*) 0.097 (*) 0.098 (*) 0.097 (*) 
Black:Population Density_CT -0.062 (*) -0.061 (*) -0.060 (*) -0.060 (*) 
Black:Exercise Equipment_CBG 0.185 (*) 0.168 (*) 0.170 (*) 0.166 (*) 
 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an associated              
p-value < 0.1 
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Table 3.14. Standardized coefficient estimates when the covariate male, select interaction terms, 
and covariates selected by the spatial scale LARS/lasso algorithm were plugged into an OLS 
regression model of BMIZ with no random effect (RE) in contrast to coefficient estimates from 
three mixed models with a RE at the census block group (CBG), RE at the census tract (CT), and 
RE at the CBG and CT.  The horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and 
the neighborhood-level variables considered at multiple spatial scales. 
Explanatory Variable No RE RE at CBG RE at CT RE at CBG and CT 
Intercept 0.584 (*) 0.582 (*) 0.583 (*) 0.582 (*) 
Visit Age 0.161 (*) 0.161 (*) 0.161 (*) 0.162 (*) 
Male -0.006 -0.006 -0.005 -0.006 
Black 0.085 (*) 0.083 (*) 0.083 (*) 0.082 (*) 
Distance to Medical Center 0.023 0.023 0.022 0.023 
Population Density_CT  -0.038 (*) -0.036 (+) -0.037 (+) -0.036 (+) 
% Hispanic White_CBG 0.041 (*) 0.041 (*) 0.042 (*) 0.042 (*) 
% Hispanic Black_CT 0.042 (*) 0.036 (*) 0.040 (*) 0.037 (*) 
Median Household Income_CT -0.075 (*) -0.071 (*) -0.073 (*) -0.071 (*) 
% Renter_CT -0.035 -0.035 -0.031 -0.033 
% Vacant_CT 0.041 (*) 0.040 (*) 0.043 (*) 0.041 (*) 
Personal Crime Index_CBG -0.024 -0.022 -0.028 -0.024 
Property Crime Index_CT -0.021 -0.022 -0.020 -0.022 
Park Density_CT 0.011 0.010 0.010 0.010 
Exercise Equipment_CBG -0.071 (*) -0.079 (*) -0.072 (*) -0.078 (*) 
Male:MHI_CT 0.097 (*) 0.097 (*) 0.097 (*) 0.097 (*) 
Black:Population Density_CT -0.073 (*) -0.073 (*) -0.072 (*) -0.072 (*) 
Black:Park Density_CT 0.078 (*) 0.078 (*) 0.079 (*) 0.079 (*) 
Black:Exercise Equipment_CBG 0.167 (*) 0.154 (*) 0.159 (*) 0.154 (*) 
 
Notes: Values marked with (*) have a p-value < 0.05, and values marked with (+) have an associated              
p-value < 0.1 
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Figure 3.10. Maps of random effects at the census block group (CBG), census tract (CT), and 
CBG/CT for linear mixed-effects models of BMIZ using covariates selected by the spatial scale 
(SS) forward stepwise, forward stagewise, and LARS/lasso algorithms, respectively; the 
covariate male; and select interaction terms.  The selected area shown is the Richmond 
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). 
 
As illustrated in Figure 3.10, we looked at choropleth maps of the random effects of the 
interaction models, which had patterns similar to those observed for the random effects of the 
main effects models (Figure 3.9).  As reflected in Table 3.15, an inspection of AIC values among 
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interaction models fit with varying REs revealed that the models fit with a RE had smaller AIC 
values than models fit without a RE.  Models with a RE at the smaller CBG level had the best 
goodness of fit with the lowest AIC measures; however, the differences in AIC among the RE 
models were slight. 
 
Table 3.15. AIC comparisons among SS forward stepwise-, SS forward stagewise-, and SS 
LARS/lasso-based models with interactions and varying random effects (RE): no RE, RE at 
CBG, RE at CT, and RE at CBG and CT. 
  SS Stepwise SS Stagewise SS LARS/Lasso 
No RE 77,128.17 77,136.76 77,127.47 
RE at CBG 77,123.10 77,130.61 77,122.66 
RE at CT 77,125.62 77,132.90 77,125.16 
RE at CBG and CT 77,124.75 77,132.04 77,124.38 
 
3.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, we successfully applied our SS algorithms to a real-life dataset of pediatric 
patients for the purposes of examining the association between BMI z-score and both individual-
level covariates and neighborhood-level covariates available at more than one spatial scale.  
Based on these analyses, our primary findings were two-fold: 1) modeling different 
neighborhood-level covariates at different spatial scales resulted in the best goodness-of-fit, and 
2) adding a random effect at the smaller CBG level further improved model fit.  The first finding 
aligns with what we previously observed in our nitrate data application (Grant et al., 2015).  The 
second finding is not surprising when one considers that individuals living in the same 
neighborhood may be similar in ways that our covariates did not measure and that smaller spatial 
units are likely to be more homogeneous than larger spatial units (Iceland & Steinmetz, 2003). 
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3.4.1 Limitations 
These data analyses were primarily intended to demonstrate the use of our SS selection 
methods in a working data application.  While our analyses proved beneficial in establishing key 
findings, they were not without limitations.  First, the covariates that were considered as 
candidates for model inclusion were limited in scope.  For instance, only four individual-level 
variables were available; however, there are arguably many more covariates, such as nutrition 
and physical activity, which would be useful to include at the individual level.  Furthermore, the 
neighborhood-level variable park density was calculated based on point locations, regardless of 
the park area, and only included parks that had the word “park” in the name.  Therefore, our 
models are not exhaustive in explaining variation in BMI z-scores.   
Second, given that this is a real dataset, there is the potential for variation due to 
measurement error or other spurious effects.  For example, there were observations present with 
extreme values for BMI z-score that did not seem possible (e.g., an eleven year old boy who 
weighs 20 pounds).  These were most likely attributable to data entry errors and were excluded 
from our analyses.   
3.4.2 Future Work 
Opportunities for future work include the modification of our SS algorithms to consider 
interaction terms within each algorithm.  Along with individual- and area-level variables, 
interaction terms could be input as candidate variables for model inclusion.  However, 
consideration would need to be given to events following the selection of an interaction term to 
ensure that the corresponding main effects terms are included as well if they have not already 
been selected.   
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Thus, perhaps a better solution is given by Efron et al. (2004), who discuss checking for 
interactions after selecting the main effects by successively using the LARS algorithm—once to 
select the main effects terms and again to select the interaction terms.  For the second run, they 
recommend adjusting the outcome y by subtracting the fitted values obtained from the main 
effects model and using interaction terms as input variables for the design matrix X (Efron et al., 
2004).  To incorporate interactions within each SS algorithm, one could modify each SS 
algorithm to consider interactions after the main effects are selected by adopting the strategy 
presented by Efron et al. (2004), 
An additional idea for future work is the modification of our SS algorithms to adjust for 
confounders by forcing specific variables to be in a model.  For example, the R package 
gl mnet  permits users to identify variables that they desire to always be in a model (Friedman et 
al., 2010).  This is accomplished by ensuring that the coefficient estimates of the specified 
confounders are never shrunk to zero (Hastie & Qian, 2015).  As a starting measure to address 
the issue of confounders within each SS algorithm, one could 1) initially set the coefficient 
estimates of the confounders equal to the corresponding OLS estimates, 2) subtract the fitted 
values from the outcome variable y, and 3) proceed as usual through the remaining steps of each 
algorithm. 
A final consideration for future work is the modification of our SS algorithms to 
implement random effect selection.  After an algorithm selects the best scale at which to model 
each covariate, it could then select the best random effect based upon a minimum AIC criterion.  
Thus far, we have only examined independent random effects, but it would be worthwhile to 
explore spatially correlated random effects.  The use of random effect selection may or may not 
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be appropriate depending on the data.  However, in cases of data that is hierarchical in nature, 
random effect selection would be a useful tool to enhance model fit.
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CHAPTER 4  
 
SIMULATION STUDIES 
 
 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In previous chapters, we introduced the four spatial scale (SS) model selection 
algorithms: SS forward stepwise, SS incremental forward stagewise, SS least angle regression 
(LARS), and SS lasso.  We applied them to two real-world data applications, the socioeconomic 
body mass index dataset and the environmental Iowa nitrate dataset.  In this chapter, our aim was 
to evaluate the performance of the spatial scale algorithms through simulation studies.  We 
simulated outcome data based on real patient data and controlled the socioeconomic effects that 
truly existed for a given spatial scale by setting the truth in the regression coefficient values.  In 
order to gauge how well the spatial scale algorithms behaved and to gain a better understanding 
of the overall model performance of these approaches, we chose to examine the performance of 
the SS algorithms in relation to existing methods and in relation to one another. 
4.1.1 Primary Comparison 
The primary objective of this chapter was to compare, through simulation studies, the 
model performance of the four spatial scale selection algorithms versus two traditional model 
selection approaches.  The spatial scale algorithms constrained each area-level covariate to enter 
the model at only one spatial scale.  For the purposes of this study, the word traditional refers to
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commonly accepted model selection approaches that assume all area-level variables enter a 
model at the same spatial scale.  The two traditional approaches that we used were the CBG only 
approach, which constrained all area-level covariates to enter at the CBG level, and the CT only 
approach, which constrained all area-level covariates to enter at the CT level. 
4.1.2 Secondary Comparisons 
We examined the SS algorithms relative to unrestricted model selection approaches.  
These approaches were termed unrestricted because they allowed area-level covariates to enter 
the model at one or more spatial scales.  In addition, we evaluated the SS algorithms against one 
another. 
4.2 METHODS 
4.2.1 Data Simulation 
The patient data were composed of children, ranging from 2 to 17 years of age, who 
visited the Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) Medical Center between September 2009 
and December 2012.  Patient data were accessed through the VCU Cerner Health System and 
included demographic variables in addition to patient residential addresses at the time of hospital 
visit.  These addresses were geocoded and linked to the U.S. Census 2010 data and 2013 Crime 
Indexes data (both obtained from ESRI) to allocate various area-level socioeconomic and crime 
index covariates to each patient.   
The generated data were based on real census data, and the chosen study area was the 
Richmond Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), as defined by the Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) in December 2009 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010).  As illustrated in Figure 4.1, 
notice that the patient residential locations were superimposed on a map of the MSA study area, 
which, as an example, is divided into census tracts.  Based on this spatial overlay of patient 
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location and census boundary (i.e., census block group or census tract), area-level covariates 
were assigned to each patient.  In total, there were 23,130 patient observations in the Richmond 
MSA.   
 
Figure 4.1. The chosen study area for each simulated dataset was the Richmond Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (MSA), here divided into census tracts and featuring all 23,130 patient locations. 
 
From the study area, we selected a simple random sample (SRS) of 1,000 patients and 
their corresponding covariates of interest, including both individual-level and area-level 
variables as listed in Table 4.1.   We set the “true” regression coefficient values, i.e., *β , and also 
generated 1,000 epsilon values that were normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a variance of 
0.1.  We created the outcome variable simy  as follows: 
 sim = + .*y Xβ ε    (4.1) 
We repeated this process 500 times in order to generate 500 different simulated datasets. 
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Table 4.1. Variable definitions for the variables considered in the simulation studies. The 
horizontal dashed line separates the individual-level variables and the area-level variables 
available at more than one spatial scale. 
Name Description 
Age Age at visit in years 
Male Indicator variable for male 
BLK_CBG Percent of population that is black in CBG 
BLK_CT Percent of population that is black in CT 
VAC_CBG Percent of households that are vacant in CBG 
VAC_CT Percent of households that are vacant in CT 
A65_CBG Percent of population that is 65 years or older in CBG 
A65_CT Percent of population that is 65 years or older in CT 
FAMSZ_CBG Average family size in CBG 
FAMSZ_CT Average family size in CT 
POP_CBG Population density (people/square mile) in 2010 CBG 
POP_CT Population density (people/square mile) in 2010 CT 
CRM_CBG Total crime index in CBG 
CRM_CBG Total crime index in CT 
  
 Note: CBG = census block group, CT = census tract 
 
 
 To illustrate how we simulated the data, suppose we are interested in the following four 
covariates: the individual-level variables, age and gender, and the area-level variable, percent 
black, which is available at the census block group (CBG) and census tract (CT) levels.  First, 
draw a SRS of 1,000 patients and their accompanying covariates of interest from the MSA study 
area.  Second, set the true *β  values.  Third, generate 1,000 epsilon values, where ( )0, 0.1 .Νε   
Fourth, create the outcome variable simy , a vector of 1,000 observations, using equation (4.1).  
To conduct a simulation study, repeat this process a large number of times, say S=500, to create 
500 simulated datasets.   
For a scenario where it was of interest to change the values of *β  to *β , where *β  
denotes a newly defined set of “true” regression coefficients, we calculated a new outcome 
variable simy  using the aforementioned formula (4.1).  To ensure that the same covariate and 
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epsilon values were used for each *β  variation, we applied the set . seed( )  function in R (R 
Core Team, 2014).  Note that all simy  and X  values were standardized prior to their 
implementation in any of the model selection approaches.  Thus, each standardized regression 
coefficient estimate ˆ j, standβ  was rescaled back to its original scale ˆ jβ  using the following 
multiplicative constant: .sim
j
σ
σ
y
X
 
 A scatterplot matrix featuring the levels of correlation among the socioeconomic X  
variables at both the census block group and census tract scales is given in Figure 4.2.  This plot 
illustrates that percent black and percent vacant were moderately highly correlated with 
correlation coefficients of 0.62 (BLK_CBG and VAC_CT) and 0.63 (BLK_CT and VAC_CT).  
In addition, the correlation between neighborhood covariates across spatial scales can also be 
seen in Figure 4.2.  For example, the correlation of average family size at the CBG and CT levels 
was 0.81.  The correlation coefficients of a variable across spatial scales ranged from a minimum 
of 0.79 to a maximum of 0.97, demonstrating strong correlations were present between 
covariates across different spatial units. 
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Figure 4.2. Spearman correlation coefficients across socioeconomic variables at the census 
block group and census tract levels.  Correlation coefficients with a magnitude greater than 0.6 
are highlighted in red. 
 
4.2.2 Simulation Scenarios 
For this series of simulation studies, we made two different assumptions for the study 
design.  First, we assumed that any socioeconomic effects truly existed at only one spatial scale.  
Second, we assumed that any socioeconomic effects truly existed at both spatial scales.  For all 
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studies, the individual-level variables age and gender were held constant at corresponding values 
of 1.5 and −1.0.   
 Under the first assumption, for the first simulation study, we considered six different 
scenarios, where the true *jβ  of an area-level covariate at a particular spatial scale was held 
constant at 0 and the true *jβ  of the same covariate at a different spatial scale was increased from 
0 to 2.5 by increments of 0.5.  These values were chosen to control the effect size for a given 
covariate, where a value of 0 represented no effect size and nonzero values represented positive 
effect sizes.  A maximum effect size of 2.5 was arbitrarily chosen and proved to be sufficiently 
large for the purposes of our study. 
For sequential simulation studies, we increased the number of available area-level 
covariates with increasing signal effects that were considered in a model.  As previously 
described, for each simulation study, we considered six different scenarios, where the true *jβ  of 
a select area-level variable at a particular spatial scale was held constant at 0 and the true *jβ  of 
the corresponding variable at a different spatial scale was increased from 0 to 2.5 by increments 
of 0.5 for the same reasons mentioned previously.  To address scaling issues, for the variables 
population density and total crime index, the true *jβ  values were increased from 0 to 0.0025 by 
increments of 0.0005 and from 0 to 0.025 by increments of 0.005, respectively.   
 Under the second assumption, we considered three different scenarios, where the true *jβ  
value of a covariate at a particular spatial scale was held constant at 1.5 and the true *jβ  value of 
the same covariate at a different spatial scale was increased from 0 to 1 by increments of 0.5.  
For further details regarding the study designs, see Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2. Overview table of simulation study designs. 
Study 
No. Study Assumption 
Area-Level Variables with Effects That Change 
(Corresponding Signal) 
1 
I: Any socioeconomic 
effects truly exist at only 
one spatial scale 
Percent black at the CT level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Percent black at the CBG level (0) 
2 
I: Any socioeconomic 
effects truly exist at only 
one spatial scale 
Percent black at the CT level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5)  
Percent black at the CBG level (0)  
Percent vacant at the CBG level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Percent vacant at the CT level (0) 
3 
I: Any socioeconomic 
effects truly exist at only 
one spatial scale 
Percent black at the CT level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Percent black at the CBG level (0)  
Percent vacant at the CBG level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Percent vacant at the CT level (0) 
Percent age 65 and up at the CT level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Percent age 65 and up at the CBG level (0) 
4 
I: Any socioeconomic 
effects truly exist at only 
one spatial scale 
Percent black at the CT level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Percent black at the CBG level (0)  
Percent vacant at the CBG level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5)  
Percent vacant at the CT level (0)  
Percent age 65 and up at the CT level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5)  
Percent age 65 and up at the CBG level (0) 
Average family size at the CBG level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Average family size at the CT level (0) 
5 
I: Any socioeconomic 
effects truly exist at only 
one spatial scale 
Percent black at the CT level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Percent black at the CBG level (0) 
Percent vacant at the CBG level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Percent vacant at the CT level (0) 
Percent age 65 and up at the CT level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5)  
Percent age 65 and up at the CBG level (0)  
Average family size at the CBG level (0 to 2.5 by 0.5) 
Average family size at the CT level (0) 
Population density at the CT level (0 to 0.0025 by 0.0005)  
Population density at the CBG level (0)  
Total crime index at the CBG level (0 to 0.025 by 0.005) 
Total crime index at the CT level (0) 
6 
II: Any socioeconomic 
effects truly exist at both 
spatial scales 
Percent black at the CT level (0 to 1 by 0.5) 
Percent black at the CBG level (1.5) 
Percent vacant at the CBG level (0 to 1 by 0.5)  
Percent vacant at the CT level (1.5)  
Percent age 65 and up at the CT level (0 to 1 by 0.5)  
Percent age 65 and up at the CBG level (1.5)  
Average family size at the CBG level (0 to 1 by 0.5) 
Average family size at the CT level (1.5) 
 
4.2.3 Model Selection Approaches for Forward Stepwise Regression 
For forward stepwise regression, as our primary comparison, we compared the model 
performance of the following three model selection approaches: (1) of the area-level variables, 
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only CBG variables were allowed to enter the regression model; (2) of the area-level variables, 
only CT variables were allowed to enter the regression model; (3) each area-level variable was 
constrained to enter the model at only one spatial scale (SS stepwise algorithm).   
 As a secondary comparison, we compared the SS stepwise algorithm with approaches (4), 
(5), and (6), where area-level variables could enter the model at one or more SS (no constraint 
imposed).  Hereafter, we will refer to these three approaches as the unrestricted stepwise 
approaches.  Approach (4) used the standard (not SS) forward stepwise algorithm upon which 
the SS stepwise algorithm was based.  Approach (5) used the R l ar s  package (Hastie & Efron, 
2013) to implement a stepwise algorithm, where the final model was chosen from a set of 
solutions using a minimum Akaike information criterion (AIC).  Approach (6) used the R s t ep 
package (R Core Team, 2014) to implement a stepwise algorithm, where the final model was 
chosen when no predictor could be added to the model such that the AIC would be improved. 
4.2.4 Model Selection Approaches for Forward Stagewise Regression 
For forward stagewise regression, as our main comparison, we compared the model 
performance of the following three model selection approaches: (1) of the area-level variables, 
only CBG variables were allowed to enter the regression model; (2) of the area-level variables, 
only CT variables were allowed to enter the regression model; (3) each area-level variable was 
constrained to enter the model at only one SS (SS stagewise algorithm).   
 As a secondary comparison, we compared the SS stagewise algorithm with unrestricted 
stagewise approaches (4) and (5), where area-level variables could enter the model at one or 
more SS (no constraint imposed).  Approach (4) used the standard (not SS) forward stagewise 
algorithm upon which the SS stagewise algorithm was based.  Approach (5) used the R l a r s  
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package (Hastie & Efron, 2013) to implement a forward stagewise algorithm, where the final 
model was chosen from a set of solutions using a minimum AIC.   
For approach (5), the l ar s  forward stagewise algorithm implemented infinitesimal 
forward stagewise regression in contrast to approaches (1) through (4), which implemented 
incremental forward stagewise regression, where we used a step size of 0.001 and a tolerance 
level of 0.15.    
4.2.5 Model Selection Approaches for LARS/Lasso 
For LARS/lasso, we compared the model performance of the following three model 
selection approaches as our major comparison of interest: (1) of the area-level variables, only 
CBG variables were allowed to enter the regression model; (2) of the area-level variables, only 
CT variables were allowed to enter the regression model; (3) each area-level variable was 
constrained to enter the model at only one SS (SS LARS/lasso algorithms).   
 It was of secondary interest to compare the SS LARS/lasso approaches with unrestricted 
approach (4), where area-level variables could enter the model at one or more SS (no constraint 
imposed).  Approach (4) used the R l a r s  package (Hastie & Efron, 2013) to implement the 
standard LARS/lasso algorithms.  For approaches (1) through (4), the final model was chosen 
from a set of solutions using a minimum AIC.   
4.2.6 Evaluation Metrics 
For forward stepwise, forward stagewise, LARS, and lasso, to assess the performance of 
the different model selection approaches in each of the aforementioned study designs, we used 
four criteria.   
 First, in order to determine the degree of accurate variable selection for each model 
selection approach, for each simulation study, we tabulated the sensitivity for each of the 
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respective covariates and then computed the average sensitivity of the respective covariates.  
Sensitivity is defined as the true positive rate (Ott & Longnecker, 2001), or, rather, the 
proportion of times that a covariate with signal is correctly identified (i.e., selected to be in 
model).   
Second, for each simulation study, we tabulated the specificity for each of the respective 
covariates and then computed the average specificity.  Specificity is the true negative rate (Ott & 
Longnecker, 2001), or, in other words, the proportion of times that a covariate with no signal is 
correctly identified (i.e., not selected to be in model).   
 Third, we calculated the mean additive mean squared error (MSE) of each of the different 
model selection approaches and considered the approach which had the lowest values to perform 
the best.  Further detail will be provided regarding both the calculation and motivation behind the 
mean additive MSE.   
 To elaborate on the third criterion, before defining the mean additive MSE, it is prudent 
to define the MSE of each of the individual-level regression coefficient estimates as follows 
(Kutner et al., 2005): 
 ( )
( )
( ) ( )( )
2
2
2
2
ˆ ˆMSE E
ˆ ˆE
ˆ ˆVar Bias .
*
j j j
*
j j j
j j
 =  
   = + −   
= +
β β − β
σ β β β
β β
 (4.2) 
 
To calculate 2 ˆ j  σ β  and 
ˆE j  β , we found the variance and mean of each 
ˆ
jβ  across the 500 
datasets.  If a variable was not selected to enter the model, it was assigned a regression 
coefficient estimate value of 0.   
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We also calculated the additive MSE to quantify the combined or additive effect of an 
area-level variable that entered a model at more than one spatial scale: 
 ( )
( )
( ) ( )( )
2
2
2
2
ˆ ˆMSE E
ˆ ˆE
ˆ ˆVar Bias ,
*
js+js js+js js+js
*
js+js js+js js+js
js+js js+js
′ ′ ′
′ ′ ′
′ ′
 =  
   = + −   
= +
β β − β
σ β β β
β β
 
 
where ˆ ˆ ˆjs+js js js′ ′= +β β β  and 
* * * .js+js js jsβ β β′ ′= +  
(4.3) 
 
Note that j denotes the variable index, while s and s'  denote the corresponding spatial 
scale indexes of a particular variable.  As an example, consider the combined or additive effect 
of percent black as denoted by ˆ ˆjs+js 32+33β β′ = , where 32βˆ  represents percent black at the CBG 
level, and ˆ33β  represents percent black at the CT level.  To find 
2 ˆ
js+js′
 
 σ β  and 
ˆE js+js′  β , we 
calculated the variance and mean of each ˆ js+js′β  across the 500 datasets.  If a variable was not 
selected to enter the model, it was assigned a regression coefficient estimate value of 0.   
 We calculated the mean additive MSE by summing both the individual-level ( )1p  and 
additive area-level ( )2p  MSE values and dividing by the total number ( )1 2p p+  of MSE values 
as follows: 
 
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
2 2
2 2ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆE E
ˆMMSE
ˆ ˆMSE MSE
.
1 2
1 2
p p
* *
j j j js+js js+js js+js
j=1 j=1
1 2
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j js+js
j=1 j=1
1 2
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′ ′ ′
′
          + − + + −             
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+
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∑ ∑
∑ ∑
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 (4.4) 
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To provide a motivation of why the additive MSE was calculated for area-level 
covariates (as opposed to the standard MSE as was used for individual-level covariates), let us 
consider a simple case study.  Table 4.3 displays select output from the second simulation study 
under the second scenario (where the true *β  values of percent black at the CT level and percent 
vacant at the CBG level were set to 0.5).  As shown in Table 4.3, the two approaches on which 
we focus for this case example were the spatial scale forward stagewise regression algorithm and 
the standard forward stagewise regression algorithm.  Notice that the SS stagewise approach 
correctly chose percent vacant at the CBG level (VAC_CBG) approximately 83% of the time 
(5/6) and incorrectly selected percent vacant at the CT level (VAC_CT) almost 17% of the time 
(1/6).  In comparison, the standard stagewise approach correctly selected VAC_CBG 100% of 
the time (6/6) and incorrectly selected VAC_CT roughly 33% of the time (2/6). 
 
Table 4.3. Select coefficient estimates under the second scenario for simulation study 2 for two 
forward stagewise approaches, specifically spatial scale (SS) forward stagewise and standard 
forward stagewise.  Variables of interest for this case study are italicized. 
SS Forward Stagewise       
Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT 
1.495 -0.911 0.499 0.495 0.000 0.000 
1.492 -0.955 0.499 0.497 0.000 0.000 
1.492 -0.874 0.499 0.494 0.000 0.000 
1.491 -0.886 0.500 0.497 0.000 0.000 
1.485 -0.927 0.499 0.497 0.000 0.000 
1.431 -0.691 0.488 0.000 0.000 0.515 
Standard Forward Stagewise       
Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT 
1.495 -0.911 0.497 0.495 0.002 0.000 
1.492 -0.955 0.498 0.497 0.001 0.000 
1.492 -0.874 0.499 0.494 0.001 0.000 
1.479 -0.812 0.458 0.479 0.041 0.011 
1.485 -0.927 0.499 0.497 0.000 0.000 
1.491 -0.910 0.498 0.465 0.000 0.043 
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Suppose we wish to calculate the MSE of the coefficient estimates for percent vacant at 
the CBG level and percent vacant at the CT level for each of these two approaches.  Using the 
aforementioned MSE formula (4.2), Table 4.4 shows the MSE values for VAC_CBG and 
VAC_CT.  Notice that the SS stagewise approach had notably higher MSE values for 
VAC_CBG and VAC_CT than the standard stagewise approach.  Since the SS stagewise 
algorithm was constrained to select a variable to enter a model at only one spatial scale, the SS 
algorithm was essentially penalized twice for an incorrect choice (due to the all-or-nothing 
assignment of a variable’s effect to a single spatial scale) when calculating MSE.  In contrast, the 
standard stagewise algorithm was allowed to select a variable at both spatial scales, and, thus, 
was able to spread the effect of a variable over both spatial scales and reduce the associated 
error.   
 
Table 4.4. MSE calculations for percent vacant at the CBG and CT levels for the spatial scale 
(SS) forward stagewise and standard stagewise approaches. 
SS Forward Stagewise 
 
Variance Mean Beta MSE 
VAC_CBG 0.04097 0.41314 0.5 0.0485 
VAC_CT 0.04423 0.08586 0.0 0.0516 
Standard Forward Stagewise 
 
Variance Mean Beta MSE 
VAC_CBG 0.00016 0.48766 0.5 0.0003 
VAC_CT 0.00030 0.00894 0.0 0.0004 
 
To address this issue, we chose to calculate the additive MSE for area-level covariates as 
given in equation (4.3), where the sum of a variable’s combined effect across both spatial scales 
was measured.  Table 4.5 provides the additive MSE for the combined effect of percent vacant 
for the two algorithms.  Notice that the additive MSE values for both methods were comparable 
and more fairly represented both approaches. 
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Table 4.5. Additive MSE calculations for the combined effect of percent vacant for the spatial 
scale (SS) forward stagewise and standard stagewise approaches. 
  Variance Mean Beta Add. MSE 
SS Forward Stagewise 6.45E-05 0.498998 0.5 6.55E-05 
Standard Forward Stagewise 3.82E-05 0.496599 0.5 4.97E-05 
 
Fourth, to investigate whether an area-level covariate (e.g., percent black) was associated 
with the outcome, we conducted an additive t-test using the standardized regression coefficient 
estimates (prior to rescaling back to the original scale).  For this post-processing analysis, the 
combined effect of an area-level variable was measured by summing the coefficient estimates at 
both spatial scales and then testing for significance from 0.  In cases where a variable was not 
selected at both available spatial scales, the corresponding ˆ j, standβ  value was set to be 0.  We 
reported Type I errors and power and used a significance level of 0.05.α =   We performed all of 
analyses using R version 3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2014).  
4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 Forward Stepwise Regression 
4.3.1.1 Average Sensitivity and Average Specificity  
Table 4.6 at the end of this section gives the average sensitivity and average specificity 
values across the covariates for each of the six stepwise approaches for simulation studies 1–6.  
To help the reader visualize these evaluation metrics, Figure 4.3 below depicts the average 
specificity values across the covariates. 
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Figure 4.3. Average specificity values across the covariates for each of the six stepwise 
approaches for each scenario of simulation studies 1–6. 
 
4.3.1.1.1 Primary Comparison 
In terms of sensitivity, for all six scenarios in study 1, the CT only and SS stepwise 
approaches performed the best with 100% average sensitivity.  For the baseline scenario 1, the 
CBG only approach also had 100% sensitivity, but as the effect size of the area-level variable of 
interest increased in subsequent scenarios, the CBG only approach experienced a steady decrease 
in sensitivity.  In terms of specificity, overall, the CT only approach marginally performed the 
best with the highest average specificity, while the CBG only approach performed the worst with 
the lowest specificity.  Note that the SS stepwise approach had similar specificity values to the 
CT only approach.   
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 For each of the six scenarios in studies 2–5, the SS stepwise approach performed the best 
with 100% average sensitivity.  The traditional CBG only and CT only approaches also had 
100% sensitivity for scenario 1, but as the signal effect increased for ensuing scenarios, the 
sensitivity values of the traditional approaches decreased and were the lowest.  In general, the SS 
stepwise approach had the highest average specificity.   
For all three scenarios in study 6, the CBG and CT only approaches performed the worst 
with both reduced sensitivity and specificity relative to the SS stepwise approach.  For scenario 
1, the SS stepwise approach performed the best with 100% average sensitivity and 100% average 
specificity.  For scenarios 2 and 3, unsurprisingly, the SS stepwise method’s sensitivity 
decreased; however, it still maintained a higher sensitivity than the traditional approaches. Since 
area-level covariates were set to have effects at both spatial scales and the SS method can only 
choose a covariate at a single spatial scale, the reduced sensitivity was to be expected.   
4.3.1.1.2 Secondary Comparison 
In comparing the SS stepwise approach with the three unrestricted stepwise approaches, 
for studies 1–5, all four approaches had 100% sensitivity; the SS stepwise method distinguished 
itself over the unrestricted approaches with the highest overall specificity.  For study 6, for the 
baseline scenario 1, the SS stepwise approach behaved the best with 100% sensitivity and 100% 
specificity; however, for scenarios 2 and 3, the unrestricted approaches had higher sensitivity and 
surpassed the SS stepwise approach.  As mentioned previously, the reduced sensitivity of the SS 
stepwise approach was anticipated.   
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Table 4.6. Average sensitivity and average specificity over the covariates for stepwise simulation studies 1–6.  Cells with no 
information are denoted by a —.  
Scenario 1                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 0.66 0.51 
CT 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 0.53 0.50 
SS 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.92 
lars.step 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.84 
Scenario 2                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.66 0.54 0.75 0.54 0.60 0.52 0.61 0.50 0.58 0.50 0.57 — 
CT 1.00 0.97 0.75 0.64 0.80 0.68 0.67 0.73 0.63 0.65 0.52 — 
SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.60 — 
not SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 1.00 — 
lars.step 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 1.00 — 
step.pkg 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 1.00 — 
Scenario 3                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.53 0.54 0.65 0.54 0.52 0.52 0.54 0.50 0.53 0.50 0.53 — 
CT 1.00 0.97 0.75 0.64 0.80 0.67 0.67 0.73 0.63 0.65 0.52 — 
SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.55 — 
not SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 1.00 — 
lars.step 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 1.00 — 
step.pkg 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 1.00 — 
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Table 4.6. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.45 0.54 0.59 0.54 0.47 0.52 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 0.97 0.75 0.64 0.80 0.67 0.66 0.73 0.62 0.65 — — 
SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 — — 
not SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 — — 
lars.step 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 — — 
step.pkg 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 — — 
Scenario 5                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.41 0.54 0.56 0.54 0.44 0.52 0.48 0.50 0.48 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 0.97 0.73 0.64 0.78 0.67 0.65 0.73 0.61 0.65 — — 
SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 — — 
not SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 — — 
lars.step 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 — — 
step.pkg 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 — — 
Scenario 6                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.39 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.44 0.52 0.47 0.50 0.47 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 0.97 0.70 0.64 0.76 0.67 0.63 0.73 0.60 0.65 — — 
SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 — — 
not SS 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 — — 
lars.step 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 — — 
step.pkg 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 — — 
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4.3.1.2 Mean Additive MSE 
4.3.1.2.1 Primary Comparison 
Based on Figure 4.4, for study 1, it is clear that, generally, the modeling approach where 
area-level covariates were assumed to be at the CBG level only performed the worst as it had the 
highest mean additive MSE.  From a numerical stance, the modeling approach where only CT 
covariates were selected performed the best as it had the lowest mean additive MSE.  This was 
not surprising since, in this particular simulation study, an effect was designed to be present at 
only the CT level.   
 
Figure 4.4. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for six different forward 
stepwise modeling approaches from simulation study 1.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(0.0003, 0.0006) and excludes the CBG only method in order to show in detail the results from 
the five other methods.  The spatial scale (SS) stepwise and the standard stepwise (not SS) 
results overlay one another.  
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For studies 2–5, as the number of area-level covariates with nonzero *β  values increased, 
in general, the two modeling approaches where a single spatial scale was assumed for all 
covariates (i.e., selecting only CBG covariates or selecting only CT covariates) performed the 
worst with the highest mean additive MSE values.  Furthermore, the SS stepwise approach 
performed the best with the lowest mean additive MSE values.  Figure 4.5 serves as an 
illustrative example of the different stepwise approaches’ performance in terms of mean additive 
MSE for simulation study 5. 
 
Figure 4.5. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for six different forward 
stepwise modeling approaches from simulation study 5.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(0.0002, 0.0005) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the four other methods. 
 
As seen in Figure 4.6, for study 6, the CT only modeling approach had the highest mean 
additive MSE.  Overall, the SS forward stepwise algorithm performed better than the CBG or CT 
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only approaches (with the exception of the third scenario, where the SS stepwise approach 
performed worse than the CBG only approach). 
 
Figure 4.6. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for six different forward 
stepwise modeling approaches from simulation study 6.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(-0.0952, 2.4951) and excludes the CT only method in order to show in detail the results from the 
five other methods. 
 
4.3.1.2.2 Secondary Comparison 
As the number of area-level covariates with nonzero effects increased, the SS stepwise 
approach performed better than the unrestricted approaches with lower mean additive MSE.  An 
exception was simulation study 6, where area-level covariates were designed to have true effects 
at more than one spatial scale.  From Figure 4.6, it is evident that, in general, the unrestricted 
algorithms had lower mean additive MSE than the SS stepwise method.  This behavior is 
reasonable given that, by design, the SS stepwise approach was not permitted to choose an area-
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level covariate at more than one spatial scale and, thus, would be expected to perform worse than 
the unrestricted approaches, which were allowed to choose a covariate at multiple spatial scales. 
4.3.1.3 Power and Type I Error 
4.3.1.3.1 Primary Comparison 
Post-processing analyses were conducted for the simplest simulation study (study number 
1) and the most complex simulation study (study number 6).  Table 4.7 displays the associated 
power and Type I error of the additive test for simulation study 1.  For scenarios 1–6, the CT 
only method did the best, as it consistently had 100% power and Type I errors close to 0.05.  The 
CBG only method was comparable to the CT only method in scenario 1, where both traditional 
approaches had the lowest Type I error.  However, for resultant scenarios, although it had perfect 
power, the CBG only approach performed the worst with high Type I errors.  The SS stepwise 
approach also had 100% power, but its Type I errors were slightly elevated relative to the CT 
only approach. 
 Table 4.8 features the power of the additive test for simulation study 6.  For simulation 
study 6, only power was evaluated since all variables were designed to have nonzero additive 
effects.  For scenarios 1 and 2, in general, the SS stepwise approach performed better with higher 
power than the CBG and CT only methods.  For scenario 3, the SS approach performed better 
than the CT only approach and worse than the CBG only approach with reduced power for 
family size. 
4.3.1.3.2 Secondary Comparison 
For simulation study 1, the SS and unrestricted stepwise approaches performed similarly 
with regard to both power and Type I error, although the SS stepwise approach generally had 
slightly higher Type I error as seen in Table 4.7.  For simulation study 6, based on Table 4.8, the 
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SS and unrestricted approaches performed equally for scenario 1, while for scenarios 2 and 3, the 
SS stepwise approach had somewhat lower power for family size. 
 
Table 4.7. Power and Type I error of the additive test across CBG only, CT only, SS stepwise, 
not SS stepwise, LARS stepwise, and step package methods for simulation study 1.  Type I 
errors are italicized. 
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 0.052 0.052 0.056 0.058 
CT 0.058 0.046 0.036 0.042 
SS  0.072 0.074 0.076 0.076 
not SS 0.074 0.074 0.068 0.074 
lars.step 0.086 0.096 0.074 0.078 
step.pkg 0.078 0.082 0.070 0.084 
Scenario 2       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.946 0.750 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
Scenario 3       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.946 0.744 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
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Table 4.7. (Continued) 
Additive Test 
Scenario 4       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.946 0.746 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
Scenario 5       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.440 0.946 0.742 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
Scenario 6       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.446 0.946 0.746 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
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Table 4.8. Power of the additive test across CBG only, CT only, SS stepwise, not SS stepwise, 
LARS stepwise, and step package methods for simulation study 6.   
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.952 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.768 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
lars.step 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
step.pkg 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 2       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.944 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.764 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
lars.step 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
step.pkg 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 3       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.882 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.748 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.854 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
lars.step 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
step.pkg 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
 
For further detail regarding the stepwise simulation studies, see Figures A.1– A.6 in 
Appendix A.1 and Tables A.1–A.8 in Appendix A.2. 
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4.3.2 Forward Stagewise Regression 
4.3.2.1 Average Sensitivity and Average Specificity 
Table 4.9 at the end of this section shows the average sensitivity and average specificity 
values across the covariates for each of the five stagewise approaches for simulation studies 1–6.   
4.3.2.1.1 Primary Comparison 
For all six scenarios in study 1, the CT only and SS stagewise approaches performed the 
best with 100% average sensitivity and 100% average specificity.  Overall, the CBG only 
approach performed the worst with the lowest sensitivity and specificity.   
For each of the six scenarios in studies 2–5, the SS stagewise approach generally 
performed better than the traditional CBG only or CT only approaches due to a higher average 
sensitivity.  Along with the SS stagewise approach, the traditional approaches had 100% 
sensitivity for scenario 1, but as the signal effect increased for ensuing scenarios, the sensitivity 
values of the traditional approaches decreased and were the lowest.  In general, the SS stagewise 
approach had the highest average specificity.   
For the first two scenarios in study 6, the CBG and CT only approaches performed the 
worst with both reduced sensitivity and specificity relative to the SS stagewise approach.  For 
scenario 1, the SS stagewise approach performed the best with 100% average sensitivity and 
100% average specificity.  For scenarios 2 and 3, unsurprisingly, the SS stagewise method’s 
sensitivity decreased.  For scenario 2, the SS stagewise approach maintained a higher sensitivity 
than the traditional approaches, while for scenario 3, the sensitivity of the SS stagewise approach 
was less than or equal to the traditional approaches.  
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4.3.2.1.2 Secondary Comparison 
It was of secondary interest to compare the SS stagewise approach with the two 
unrestricted stagewise approaches.  For studies 1 and 2, the SS stagewise approach and the two 
unrestricted approaches performed similarly in terms of average sensitivity, although the SS 
stagewise approach had slightly higher average specificity.   
For studies 3–5, there was more separation in the performance of the algorithms: the 
unrestricted stagewise approaches had the highest sensitivity, and the SS stagewise approach had 
the highest specificity. 
For study 6, for scenario 1, the SS stagewise approach performed the best with 100% 
sensitivity and 100% specificity; however, for scenarios 2 and 3, the unrestricted stagewise 
approaches outdid the SS stagewise approach with higher sensitivity values.  As mentioned 
earlier, the reduced sensitivity of the SS stagewise approach was to be expected.   
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Table 4.9. Average sensitivity and average specificity across the covariates for stagewise simulation studies 1–6.  Cells with no 
information are denoted by a —. 
Scenario 1                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 0.75 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.37 0.50 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.60 
lars.stage 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.87 0.98 0.56 
Scenario 2                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.43 0.84 0.57 0.83 0.45 0.60 0.38 0.50 0.41 0.50 0.40 — 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.83 0.80 0.80 0.67 0.75 0.63 0.67 0.42 — 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.91 0.90 0.84 0.88 0.82 0.87 0.43 — 
not SS 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.61 0.92 0.54 0.88 0.64 0.98 — 
lars.stage 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.65 0.99 0.49 0.99 0.54 0.86 — 
Scenario 3                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.34 0.84 0.50 0.83 0.40 0.60 0.33 0.50 0.38 0.50 0.40 — 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.70 0.83 0.75 0.80 0.63 0.75 0.60 0.67 0.42 — 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.90 0.91 0.85 0.90 0.80 0.87 0.40 — 
not SS 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.50 0.99 0.62 1.00 — 
lars.stage 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.64 0.99 0.49 0.99 0.57 0.84 — 
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Table 4.9. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.33 0.83 0.50 0.83 0.40 0.60 0.33 0.50 0.38 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.56 0.83 0.64 0.80 0.54 0.75 0.53 0.67 — — 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.91 0.81 0.90 0.76 0.87 — — 
not SS 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.48 0.99 0.59 — — 
lars.stage 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.62 0.99 0.49 0.99 0.57 — — 
Scenario 5                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.33 0.83 0.50 0.83 0.40 0.60 0.33 0.50 0.38 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.51 0.83 0.61 0.80 0.51 0.75 0.51 0.67 — — 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.92 0.81 0.91 0.75 0.88 — — 
not SS 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.55 1.00 0.45 1.00 0.56 — — 
lars.stage 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.61 0.99 0.48 1.00 0.57 — — 
Scenario 6                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.33 0.83 0.50 0.83 0.40 0.60 0.33 0.50 0.38 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.51 0.83 0.61 0.80 0.50 0.75 0.50 0.67 — — 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.92 0.82 0.91 0.75 0.87 — — 
not SS 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.55 1.00 0.43 1.00 0.53 — — 
lars.stage 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.60 0.99 0.48 1.00 0.58 — — 
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4.3.2.2 Mean Additive MSE 
4.3.2.2.1 Primary Comparison 
Based on Figure 4.7, for study 1, it is clear that, generally, the modeling approach where 
area-level covariates were assumed to be at the CBG level only performed the worst as it had the 
highest mean additive MSE.  From a numerical stance, the CT only and SS stagewise modeling 
approaches performed the best as they had the lowest mean additive MSEs.  Similar to the 
stepwise results, this was not surprising since, in this particular simulation study, an effect was 
designed to be present at only the CT level.   
 
Figure 4.7. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for five different forward 
stagewise modeling approaches from simulation study 1.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(0.0002, 0.0021) and excludes the CBG only method in order to show in detail the results from 
the four other methods.  The CT only, spatial scale (SS) stagewise, and standard stagewise (not 
SS) results overlay one another. 
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For studies 2–5, as the number of area-level covariates with nonzero *β  values increased, 
in general, the two modeling approaches where a single spatial scale was assumed for all 
covariates (i.e., selecting only CBG covariates or selecting only CT covariates) performed the 
worst with the highest mean additive MSE values.  Furthermore, the SS stagewise approach 
performed better than the traditional approaches with lower mean additive MSE values.  Figure 
4.8 illustrates the different stagewise approaches’ performance in terms of mean additive MSE 
for simulation study 4. 
 
Figure 4.8. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for five different forward 
stagewise modeling approaches from simulation study 4.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(-0.0185, 0.4879) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the three other methods. 
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As seen in Figure 4.9, for study 6, the CT only modeling approach had the highest mean 
additive MSE.  Overall, the SS forward stagewise algorithm performed better than the CBG or 
CT only approaches. 
 
Figure 4.9. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for five different forward 
stagewise modeling approaches from simulation study 6.   
 
4.3.2.2.2 Secondary Comparison 
As the number of area-level covariates with nonzero effects increased, the unrestricted 
stagewise approaches performed better than the SS stagewise approach with lower mean additive 
MSE values.  For simulation study 1, as displayed in Figure 4.7, it is interesting to note that the 
SS stagewise and standard forward stagewise methods arguably performed the same.  For 
simulation study 6, from Figure 4.9, it is apparent that, with the exception of the first scenario, 
the unrestricted algorithms had lower mean additive MSE than the SS stagewise method. 
4.3.2.3 Power and Type I Error 
4.3.2.3.1 Primary Comparison 
Table 4.10 displays the associated power and Type I error of the additive test for 
simulation study 1.  For scenarios 1–6, the CT only and SS stagewise methods did the best with 
100% power and Type I errors less than 0.05.  The CBG only method was comparable to the CT 
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only and SS stagewise methods in scenario 1 in terms of Type I error.  However, for subsequent 
scenarios, although it had perfect power, the CBG only approach had higher Type I errors 
relative to the CT only and SS stagewise methods.   
 Table 4.11 features the power of the additive test for simulation study 6.  For simulation 
study 6, recall that only power was evaluated since all variables were designed to have nonzero 
additive effects.  For scenario 1, the SS stagewise approach performed the best with the highest 
overall power.  For scenarios 2 and 3, the SS stagewise approach performed better than the CBG 
only approach and worse than the CT only approach with reduced power for family size. 
4.3.2.3.2 Secondary Comparison 
For simulation study 1, as demonstrated in Table 4.10, the SS and two unrestricted 
stagewise approaches performed equally with regard to power.  An examination of Type I error 
revealed that the LARS stagewise approach had higher Type I error than the SS stagewise and 
standard forward stagewise approaches, both of which had Type I errors approximately equal to 
0.  For simulation study 6, based on Table 4.11, the SS stagewise approach performed better than 
the unrestricted approaches for scenario 1.  However, for scenarios 2 and 3, the SS approach had 
reduced power for family size. 
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Table 4.10. Power and Type I error of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, 
census tract (CT) only, spatial scale (SS) stagewise, not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise 
methods for simulation study 1.  Type I errors are italicized. 
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
CT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 0.068 0.098 0.072 0.076 
Scenario 2       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.132 0.022 0.000 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
Scenario 3       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.132 0.022 0.000 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
Scenario 4       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.134 0.022 0.000 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
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Table 4.10. (Continued) 
Additive Test 
Scenario 5       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.134 0.024 0.002 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
Scenario 6       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.140 0.024 0.002 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
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Table 4.11. Power of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) 
only, spatial scale (SS) stagewise, not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise methods for simulation 
study 6.   
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.218 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.860 
lars.stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.954 
Scenario 2       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.224 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.050 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.994 
lars.stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.602 
Scenario 3       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.212 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.020 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
lars.stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.462 
 
For further detail regarding the stagewise simulation studies, see Figures A.7– A.12 in 
Appendix A.1 and Tables A.9–A.16 in Appendix A.2. 
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4.3.3 LARS 
4.3.3.1 Average Sensitivity and Average Specificity 
Table 4.12 at the end of this section shows the average sensitivity and average specificity 
values across the covariates for each of the four LARS approaches for simulation studies 1–6.   
4.3.3.1.1 Primary Comparison 
For all six scenarios in study 1, the CT only approach performed the best with 100% 
average sensitivity and the highest average specificity.  As an aside, the SS LARS approach 
behaved similarly to the CT only approach in terms of both sensitivity and specificity.  Overall, 
the CBG only approach performed the worst with the lowest sensitivity and specificity.   
 For each of the six scenarios in studies 2–5, the SS LARS approach generally performed 
better than the traditional CBG only or CT only approaches due to a higher average sensitivity.  
Like the SS LARS approach, the traditional approaches had 100% sensitivity for scenario 1, but 
as the signal effect increased for ensuing scenarios, the sensitivity values of the traditional 
approaches decreased and were the lowest.  In general, the SS LARS approach had the highest 
average specificity.   
For all three scenarios in study 6, the CBG and CT only approaches performed the worst 
with both reduced sensitivity and specificity relative to the SS LARS approach.  For scenario 1, 
the SS LARS approach performed the best with 100% average sensitivity and 100% average 
specificity.  For scenarios 2 and 3, unsurprisingly, the sensitivity of the SS LARS method 
decreased but still remained higher than the sensitivity of the traditional approaches. 
4.3.3.1.2 Secondary Comparison 
It was of secondary interest to compare the SS and unrestricted LARS approaches.  For 
studies 1 and 2, in terms of average sensitivity, both the SS and unrestricted LARS approaches 
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performed similarly.  In terms of average specificity, the SS LARS approach performed better 
with higher specificity values.   
For studies 3–5, the unrestricted LARS approach had the highest sensitivity, while the SS 
LARS approach had the highest specificity. 
For study 6, for scenario 1, the SS LARS approach performed the best with 100% 
sensitivity and 100% specificity; however, for scenarios 2 and 3, the unrestricted LARS 
approach outdid the SS LARS approach with higher sensitivity values.  As mentioned earlier, the 
reduced sensitivity of the SS LARS approach was unsurprising.   
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Table 4.12. Average sensitivity and average specificity across the covariates for LARS simulation studies 1–6.  Cells with no 
information are denoted by a —. 
Scenario 1                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 0.66 0.50 
CT 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 0.56 0.50 
SS 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 1.00 
lars.LARS 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.63 
Scenario 2                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.67 0.49 0.75 0.52 0.60 0.50 0.63 0.50 0.59 0.50 0.58 — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.75 0.58 0.80 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.63 0.63 0.54 — 
SS 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.91 0.91 0.79 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.60 — 
lars.LARS 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.51 1.00 0.55 1.00 — 
Scenario 3                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.57 0.49 0.68 0.52 0.54 0.50 0.58 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.55 — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.75 0.58 0.80 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.63 0.64 0.54 — 
SS 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.92 0.92 0.81 0.87 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.57 — 
lars.LARS 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.51 1.00 0.56 1.00 — 
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Table 4.12. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.49 0.49 0.62 0.52 0.50 0.50 0.54 0.50 0.53 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.75 0.58 0.80 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.62 0.64 — — 
SS 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.81 0.88 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
lars.LARS 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.51 1.00 0.56 — — 
Scenario 5                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.45 0.49 0.59 0.52 0.47 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.51 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.74 0.58 0.79 0.65 0.66 0.71 0.62 0.64 — — 
SS 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.82 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
lars.LARS 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.56 — — 
Scenario 6                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.43 0.49 0.57 0.52 0.46 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.73 0.58 0.77 0.65 0.65 0.71 0.61 0.64 — — 
SS 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.83 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
lars.LARS 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.56 — — 
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4.3.3.2 Mean Additive MSE 
4.3.3.2.1 Primary Comparison 
Based on Figure 4.10, for study 1, it is clear that, generally, the modeling approach where 
area-level covariates were assumed to be at the CBG level only performed the worst as it had the 
highest mean additive MSE.  From a numerical stance, the CT only and SS LARS modeling 
approaches performed the best as they had the lowest mean additive MSEs.  Similar to the 
stepwise and stagewise results, this was not surprising since, in this particular simulation study, 
an effect was designed to be present at only the CT level.   
 
Figure 4.10. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different LARS 
modeling approaches from simulation study 1.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (0.0002, 
0.0018) and excludes the CBG only method in order to show in detail the results from the three 
other methods.  The CT only and spatial scale (SS) LARS results overlay one another. 
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For studies 2–5, as the number of area-level covariates with nonzero *β  values increased, 
in general, the two modeling approaches where a single spatial scale was assumed for all 
covariates (i.e., selecting only CBG covariates or selecting only CT covariates) performed the 
worst with the highest mean additive MSE values.  Furthermore, the SS LARS approach 
performed better than the traditional approaches with lower mean additive MSE values.  Figure 
4.11 displays the performance of the different LARS approaches in terms of mean additive MSE 
for simulation study 5.  For study 5, there was not as much separation between the traditional 
approaches and the SS LARS approach as seen in previous studies.  However, as presented in 
Figure 4.11, the SS LARS approach performed marginally better than the CT only approach. 
 
Figure 4.11. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different LARS 
modeling approaches from simulation study 5.   
 
As seen in Figure 4.12, for study 6, the CT only modeling approach had the highest mean 
additive MSE.  Overall, the SS LARS algorithm performed better than the CBG or CT only 
approaches (with the exception of the third scenario, where the SS LARS approach performed 
worse than the CBG only approach). 
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Figure 4.12. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different LARS 
modeling approaches from simulation study 6.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (-0.0924, 
2.4213) and excludes the CT only method in order to show in detail the results from the three 
other methods. 
 
4.3.3.2.2 Secondary Comparison 
In general, as the number of area-level covariates with nonzero effects increased, the 
unrestricted LARS approach performed better than the SS LARS approach with lower mean 
additive MSE values.  It is interesting to notice that for simulation study 1, as displayed in Figure 
4.10, the SS LARS performed better than the standard LARS method.  For the remaining 
simulation studies, as illustrated in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, the unrestricted approach had lower 
mean additive MSE than the SS LARS approach. 
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4.3.3.3 Power and Type I Error 
4.3.3.3.1 Primary Comparison 
Table 4.13 displays the associated power and Type I error of the additive test for 
simulation study 1.  For scenarios 1–6, the CT only method did the best with 100% power and 
the lowest overall Type I errors, which were approximately equal to 0.05.  For scenario 1, the SS 
LARS method had the highest Type I error, whereas the CBG only method was similar to the CT 
only method in terms of Type I error.  However, for ensuing scenarios, although it had 100% 
power, the CBG only approach had elevated Type I errors relative to the CT only and SS LARS 
methods. 
 Table 4.14 features the power of the additive test for simulation study 6.  For scenarios 1 
and 2, the SS LARS approach had overall higher power than the traditional CBG only and CT 
only methods.  For scenario 3, the SS LARS approach performed better than the CT only 
approach and worse than the CBG only approach with reduced power for family size. 
4.3.3.3.2 Secondary Comparison 
For simulation study 1, as established in Table 4.13, the SS and two unrestricted 
stagewise approaches performed equally with regard to power.  An inspection of Type I error 
showed that the standard LARS approach had slightly lower Type I error than the SS LARS 
approach.  For simulation study 6, given in Table 4.14, the SS and unrestricted LARS 
approaches performed equally well with 100% power for all variables in scenario 1.  However, 
for scenarios 2 and 3, the SS approach had decreased power for family size. 
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Table 4.13. Power and Type I error of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, 
census tract (CT) only, spatial scale (SS) LARS, and LARS methods for simulation study 1.  
Type I errors are italicized. 
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 0.052 0.062 0.054 0.058 
CT 0.064 0.062 0.048 0.052 
SS  0.070 0.098 0.084 0.082 
LARS 0.068 0.098 0.072 0.076 
Scenario 2       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.970 0.774 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
Scenario 3       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.970 0.770 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
Scenario 4       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.438 0.968 0.770 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
Scenario 5       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.440 0.970 0.764 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
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Table 4.13. (Continued) 
Additive Test 
Scenario 6       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.444 0.970 0.766 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
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Table 4.14. Power of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) 
only, spatial scale (SS) LARS, and LARS methods for simulation study 6.   
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.952 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.766 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 2       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.944 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.764 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 3       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.882 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.746 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.862 
LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
 
For further detail regarding the LARS simulation studies, see Figures A.13– A.18 in 
Appendix A.1 and Tables A.17–A.24 in Appendix A.2. 
 
4.3.4 Lasso 
4.3.4.1 Primary Comparison 
For the purposes of comparing the traditional approaches versus the SS approach, the 
lasso results were identical to the LARS results because the CBG only, CT only, and SS 
approaches yielded the same findings under both the LARS and lasso frameworks.  Thus, for the 
major comparison of the traditional versus spatial scale approaches, the lasso simulation studies 
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gave the same conclusions as seen in the previous LARS section.  Table 4.15 at the end of this 
section shows the average sensitivity and average specificity values across the covariates for 
each of the four lasso approaches for simulation studies 1–6.   
4.3.4.2 Secondary Comparison 
In addition, although the unrestricted lasso approach and the unrestricted LARS approach 
were not identical (e.g., the unrestricted lasso approach gave higher average specificity values 
than the unrestricted LARS approach), for the secondary comparison of the SS versus 
unrestricted approaches, the lasso simulation studies yielded the same conclusions as seen in the 
previous LARS section. 
For further detail regarding the lasso simulation studies, see Figures A.19– A.24 in 
Appendix A.1 and Tables A.25–A.32 in Appendix A.2. 
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Table 4.15. Average sensitivity and average specificity across the covariates for lasso simulation studies 1–6.  Cells with no 
information are denoted by a —. 
Scenario 1                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 0.66 0.50 
CT 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 0.56 0.50 
SS 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 1.00 
lars.lasso 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.72 
Scenario 2                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.67 0.49 0.75 0.52 0.60 0.50 0.63 0.50 0.59 0.50 0.58 — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.75 0.58 0.80 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.63 0.63 0.54 — 
SS 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.91 0.91 0.79 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.60 — 
lars.lasso 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.73 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.64 1.00 — 
Scenario 3                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.57 0.49 0.68 0.52 0.54 0.50 0.58 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.55 — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.75 0.58 0.80 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.63 0.64 0.54 — 
SS 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.92 0.92 0.81 0.87 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.57 — 
lars.lasso 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.73 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.65 1.00 — 
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Table 4.15. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.49 0.49 0.62 0.52 0.50 0.50 0.54 0.50 0.53 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.75 0.58 0.80 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.62 0.64 — — 
SS 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.81 0.88 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
lars.lasso 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.73 1.00 0.65 1.00 0.65 — — 
Scenario 5                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.45 0.49 0.59 0.52 0.47 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.51 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.74 0.58 0.79 0.65 0.66 0.71 0.62 0.64 — — 
SS 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.82 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
lars.lasso 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.73 1.00 0.66 1.00 0.66 — — 
Scenario 6                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
CBG 0.43 0.49 0.57 0.52 0.46 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.50 — — 
CT 1.00 0.93 0.73 0.58 0.77 0.65 0.65 0.71 0.61 0.64 — — 
SS 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.83 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
lars.lasso 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.73 1.00 0.66 1.00 0.66 — — 
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4.3.5 Comparison across Spatial Scale Methods 
As a secondary comparison, we also examined the performance of the four SS algorithms 
in contrast to one another.  Note that SS LARS and SS lasso yielded the same results for all six 
studies because, for this particular data, SS lasso’s ability to drop variables if their coefficient 
paths crossed zero did not change the choice of the final model based on minimum AIC.  Thus, 
in the following text, we will refer to them jointly as the SS LARS/lasso methods. 
4.3.5.1 Average Sensitivity and Average Specificity 
Table 4.16 at the end of this section shows the average sensitivity and average specificity 
values across the covariates for each of the four SS approaches for simulation studies 1–6.  For 
studies 1 and 2, the SS stagewise performed the best with average sensitivity and average 
specificity approximately equal to 100%.  The SS LARS/lasso methods performed the worst with 
decreased specificity relative to the SS stagewise approach, although the specificity of the SS 
LARS/lasso methods was still high. 
 For studies 3–5, the SS stepwise approach performed the best in terms of both sensitivity 
and specificity relative to the other three SS approaches, with the exception of the baseline 
scenario 1, where the SS stagewise approach had 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity.  For the 
remaining scenarios, the SS stagewise approach tended to have higher specificity than the SS 
LARS/lasso approaches, while the SS LARS/lasso approaches generally had higher sensitivity 
than the SS stagewise. 
 For study 6, all four SS algorithms performed equally well for scenario 1 with 100% 
sensitivity and 100% specificity.  For scenarios 2 and 3, the SS stepwise and the SS LARS/lasso 
methods had similar sensitivity values, which were higher than the SS stagewise method. 
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Table 4.16. Average sensitivity and average specificity across the covariates for spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS stagewise, SS 
LARS, and SS lasso simulation studies 1–6.  Cells with no information are denoted by a —. 
Scenario 1                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
SS step 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 1.00 
SS lasso 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 1.00 1.00 
Scenario 2                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
SS step 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.60 — 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.91 0.90 0.84 0.88 0.82 0.87 0.43 — 
SS LARS 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.91 0.91 0.79 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.60 — 
SS lasso 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.91 0.91 0.79 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.60 — 
Scenario 3                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
SS step 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.55 — 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.90 0.91 0.85 0.90 0.80 0.87 0.40 — 
SS LARS 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.92 0.92 0.81 0.87 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.57 — 
SS lasso 1.00 0.90 0.99 0.92 0.92 0.81 0.87 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.57 — 
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Table 4.16. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
SS step 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 — — 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.91 0.81 0.90 0.76 0.87 — — 
SS LARS 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.81 0.88 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
SS lasso 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.81 0.88 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
Scenario 5                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
SS step 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 — — 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.92 0.81 0.91 0.75 0.88 — — 
SS LARS 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.82 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
SS lasso 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.82 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
Scenario 6                       
 Study 1 Study 2 Study 3 Study 4 Study 5 Study 6 
 Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec Sens Spec 
SS step 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 — — 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.92 0.82 0.91 0.75 0.87 — — 
SS LARS 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.83 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
SS lasso 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.92 0.92 0.83 0.89 0.89 0.84 0.86 — — 
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4.3.5.2 Mean Additive MSE 
As shown in Figure 4.13, for study 1, the SS stepwise algorithm generally performed the 
best with the lowest mean additive MSE, while the SS stagewise performed the worst with the 
highest mean additive MSE. 
 
Figure 4.13. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different spatial 
scale (SS) modeling approaches from simulation study 1.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis 
to (0.0003, 0.0004) and excludes the SS stagewise method in order to show in detail the results 
from the three other methods.  The SS LARS and SS lasso results overlay one another. 
 
For studies 2–5, as the number of area-level covariates with nonzero *β  values increased, 
in general, the SS stepwise again behaved the best with the lowest mean additive MSE values, 
while the SS LARS/lasso methods performed the worst with the highest mean additive MSE 
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values.  Figure 4.14 demonstrates the performance of the four different SS approaches in terms 
of mean additive MSE for simulation study 4.   
 
Figure 4.14. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different spatial 
scale (SS) modeling approaches from simulation study 4.  The SS LARS and SS lasso results 
overlay one another.  
 
As seen in Figure 4.15, for study 6, generally speaking, the SS stepwise and SS 
LARS/lasso approaches had the lowest mean additive MSE for scenarios 1 and 2.  However, for 
scenario 3, the roles were reversed, and the SS stagewise approach had the lowest mean additive 
MSE. 
 
Figure 4.15. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different spatial 
scale (SS) modeling approaches from simulation study 6.  The SS LARS and SS lasso results 
overlay one another. 
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4.3.5.3 Power and Type I Error 
Table 4.17 displays the associated power and Type I error of the additive test for 
simulation study 1.  For all six scenarios, the SS stagewise algorithm behaved the best with 
100% power and low Type I error < 0.05.  Among the remaining three algorithms, for scenario 1, 
the SS LARS/lasso methods generally had the highest Type I error and performed the worst.  For 
scenarios 2–6, the SS stepwise and SS LARS/lasso methods performed similarly in terms of both 
power and elevated Type I error. 
 
Table 4.17. Power and Type I error of the additive test across spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS 
stagewise, SS LARS, and SS lasso approaches for simulation study 1.  Type I errors are 
italicized. 
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 0.072 0.074 0.076 0.076 
SS stage 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS LARS 0.070 0.098 0.084 0.082 
SS lasso 0.070 0.098 0.084 0.082 
Scenarios 2–6       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
SS stage 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS LARS 1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
SS lasso 1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
 
Table 4.18 features the power of the additive test for simulation study 6.  For scenario 1, 
all four SS approaches had 100% power.  For scenarios 2 and 3, the SS stepwise and SS 
LARS/lasso methods performed the best, with similar values for power, and the SS stagewise 
method performed the worst with reduced power for family size. 
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Table 4.18. Power of the additive test across spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS stagewise, SS 
LARS, and SS lasso approaches for simulation study 6.   
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
SS stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
SS LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
SS lasso 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 2       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
SS stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.050 
SS LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
SS lasso 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
Scenario 3       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.854 
SS stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.020 
SS LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.862 
SS lasso 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.862 
 
For further detail in regard to the comparison of the SS simulation studies, see Figures 
A.25–A.30 in Appendix A.1 and Tables A.33–A.40 in Appendix A.2. 
4.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The primary purpose of this chapter was to compare the SS model selection approaches 
and the traditional model selection approaches using simulation studies.  A secondary objective 
was to compare the SS approaches and unrestricted modeling approaches.  Furthermore, it was of 
interest to examine the SS approaches in comparison to one another. 
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In order to evaluate the performance of each of the respective model selection 
approaches, we used the following four metrics: sensitivity, specificity, mean additive MSE, and 
power/Type I error.  Power/Type I error were evaluated for simulation study 1, and power was 
evaluated for simulation study 6.  Comparisons were made under two different frameworks or 
assumptions: (1) socioeconomic effects truly exist at only one spatial scale and (2) 
socioeconomic effects truly exist at both spatial scales. 
4.4.1 SS vs. Traditional Modeling Approaches 
Under both assumptions, the key findings were that the SS algorithms generally 
performed better than the traditional CBG only and CT only approaches.  The SS algorithms 
typically had higher sensitivity and specificity and lower mean additive MSE values when 
compared to the conventional approaches.  
For simulation study 1, the CBG only, CT only, and SS approaches performed equally 
well with 100% power.  However, with regard to Type I error, the CT only approach 
distinguished itself as the best with the lowest Type I errors (with the exception of the stagewise 
results, where the SS stagewise algorithm performed equally as well as the CT only approach).  
The CBG only approach performed the worst with high Type I errors.   
For simulation study 6, only power was assessed because all variables were designed to 
have nonzero additive effects.  For the baseline scenario, the SS algorithms performed the best 
with 100% power for the covariates of interest.  For ensuing scenarios, the power of the SS 
algorithms decreased for family size, but, overall, it remained higher than the traditional 
approaches.   
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4.4.2 SS vs. Unrestricted Modeling Approaches 
Under the first assumption, in general, the SS algorithms had higher specificity than the 
unrestricted algorithms, while the unrestricted algorithms had higher sensitivity.  Overall, as the 
number of area-level covariates with nonzero effects increased, the unrestricted approaches had 
lower mean additive MSE values and performed better than the SS approaches.  An exception 
was the SS stepwise algorithm which had equivalent sensitivity, higher specificity values, and 
lower mean additive MSE than the unrestricted stepwise approaches. 
Under the second assumption, for the baseline scenario of simulation study 6, all four SS 
algorithms behaved the best with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity.  This was unsurprising 
since the first scenario favored a set-up of an effect existing at only one scale.  For ensuing 
scenarios where effects truly existed at both scales, the unrestricted approaches displayed higher 
sensitivity and surpassed the SS approaches.  Given the design of the SS algorithms to choose 
each covariate at a single spatial scale, the reduced sensitivity of the SS approaches was 
expected.  Generally, the unrestricted algorithms demonstrated lower mean additive MSE than 
the SS methods.  This behavior was reasonable given that, by design, the SS approaches were not 
permitted to choose an area-level covariate at more than one spatial scale and, thus, would be 
expected to perform worse than the unrestricted approaches, which were allowed to choose a 
covariate at multiple spatial scales. 
With regard to power, for simulation study 1, the SS and unrestricted approaches 
performed equally well with 100% power.  With regard to Type I error, the results varied for the 
stepwise, stagewise, and LARS/lasso results.  For the stepwise results, the unrestricted 
approaches generally had lower Type I error in comparison to the SS stepwise approach, though 
the differences were nominal.  For the stagewise results, both the SS stagewise and standard 
forward stagewise approaches performed better with Type I errors equal to 0 than the LARS 
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stagewise approach.  For the LARS/lasso results, like the stepwise results, the unrestricted 
approach had marginally lower Type I error than the SS LARS/lasso approaches.  
For simulation study 6, the SS and unrestricted approaches had equal performance in 
terms of power for the baseline scenario, with the exception of the SS stagewise approach, which 
had higher overall power than its corresponding unrestricted approaches.  For the subsequent 
scenarios, the SS approaches had lower power for family size than their unrestricted 
counterparts. 
4.4.3 SS Modeling Approaches 
Under the first assumption, among the four spatial scale algorithms, overall, the SS 
stepwise approach performed the best with the highest sensitivity and specificity values and the 
lowest mean additive MSE.  However, for earlier studies 1 and 2, the SS stagewise approach was 
dominant in terms of specificity.  In contrast, the SS LARS/lasso approaches generally 
performed the worst with decreased specificity and the highest additive MSE. 
Under the second assumption, in general, all four SS algorithms exhibited equivalent 
strong performance for the baseline scenario in regard to sensitivity, specificity, and mean 
additive MSE.  For the remaining scenarios, on the whole, the SS stepwise and SS LARS/lasso 
methods outperformed the SS stagewise method with regard to sensitivity, mean additive MSE, 
and power.  
For simulation study 1, the SS stagewise algorithm behaved the best with 100% power 
and low Type I error < 0.05, while the SS stepwise and SS LARS/lasso methods displayed 
similar behavior in terms of elevated Type I error. 
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For simulation study 6, all four SS algorithms exhibited 100% power for the baseline 
scenario.  For the remaining scenarios, overall, the SS stepwise and SS LARS/lasso methods 
outperformed the SS stagewise method with regard to power.  
Of the four SS algorithms, the SS stepwise performed the best overall, a result that we did 
not necessarily anticipate.  It is known that the lasso arbitrarily chooses from among correlated 
variables (Friedman et al., 2010).  As discussed previously, strong correlations were present 
between covariates across different spatial units.  Perhaps the presence of the high correlations 
across spatial scales provides an explanation as to why the SS LARS/lasso algorithms did not 
perform as well for the purposes of picking area-level variables at the correct spatial scales. 
For the first two simulation studies, the performance of the SS stagewise algorithm was 
comparable to the SS stepwise algorithm with regard to sensitivity, mean additive MSE, and 
power; it was better than the SS stepwise approach with regard to specificity and Type I error.  
However, for following studies, the performance of the SS stagewise approach waned relative to 
the SS stepwise. 
We surmise that this drop-off in behavior could be due to the tolerance we used for the 
SS stagewise algorithm.  The tolerance represents the level of correlation between each of the 
covariates and the residuals.  Typically, it is desired to have a tolerance that is some small 
number close to zero.  For the purpose of these simulation studies, we set the tolerance = 0.15 in 
order to achieve convergence.  Having a correlation of 0.15 is arguably a weak level of 
correlation, but it is still considerably higher than 0.  Thus, we conjecture that as the complexity 
of the studies increased, the SS stagewise algorithm performed less favorably.  Ultimately, the 
stellar performance of the SS stepwise algorithm needs further exploration. 
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4.4.4 Recommendations 
Based on our findings, we recommend the use of these SS algorithms over the traditional 
approaches that are commonly accepted.  Our simulation studies provided evidence to suggest 
that assuming a single spatial scale for all area-level covariates may not deliver the best model.  
Rather, our findings demonstrated that the SS algorithms, which allowed the data to drive the 
spatial scale selection, yielded better model performance than the conventional approaches. 
In addition, our studies indicated that the SS algorithms demonstrated higher specificity 
in comparison to the unrestricted model selection approaches, which demonstrated higher 
sensitivity.  Thus, dependent on whether specificity or sensitivity is of more value to a 
researcher, we recommend the use of the SS algorithms or unrestricted approaches, respectively.  
Although the unrestricted approaches tended to outperform the SS approaches in other evaluation 
metrics such as sensitivity, mean additive MSE, and Type I error, it is not advisable for 
researchers to conclude that the unrestricted approaches are necessarily the best.  The most 
appropriate approach is clearly dependent on the research problem at hand and cannot be 
generalized to all situations. 
4.4.5 Study Limitations 
These simulation studies, although extensive, had several limitations.  First, we did not 
control the level of correlation that was present among the covariates.  Rather the correlations 
were based on existing patient and census data.  Second, as mentioned previously, for the 
stagewise algorithms, we assigned a tolerance level of 0.15 to counter the slow rate of 
convergence found among the covariates included in these simulation studies.  Third, we only 
considered a maximum of six area-level covariates under the first assumption.  Thus, to 
generalize our findings beyond this number of covariates would require further investigation. 
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4.4.6 Implications for Future Work 
To help address study limitations, it would be of interest to expand on these simulation 
studies by conducting a follow-on study that examines the behavior of the model selection 
approaches while controlling the correlation levels of the covariates, both within and across 
spatial scales.  Additionally, it would be of interest to see how controlling the correlation alters 
the convergence rate of the stagewise algorithms and to explore whether the behavior of the SS 
LARS and SS lasso algorithms differentiates as the correlation levels are modified.  For reasons 
yet to be determined, under the first assumption, the unrestricted approaches tended to 
outperform the SS stagewise and SS LARS/lasso algorithms, an unexpected finding given the 
high correlations present between certain covariates.  A good opportunity for future work would 
be to investigate this occurrence more extensively by adjusting the correlation levels among the 
covariates.   
Since the scope of our simulation studies was limited to a maximum of six area-level 
covariates, another possibility for future research would be to increase the number of area-level 
covariates under consideration in order to make broader generalizations.  Another useful 
endeavor would be to conduct a new simulation study that is based on data with a different 
construct for spatial scale, such as environmental buffer sizes.
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CHAPTER 5 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
 
5.1 CONCLUSIONS 
We developed four spatial scale (SS) model selection algorithms to address the following 
research question: at which spatial scale should each area-level covariate be modeled in order to 
explain a particular outcome variable of interest?  To our knowledge, the SS forward stepwise, 
SS incremental forward stagewise, SS least angle regression (LARS), and SS lasso algorithms 
are unique among model selection algorithms in that they allow for the selection of different 
area-level covariates at different spatial scales, while ensuring that each covariate enters a model 
at only one scale.  We applied and evaluated our methods using both real and simulated data. 
5.1.1 Applications to Real Data 
From the groundwater nitrate study, we found that environmental covariates entered at 
different spatial scales or buffer distances (i.e., 500-meter, 1-km, and 4-mile buffers) in 
regression models to explain variation in groundwater nitrate concentrations.  Similarly, from the 
pediatric patients study, we observed that socioeconomic covariates entered at different spatial 
scales (i.e., census block group (CBG) and census tract (CT)) in regression models to explain 
variation in body mass index (BMI) z-scores.  In both applications, our SS algorithms led to a 
better model fit in comparison to traditional models, where all area-level covariates were
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modeled at the same scale.  Furthermore, from the pediatric BMI data, we saw that the addition 
of a random effect for the smaller CBG spatial scale produced the best model fit.  In summary, 
these findings emphasized the importance of considering spatial scale when performing model 
selection.   
5.1.2 Applications to Simulated Data 
For the simulation studies, we chose to examine the performance of our SS algorithms in 
relation to existing methods and in relation to one another.  We made comparisons under two 
different assumptions: 1) socioeconomic effects truly exist at only one spatial scale and 2) 
socioeconomic effects truly exist at two spatial scales.  As our primary comparison, we evaluated 
the performance of our SS model selection approaches with that of traditional modeling 
approaches, where all variables entered at the CBG level or all variables entered at the CT level.  
We determined that the SS algorithms generally outperformed the conventional approaches in 
terms of sensitivity, specificity, and mean additive mean squared error (MSE).  These results 
held under the first and second assumptions.   
As a secondary comparison, we evaluated the performance of our SS approaches with 
that of unrestricted model selection approaches, where each area-level covariate entered a model 
at one or more spatial scales.  Overall, we saw that the unrestricted approaches performed better 
than the SS approaches in terms of sensitivity and mean additive MSE.  However, we found that 
the SS algorithms outdid the unrestricted approaches with regard to specificity.  These results 
held under both assumptions.  An exception was the SS forward stepwise algorithm, which 
performed better than the unrestricted stepwise algorithms under the first assumption.  Moreover, 
among the four spatial scale algorithms, the SS stepwise approach performed the best. 
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5.1.3 Overall Conclusion 
Based on our findings, we recommend the use of our SS algorithms over the generally 
accepted traditional modeling approaches of assuming a common spatial unit for all area-level 
covariates.  Using two different data sources, we demonstrated the utility of our modeling 
approaches in their ability to proactively choose the most appropriate spatial scale at which to 
model each area-level covariate.  Furthermore, in our simulation studies, although we saw mixed 
results in the secondary comparison, we found that our SS algorithms outperformed the 
conventional modeling approaches in our primary comparison.   
5.2 FUTURE WORK 
Our research is foundational in nature and has promising implications for areas of further 
study, many of which have already been discussed in previous chapters.  For the convenience of 
the reader, we have compiled some interesting opportunities for future work in Table 5.1.  Each 
idea is accompanied by the respective chapter in which further explanation is provided.  One 
opportunity for future work which we have not yet mentioned is the creation of an R package 
featuring our four SS algorithms and a vignette demonstrating the use of the R package with a 
data example.  This would allow users to access our SS algorithms in order to apply them in their 
own research.  
Thus far, we have only dealt with SS model selection approaches in the case of a 
continuous outcome variable.  An area of future interest to consider that was mentioned but not 
discussed in a previous chapter is the development of SS algorithms to model a binary response.  
As an example, we have provided below details for implementation of the standard (non-SS) 
forward stepwise and stagewise algorithms with a binary response.  Building on these standard 
approaches, one could make SS modifications to obtain SS algorithms for a binary outcome. 
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Table 5.1. Potential areas of further study. 
Chapter Opportunities for Future Work 
2 Develop SS algorithms to model a binary outcome 
3 Modify SS algorithms to consider interaction terms 
3 Modify SS algorithms to adjust for confounders 
3 Modify SS algorithms to implement random effect selection 
3 Modify SS algorithms to consider spatially correlated random effects 
4 Control correlation levels of the covariates in a simulation study 
4 Increase the number of considered covariates in a simulation study 
4 Conduct a simulation study using environmental buffer sizes 
5 Create an R package and vignette for SS algorithms 
 
5.2.1 Forward Stepwise Regression with a Binary Response 
Both the forward stepwise and forward stagewise algorithms rely on choosing the 
covariate most highly correlated with the residuals.  However, if we were to build models for a 
binary outcome variable (e.g., obesity status), the use of residuals would not be appropriate 
(Hou, 2013).  Thus, our previous modeling approaches would need to be modified for a logistic 
regression setting.   
As explained by Hastie et al. (2007), the linear logistic regression model can be denoted 
as: 
 ( 1| ) p( ( ).
( 0 | ) 1 (
x x ) x β x
x x )
Ti i i
i i
i i i
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Since the binomial likelihood is given by 
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it follows that the negative binomial log-likelihood can be written as 
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In maximum likelihood estimation, the objective is to find the estimator that maximizes the log-
likelihood function or likewise minimizes the negative log-likelihood function in (5.4).   
 Hastie et al. (2007) present a generalized monotone incremental forward stagewise 
regression method, which will be discussed in the next section.  Using the algorithmic concepts 
and notation introduced by Hastie et al. (2007), the following steps can be used to implement 
forward stepwise regression for a binary response: 
1) Let 1, , 0.pβ β =  
2) Of the candidate variables, find the predictor jx  that has the largest negative gradient 
element *ln / ( ),Tj jLδ δβ− = −x y p  evaluated at the current value of .η  
3) Add that predictor to the model and compute the resultant logistic regression model. 
4) Let ( ) .Ti i= x x βη  
5) Iterate steps (2)–(4) until there is an inadequate improvement in the model 
performance or until all predictors have been added to the model.  
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5.2.2 Forward Stagewise Regression with a Binary Response 
 Hastie et al. (2007) offer the following generalized monotone incremental forward 
stagewise regression method as a way to implement forward stagewise regression for a binary 
response:  
1) Set [ : ]X X X= −  and 1 2, , 0.pβ β =  
2) Find the predictor x j  that has the largest negative gradient element 
*ln / ( ),Tj jLδ δβ− = −x y p  evaluated at the current value of .η  
3) Let j jβ β τ← +  for some 0.τ >  
4) Let ( ) .Ti i= x x βη  
5) Iterate steps (2)–(4) until there is an inadequate improvement in the model 
performance.  
Notice that Hastie et al. (2007) introduce an expanded representation of the design matrix
[ : ]X X X= −  by including a negative version of the covariates.  This was done as a clever way to 
designate in which direction the coefficients should be incremented, where the final solution is 
given by 1 1 2 2 2( , , , )p p p p+ += − − −β β β β β β β  (Hou, 2013).  Since there is not a conventional 
stopping criterion for forward stagewise regression with a binary response, Hou (2013) 
determines the following stopping criterion: ln ( ) ln ( )
old new
L L
= =
− <
β β β β
β β δ , where 0.>δ  
Spatial scale selection of area-level covariates in regression models is an important 
problem in public health research for investigators who wish to study contextual effects.  By 
developing model selection algorithms to choose the best spatial unit for each area-level variable 
entered into a regression model, we have provided tools for investigators to use when estimating 
effects of area-level variables.
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APPENDIX A 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FROM CHAPTER 4 
 
 
 
A.1 Supplementary Figures  
 
Figure A.1. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for six different forward 
stepwise modeling approaches from simulation study 1.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(0.0003, 0.0006) and excludes the CBG only method in order to show in detail the results from 
the five other methods.  The spatial scale (SS) stepwise and the standard stepwise (not SS) 
results overlay one another. 
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Figure A.2. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for six different forward 
stepwise modeling approaches from simulation study 2.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(0.0003, 0.0006) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the four other methods. 
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Figure A.3. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for six different forward 
stepwise modeling approaches from simulation study 3.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(0.0003, 0.0006) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the four other methods. 
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Figure A.4. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for six different forward 
stepwise modeling approaches from simulation study 4.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(0.0003, 0.0007) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the four other methods. 
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Figure A.5. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for six different forward 
stepwise modeling approaches from simulation study 5.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(0.0002, 0.0005) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the four other methods. 
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Figure A.6. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for six different forward 
stepwise modeling approaches from simulation study 6.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(-0.0952, 2.4951) and excludes the CT only method in order to show in detail the results from the 
five other methods. 
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Figure A.7. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for five different forward 
stagewise modeling approaches from simulation study 1.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(0.0002, 0.0021) and excludes the CBG only method in order to show in detail the results from 
the four other methods.  The CT only, spatial scale (SS) stagewise, and standard stagewise (not 
SS) results overlay one another. 
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Figure A.8. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for five different forward 
stagewise modeling approaches from simulation study 2.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(-0.0002, 0.0072) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the three other methods. 
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Figure A.9. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for five different forward 
stagewise modeling approaches from simulation study 3.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(-0.0031, 0.0874) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the three other methods. 
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Figure A.10. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for five different forward 
stagewise modeling approaches from simulation study 4.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(-0.0185, 0.4879) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the three other methods. 
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Figure A.11. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for five different forward 
stagewise modeling approaches from simulation study 5.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to 
(-0.0248, 0.6490) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the 
results from the three other methods. 
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Figure A.12. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for five different forward 
stagewise modeling approaches from simulation study 6.   
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Figure A.13. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different LARS 
modeling approaches from simulation study 1.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (0.0002, 
0.0018) and excludes the CBG only method in order to show in detail the results from the three 
other methods.  The CT only and spatial scale (SS) LARS results overlay one another. 
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Figure A.14. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different LARS 
modeling approaches from simulation study 2.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (-7.54e-
05, 9.34e-03) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the results 
from the two other methods. 
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Figure A.15. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different LARS 
modeling approaches from simulation study 3.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (-0.0366, 
0.9578) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the results from 
the two other methods. 
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Figure A.16. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different LARS 
modeling approaches from simulation study 4.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (-0.0328, 
0.8609) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the results from 
the two other methods. 
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Figure A.17. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different LARS 
modeling approaches from simulation study 5.   
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Figure A.18. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different LARS 
modeling approaches from simulation study 6.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (-0.0924, 
2.4213) and excludes the CT only method in order to show in detail the results from the three 
other methods. 
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Figure A.19. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different lasso 
modeling approaches from simulation study 1.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (0.0002, 
0.0018) and excludes the CBG only method in order to show in detail the results from the three 
other methods. 
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Figure A.20. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different lasso 
modeling approaches from simulation study 2.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (-7.54e-
05, 9.34e-03) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the results 
from the two other methods. 
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Figure A.21. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different lasso 
modeling approaches from simulation study 3.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (-0.0366, 
0.9578) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the results from 
the two other methods. 
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Figure A.22. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different lasso 
modeling approaches from simulation study 4.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (-0.0328, 
0.8609) and excludes the CBG and CT only methods in order to show in detail the results from 
the two other methods. 
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Figure A.23. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different lasso 
modeling approaches from simulation study 5.   
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Figure A.24. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different lasso 
modeling approaches from simulation study 6.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis to (-0.0924, 
2.4213) and excludes the CT only method in order to show in detail the results from the three 
other methods. 
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Figure A.25. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different spatial 
scale (SS) modeling approaches from simulation study 1.  The bottom panel restricts the y-axis 
to (0.0003, 0.0004) and excludes the SS stagewise method in order to show in detail the results 
from the three other methods.  The SS LARS and SS lasso results overlay one another. 
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Figure A.26. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different spatial 
scale (SS) modeling approaches from simulation study 2.  The SS LARS and SS lasso results 
overlay one another.  
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Figure A.27. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different spatial 
scale (SS) modeling approaches from simulation study 3.  The SS LARS and SS lasso results 
overlay one another.  
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Figure A.28. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different spatial 
scale (SS) modeling approaches from simulation study 4.  The SS LARS and SS lasso results 
overlay one another.   
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Figure A.29. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different spatial 
scale (SS) modeling approaches from simulation study 5.  The SS LARS and SS lasso results 
overlay one another.  
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Figure A.30. Mean additive MSE values of the coefficient estimates for four different spatial 
scale (SS) modeling approaches from simulation study 6.  The SS LARS and SS lasso results 
overlay one another.  
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A.2 Supplementary Tables 
 
Table A.1. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS), not SS stepwise, LARS stepwise, and step package approaches under six different scenarios for 
simulation study 1.  Specificity values are italicized.  
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.91 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.92 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 
not SS 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.86 0.83 0.85 0.82 0.82 0.85 0.86 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.86 0.87 0.89 0.90 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.22 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.91 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.81 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.85 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.90 
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Table A.1. (Continued) 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.21 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.91 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.81 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.85 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.90 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.48 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.22 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.91 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.81 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.85 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.90 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.21 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.91 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.81 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.85 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.90 
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Table A.1. (Continued) 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 0.04 1.00 0.21 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.91 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.81 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.85 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.90 
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Table A.2. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS), not SS stepwise, LARS stepwise, and step package approaches under six different scenarios for 
simulation study 2.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.91 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.92 
SS  1.00 1.00 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 
not SS 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.83 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.82 0.85 0.86 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.87 0.89 0.90 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.99 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.20 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.37 1.00 0.48 
SS  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.85 0.79 0.80 0.82 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.90 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.59 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.21 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.46 
SS  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.85 0.79 0.80 0.82 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.90 
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Table A.2. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.36 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.20 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.46 
SS  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.85 0.79 0.80 0.82 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.90 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.23 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.20 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.46 
SS  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.85 0.79 0.80 0.82 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.90 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.17 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.20 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.45 
SS  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.85 0.79 0.80 0.82 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.90 
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Table A.3. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS), not SS stepwise, LARS stepwise, and step package approaches under six different scenarios for 
simulation study 3.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.93 0.92 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.92 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.95 
not SS 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.83 0.82 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.85 0.86 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.89 0.90 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.99 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.60 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.39 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.93 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.80 0.82 0.82 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.88 0.87 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.59 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.60 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.37 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.93 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.80 0.82 0.82 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.88 0.87 
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Table A.3. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.36 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.60 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.36 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.93 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.80 0.82 0.82 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.88 0.87 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.22 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.60 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.36 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.93 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.80 0.82 0.82 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.88 0.87 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.18 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.59 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.36 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.89 0.93 0.94 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.80 0.82 0.82 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.88 0.87 
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Table A.4. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS), not SS stepwise, LARS stepwise, and step package approaches under six different scenarios for 
simulation study 4.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.92 0.91 1.00 0.93 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.92 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 
not SS 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.93 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.83 0.82 0.85 0.86 0.84 0.82 0.86 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.87 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.90 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.99 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.67 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.91 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.88 0.93 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.82 0.78 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.84 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.59 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.66 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.92 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.88 0.93 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.82 0.78 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.84 
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Table A.4. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.36 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.65 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.92 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.88 0.93 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.82 0.78 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.84 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.23 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.65 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.92 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.88 0.93 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.82 0.78 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.84 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.18 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.65 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.92 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.88 0.93 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.82 0.78 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.84 
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Table A.5. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, spatial 
scale (SS), not SS stepwise, LARS stepwise, and step package approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 5.  
Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.92 0.93 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.93 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.95 
not SS 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.82 0.81 0.86 0.82 0.86 0.87 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.88 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.85 0.89 0.91 0.88 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.89 
Scenario 2                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.99 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.61 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.88 0.93 0.94 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.82 0.77 0.83 0.82 0.86 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.81 
Scenario 3                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.60 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.61 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.88 0.93 0.94 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.82 0.77 0.83 0.82 0.86 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.81 
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Table A.5. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.36 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.88 0.93 0.94 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.82 0.77 0.83 0.82 0.86 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.81 
Scenario 5                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.22 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.88 0.93 0.94 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.82 0.77 0.83 0.82 0.86 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.81 
Scenario 6                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.17 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.61 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.88 0.93 0.94 0.95 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.82 0.77 0.83 0.82 0.86 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.81 
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Table A.6. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for CBG only, CT only, spatial scale (SS), not SS stepwise, 
LARS stepwise, and step package approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 6.  Specificity values are 
italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.03 
CT 1.00 0.37 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.82 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
ss 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not ss 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.91 0.90 0.92 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.80 0.84 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.74 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.96 
CT 1.00 0.38 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.81 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
ss 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 
not ss 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.43 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.92 
CT 1.00 0.38 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
ss 1.00 0.62 0.97 0.93 0.97 0.86 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.04 
not ss 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
step.pkg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Table A.7. Power and Type I error of the additive test across CBG only, CT only, SS stepwise, 
not SS stepwise, LARS stepwise, and step package methods for simulation study 1.  Type I 
errors are italicized. 
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 0.052 0.052 0.056 0.058 
CT 0.058 0.046 0.036 0.042 
SS  0.072 0.074 0.076 0.076 
not SS 0.074 0.074 0.068 0.074 
lars.step 0.086 0.096 0.074 0.078 
step.pkg 0.078 0.082 0.070 0.084 
Scenario 2       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.946 0.750 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
Scenario 3       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.946 0.744 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
Scenario 4       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.946 0.746 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
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Table A.7. (Continued) 
Additive Test 
Scenario 5       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.440 0.946 0.742 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
Scenario 6       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.446 0.946 0.746 
CT 1.000 0.060 0.040 0.046 
SS  1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
not SS 1.000 0.092 0.070 0.072 
lars.step 1.000 0.080 0.066 0.082 
step.pkg 1.000 0.076 0.070 0.084 
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Table A.8. Power of the additive test across CBG only, CT only, SS stepwise, not SS stepwise, 
LARS stepwise, and step package methods for simulation study 6.   
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.952 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.768 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
lars.step 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
step.pkg 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 2       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.944 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.764 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
lars.step 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
step.pkg 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 3       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.882 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.748 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.854 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
lars.step 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
step.pkg 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Table A.9. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS), not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 1.  
Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.87 0.84 0.87 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.87 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.73 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.87 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
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Table A.9. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.87 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.87 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
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Table A.10. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS), not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 2.  
Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.28 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.63 0.76 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.89 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.01 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.66 0.79 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.89 
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Table A.10. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.22 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.70 0.84 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.89 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.73 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.89 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.03 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.88 0.87 0.89 
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Table A.11. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS), not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 3.  
Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.27 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.54 1.00 1.00 0.54 1.00 0.98 0.99 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.26 0.04 0.77 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.51 0.05 0.85 0.92 0.92 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.01 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 
SS 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.98 0.99 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.19 0.04 0.70 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.41 0.04 0.86 0.93 0.93 
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Table A.11. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 
SS 1.00 0.70 1.00 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.98 0.99 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.15 0.03 0.65 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.34 0.03 0.85 0.94 0.94 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.05 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 
SS 1.00 0.65 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.98 0.99 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.12 0.02 0.61 0.99 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.26 0.03 0.85 0.95 0.95 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.03 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 
SS 1.00 0.65 1.00 0.64 1.00 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.98 0.99 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.11 0.03 0.60 0.99 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.22 0.02 0.82 0.96 0.95 
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Table A.12. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS), not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 4.  
Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.27 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.53 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52 0.19 0.02 0.97 0.99 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.18 0.02 0.88 0.88 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.01 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.12 0.01 0.94 0.94 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.13 0.01 0.91 0.90 
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Table A.12. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.60 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.10 0.01 0.90 0.90 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.11 0.01 0.92 0.92 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.62 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.07 0.01 0.86 0.84 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.08 0.00 0.92 0.92 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.03 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.06 0.02 0.82 0.81 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.07 0.00 0.93 0.93 
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Table A.13. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, spatial 
scale (SS), not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 5.  Specificity 
values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.87 0.87 0.83 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.85 0.87 0.87 0.88 
Scenario 2                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.25 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.31 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.06 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.00 0.95 1.00 0.99 0.81 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.07 0.00 0.81 0.83 0.85 0.68 
Scenario 3                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.01 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.32 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 1.00 1.00 0.04 0.00 0.92 0.96 0.98 0.79 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.00 0.84 0.86 0.91 0.74 
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Table A.13. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.34 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.03 0.00 0.86 0.88 0.98 0.77 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.03 0.00 0.84 0.87 0.92 0.75 
Scenario 5                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.39 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.35 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.03 0.00 0.81 0.78 0.98 0.76 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.02 0.00 0.84 0.86 0.92 0.76 
Scenario 6                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.03 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.38 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.37 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.36 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.02 0.00 0.72 0.68 0.97 0.76 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.02 0.00 0.84 0.88 0.94 0.77 
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Table A.14. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS), not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 6.  
Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.15 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.22 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.81 0.00 0.81 0.71 0.86 
lars.stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.00 0.75 0.69 0.79 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
CT 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.22 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.27 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 
lars.stage 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.54 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.16 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
CT 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.21 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.01 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.00 
not SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.stage 1.00 0.88 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.39 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.13 
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Table A.15. Power and Type I error of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, 
census tract (CT) only, spatial scale (SS) stagewise, not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise 
methods for simulation study 1.  Type I errors are italicized. 
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
CT 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 0.068 0.098 0.072 0.076 
Scenario 2       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.132 0.022 0.000 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
Scenario 3       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.132 0.022 0.000 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
Scenario 4       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.134 0.022 0.000 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
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Table A.15. (Continued) 
Additive Test 
Scenario 5       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.134 0.024 0.002 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
Scenario 6       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.140 0.024 0.002 
CT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS  1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
not SS 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
lars.stage 1.000 0.084 0.074 0.076 
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Table A.16. Power of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) 
only, spatial scale (SS) stagewise, not SS stagewise, and LARS stagewise methods for simulation 
study 6.   
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.218 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.860 
lars.stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.954 
Scenario 2       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.224 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.050 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.994 
lars.stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.602 
Scenario 3       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.212 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.020 
not SS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
lars.stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.462 
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Table A.17. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) LARS, and LARS approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 1.  Specificity values 
are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.87 0.84 0.87 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.30 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
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Table A.17. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.29 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.29 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.30 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 
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Table A.18. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) LARS, and LARS approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 2.  Specificity values 
are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.11 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.22 1.00 0.29 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.87 0.87 0.88 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.72 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.12 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.27 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.90 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.87 0.87 0.88 
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Table A.18. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.49 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.12 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.27 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.87 0.87 0.88 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.36 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.12 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.27 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.87 0.87 0.88 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.29 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.12 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.27 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 0.74 0.85 0.87 0.87 0.88 
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Table A.19. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) LARS, and LARS approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 3.  Specificity values 
are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.85 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.48 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.26 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.59 0.85 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.59 0.05 0.83 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.24 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.61 0.85 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.59 0.04 0.83 0.86 0.86 
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Table A.19. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.24 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.59 1.00 1.00 0.59 1.00 0.62 0.85 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.59 0.03 0.83 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.37 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.48 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.24 
SS 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.65 0.85 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.59 0.03 0.83 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.30 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.23 
SS 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.65 0.85 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.59 0.02 0.83 0.86 0.86 
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Table A.20. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) LARS, and LARS approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 4.  Specificity values 
are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.85 0.83 1.00 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.94 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.36 0.02 0.83 0.83 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.70 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.94 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.34 0.01 0.84 0.84 
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Table A.20. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.94 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.34 0.01 0.84 0.84 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.37 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 
SS 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.71 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.95 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 0.00 0.84 0.85 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.31 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.72 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.95 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 0.00 0.84 0.85 
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Table A.21. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, spatial 
scale (SS) LARS, and LARS approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 5.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 0.85 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.81 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.85 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.90 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.87 0.87 0.83 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.85 0.87 0.87 0.88 
Scenario 2                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.72 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.26 0.00 0.81 0.86 0.82 0.58 
Scenario 3                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.74 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.49 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.24 0.00 0.82 0.87 0.83 0.62 
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Table A.21. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.51 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.91 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.22 0.00 0.82 0.87 0.85 0.62 
Scenario 5                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.38 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.00 0.82 0.88 0.85 0.62 
Scenario 6                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.31 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.89 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.20 0.00 0.82 0.88 0.85 0.62 
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Table A.22. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) LARS, and LARS approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 6.  Specificity values 
are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 
CT 1.00 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.88 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.83 0.85 0.84 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.98 
CT 1.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.87 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.95 
CT 1.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.86 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.77 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.03 
lars.LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Table A.23. Power and Type I error of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, 
census tract (CT) only, spatial scale (SS) LARS, and LARS methods for simulation study 1.  
Type I errors are italicized. 
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 0.052 0.062 0.054 0.058 
CT 0.064 0.062 0.048 0.052 
SS  0.070 0.098 0.084 0.082 
LARS 0.068 0.098 0.072 0.076 
Scenario 2       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.970 0.774 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
Scenario 3       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.970 0.770 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
Scenario 4       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.438 0.968 0.770 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
Scenario 5       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.440 0.970 0.764 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
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Table A.23. (Continued) 
Additive Test 
Scenario 6       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.444 0.970 0.766 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
LARS 1.000 0.082 0.074 0.078 
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Table A.24. Power of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) 
only, spatial scale (SS) LARS, and LARS methods for simulation study 6.   
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.952 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.766 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 2       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.944 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.764 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 3       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.882 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.746 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.862 
LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Table A.25. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) lasso, and lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 1.  Specificity values are 
italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.87 0.84 0.87 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.30 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.87 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.30 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.87 
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Table A.25. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.29 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.87 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.29 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.87 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.30 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.14 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.87 0.87 
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Table A.26. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) lasso, and lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 2.  Specificity values are 
italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.11 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.22 1.00 0.29 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.76 0.77 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.72 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.12 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.27 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.90 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.76 0.77 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 
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Table A.26. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.49 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.12 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.27 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.76 0.77 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.36 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.12 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.27 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.76 0.77 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.29 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.12 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.21 1.00 0.27 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.76 0.77 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 
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Table A.27. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) lasso, and lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 3.  Specificity values are 
italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.85 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.84 1.00 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.48 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.26 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.59 0.85 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.69 0.49 0.79 0.84 0.84 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.24 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.61 0.85 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.69 0.49 0.79 0.84 0.84 
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Table A.27. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.24 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.59 1.00 1.00 0.59 1.00 0.62 0.85 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.69 0.49 0.79 0.84 0.84 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.37 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.48 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.24 
SS 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.65 0.85 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.69 0.49 0.79 0.84 0.84 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.30 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.49 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.23 
SS 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.65 0.85 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.69 0.49 0.79 0.84 0.84 
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Table A.28. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) lasso, and lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 4.  Specificity values are 
italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.85 0.83 1.00 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.86 1.00 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.86 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.94 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52 0.45 0.77 0.79 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.70 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.94 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.54 0.46 0.77 0.80 
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Table A.28. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.94 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.55 0.47 0.78 0.81 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.37 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.76 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 
SS 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.71 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.95 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.55 0.47 0.78 0.81 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.31 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.84 
SS 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.72 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.95 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.56 0.47 0.79 0.82 
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Table A.29. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, spatial 
scale (SS) lasso, and lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 5.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 0.85 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.85 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.81 1.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.85 
SS 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.90 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 0.90 0.83 0.86 0.87 0.83 0.86 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.86 0.87 
Scenario 2                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.72 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.49 0.40 0.77 0.79 0.74 0.61 
Scenario 3                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.74 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.49 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.51 0.39 0.78 0.80 0.76 0.65 
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Table A.29. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.51 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.91 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52 0.38 0.79 0.81 0.77 0.66 
Scenario 5                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.38 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52 0.38 0.79 0.82 0.77 0.67 
Scenario 6                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
CBG 1.00 0.31 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.71 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
CT 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.89 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 0.37 0.79 0.82 0.77 0.68 
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Table A.30. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) only, 
spatial scale (SS) lasso, and lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 6.  Specificity values are 
italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.01 
CT 1.00 0.48 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.88 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.43 0.80 0.83 0.82 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.98 
CT 1.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.87 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
CBG 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.95 
CT 1.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.86 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
SS 1.00 0.77 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.03 
lars.lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Table A.31. Power and Type I error of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, 
census tract (CT) only, spatial scale (SS) lasso, and lasso methods for simulation study 1.  Type I 
errors are italicized. 
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 0.052 0.062 0.054 0.058 
CT 0.064 0.062 0.048 0.052 
SS  0.070 0.098 0.084 0.082 
lasso 0.068 0.098 0.072 0.076 
Scenario 2       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.970 0.774 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
lasso 1.000 0.082 0.072 0.076 
Scenario 3       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.434 0.970 0.770 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
lasso 1.000 0.082 0.072 0.076 
Scenario 4       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.438 0.968 0.770 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
lasso 1.000 0.082 0.072 0.076 
Scenario 5       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.440 0.970 0.764 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
lasso 1.000 0.082 0.072 0.076 
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Table A.31. (Continued) 
Additive Test 
Scenario 6       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 0.444 0.970 0.766 
CT 1.000 0.054 0.050 0.056 
SS  1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
lasso 1.000 0.082 0.072 0.076 
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Table A.32. Power of the additive test across census block group (CBG) only, census tract (CT) 
only, spatial scale (SS) lasso, and lasso methods for simulation study 6.   
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.952 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.766 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
lasso 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 2       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.944 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.764 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
lasso 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 3       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
CBG 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.882 
CT 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.746 
SS  1.000 1.000 1.000 0.862 
lasso 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Table A.33. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS stagewise, SS LARS, and 
SS lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 1.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
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Table A.33. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
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Table A.34. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS stagewise, SS LARS, and 
SS lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 2.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.89 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.96 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.89 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.90 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.90 
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Table A.34. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.86 0.88 0.89 0.90 
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Table A.35. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS stagewise, SS LARS, and 
SS lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 3.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.95 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.89 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.54 1.00 1.00 0.54 1.00 0.98 0.99 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.59 0.85 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.59 0.85 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.98 0.99 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.61 0.85 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.61 0.85 
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Table A.35. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 0.70 1.00 0.60 1.00 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.98 0.99 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.59 1.00 1.00 0.59 1.00 0.62 0.85 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.59 1.00 1.00 0.59 1.00 0.62 0.85 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 0.65 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.98 0.99 
SS LARS 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.65 0.85 
SS lasso 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.65 0.85 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.94 
SS stage 1.00 0.65 1.00 0.64 1.00 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.98 0.99 
SS LARS 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.65 0.85 
SS lasso 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.65 0.85 
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Table A.36. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS stagewise, SS LARS, and 
SS lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 4.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.95 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.86 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.89 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.53 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.94 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.94 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.58 1.00 0.58 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.94 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.57 1.00 0.94 
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Table A.36. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.60 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.94 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.60 1.00 0.94 
Scenario 5                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.62 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.71 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.95 
SS lasso 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.71 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.95 
Scenario 6                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 0.64 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.63 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.72 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.95 
SS lasso 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.72 1.00 0.63 1.00 0.95 
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Table A.37. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS stagewise, SS LARS, and SS 
lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 5.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.95 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.90 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.86 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.89 0.90 0.90 
Scenario 2                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.31 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
Scenario 3                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.32 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.49 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.49 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.32 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
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Table A.37. (Continued) 
Scenario 4                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.34 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.91 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.33 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.91 
Scenario 5                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 0.39 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.35 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 
SS LARS 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
SS lasso 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.52 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 
Scenario 6                           
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG POP_CT CRM_CBG BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT POP_CBG CRM_CT 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 0.38 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.37 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.36 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 
SS LARS 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.89 
SS lasso 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.53 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.36 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.89 
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Table A.38. Sensitivity and specificity of variable selection for spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS stagewise, SS LARS, and 
SS lasso approaches under six different scenarios for simulation study 6.  Specificity values are italicized. 
Scenario 1                   
 Sensitivity Specificity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
SS step 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS stage 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Scenario 2                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
SS step 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 
SS stage 1.00 0.27 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
SS LARS 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
SS lasso 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
Scenario 3                   
 Sensitivity 
 Age Male BLK_CBG VAC_CT A65_CBG FAMSZ_CT BLK_CT VAC_CBG A65_CT FAMSZ_CBG 
SS step 1.00 0.62 0.97 0.93 0.97 0.86 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.04 
SS stage 1.00 0.01 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.00 
SS LARS 1.00 0.77 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.03 
SS lasso 1.00 0.77 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.92 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.03 
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Table A.39. Power and Type I error of the additive test across spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS 
stagewise, SS LARS, and SS lasso approaches for simulation study 1.  Type I errors are 
italicized. 
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 0.072 0.074 0.076 0.076 
SS stage 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS LARS 0.070 0.098 0.084 0.082 
SS lasso 0.070 0.098 0.084 0.082 
Scenarios 2–6       
 Power Type I Error 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 1.000 0.094 0.076 0.074 
SS stage 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
SS LARS 1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
SS lasso 1.000 0.088 0.074 0.082 
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Table A.40. Power of the additive test across spatial scale (SS) stepwise, SS stagewise, SS 
LARS, and SS lasso approaches for simulation study 6.   
Additive Test 
Scenario 1       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
SS stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
SS LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
SS lasso 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
Scenario 2       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
SS stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.050 
SS LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
SS lasso 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.982 
Scenario 3       
 Power 
 BLK VAC A65 FAMSZ 
SS step 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.854 
SS stage 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.020 
SS LARS 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.862 
SS lasso 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.862 
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APPENDIX B 
 
R CODE FOR DATA PREPROCESSING EXAMPLE2 
 
 
 
#### Pediatric BMI dataset with merged attribute data (as seen in Ch. 3) ### 
 
mydata4 <- mydatasp_and_attribute.CBG_and_CT_bw[,c("BMIZ", "Visit_Age", 
"Male", "Black", "MCV.dist", "cbk_POPDENS10", "cbg_POPDENS10", 
"ct_POPDENS10", 
                    "cbg_PBLACK10", "ct_PBLACK10", "cbg_PHWHITE10", 
"ct_PHWHITE10",  
     "cbg_PHBLACK10", "ct_PHBLACK10", "cbg_MEDHINC_CY", 
"ct_MEDHINC_CY", "cbg_PRENTER10", "ct_PRENTER10", 
                    "cbg_PVACANT10", "ct_PVACANT10",  
                    "cbg_CRMCYTOTC", "ct_CRMCYTOTC",  
                    "cbg_CRMCYPERC", "ct_CRMCYPERC", "cbg_CRMCYPROC", 
"ct_CRMCYPROC", 
                    "cbg_PARKDENS", "ct_PARKDENS", "cbg_RESTDENS", 
"ct_RESTDENS",  
                    "cbg_ex_eq", "ct_ex_eq")] 
  
str(mydata4)  # 27,538 obs of 32 variables; 
 
# Standardize (center and scale) variables 
library(gtools) 
zscore <- defmacro(data, var, expr={data$var <- (data$var-mean(data$var, 
na.rm = TRUE))/sd(data$var, na.rm = TRUE)}) 
zscore(mydata4, BMIZ); zscore(mydata4, Visit_Age); zscore(mydata4, Male); 
zscore(mydata4, Black); zscore(mydata4, MCV.dist);  
zscore(mydata4, cbk_POPDENS10); zscore(mydata4, cbg_POPDENS10); 
zscore(mydata4, ct_POPDENS10); 
zscore(mydata4, cbg_PBLACK10); zscore(mydata4, ct_PBLACK10); 
zscore(mydata4, cbg_PHWHITE10); zscore(mydata4, ct_PHWHITE10); 
zscore(mydata4, cbg_PHBLACK10); zscore(mydata4, ct_PHBLACK10); 
zscore(mydata4, cbg_MEDHINC_CY); zscore(mydata4, ct_MEDHINC_CY);  
zscore(mydata4, cbg_PRENTER10); zscore(mydata4, ct_PRENTER10); 
zscore(mydata4, cbg_PVACANT10); zscore(mydata4, ct_PVACANT10); 
 
zscore(mydata4, cbg_CRMCYTOTC); zscore(mydata4, ct_CRMCYTOTC); 
zscore(mydata4, cbg_CRMCYPERC); zscore(mydata4, ct_CRMCYPERC);  
zscore(mydata4, cbg_CRMCYPROC); zscore(mydata4, ct_CRMCYPROC); 
                                                 
2 Color highlighting of syntax was enabled through Tinn-R (Faria et al., 2014). 
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zscore(mydata4, cbg_PARKDENS); zscore(mydata4, ct_PARKDENS); 
zscore(mydata4, cbg_RESTDENS); zscore(mydata4, ct_RESTDENS); 
zscore(mydata4, cbg_ex_eq); zscore(mydata4, ct_ex_eq); 
 
 
y <- mydata4[,1] 
X <- mydata4[,-1] # 27,538 obs. and 31 covariates 
 
names.X <- colnames(X) 
y.name <- "BMIZ" 
 
list.names <- c("Visit_Age", "Male", "Black", "MCV.dist", "POPDENS10", 
"PBLACK10", "PHWHITE10", "PHBLACK10", "MEDHINC_CY", "PRENTER10", "PVACANT10",  
                "CRMCYTOTC", "CRMCYPERC", "CRMCYPROC", "PARKDENS", 
"RESTDENS", "ex_eq") 
 
NP <- dim(X) 
N <- NP[1] 
P <- length(list.names) 
K <- 4 
 
# Create a stacked matrix, where each stack represents a particular level/SS  
X.3D <- array(NA, dim=c(N,P,K), dimnames=list(NULL, list.names, NULL)) 
dim(X.3D) 
head(X.3D[,,1]) 
 
X.3D[,1,1] <- X[, 1] 
X.3D[,2,1] <- X[, 2] 
X.3D[,3,1] <- X[, 3] 
X.3D[,4,1] <- X[, 4] 
 
head(X.3D[,,1]) 
 
X.3D[,5,2] <- X[, 5] 
head(X.3D[,,2]) 
 
X.3D[,5,3] <- X[, 6] 
X.3D[,6,3] <- X[, 8] 
X.3D[,7,3] <- X[, 10] 
X.3D[,8,3] <- X[, 12] 
X.3D[,9,3] <- X[, 14] 
X.3D[,10,3] <- X[, 16] 
X.3D[,11,3] <- X[, 18] 
X.3D[,12,3] <- X[, 20] 
X.3D[,13,3] <- X[, 22] 
X.3D[,14,3] <- X[, 24] 
X.3D[,15,3] <- X[, 26] 
X.3D[,16,3] <- X[, 28] 
X.3D[,17,3] <- X[, 30] 
head(X.3D[,,3]) 
 
X.3D[,5,4] <- X[, 7] 
X.3D[,6,4] <- X[, 9] 
X.3D[,7,4] <- X[, 11] 
X.3D[,8,4] <- X[, 13] 
X.3D[,9,4] <- X[, 15] 
X.3D[,10,4] <- X[, 17] 
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X.3D[,11,4] <- X[, 19] 
X.3D[,12,4] <- X[, 21] 
X.3D[,13,4] <- X[, 23] 
X.3D[,14,4] <- X[, 25] 
X.3D[,15,4] <- X[, 27] 
X.3D[,16,4] <- X[, 29] 
X.3D[,17,4] <- X[, 31] 
head(X.3D[,,4]) 
 
ss <- c("none", "cbk", "cbg", "ct") 
 
# Create identity matrices, where each column represents a particular 
level/SS 
a.lst <- list(NULL) 
a.lst[[1]] <- 1 
dim(a.lst[[1]]) <- c(1,1) 
dimnames(a.lst[[1]]) <- list(NULL, names.X[1]) 
 
a.lst[[2]] <- 1 
dim(a.lst[[2]]) <- c(1,1) 
dimnames(a.lst[[2]]) <- list(NULL, names.X[2]) 
 
a.lst[[3]] <- 1 
dim(a.lst[[3]]) <- c(1,1) 
dimnames(a.lst[[3]]) <- list(NULL, names.X[3]) 
 
a.lst[[4]] <- 1 
dim(a.lst[[4]]) <- c(1,1) 
dimnames(a.lst[[4]]) <- list(NULL, names.X[4]) 
 
a.lst[[5]] <- diag(3) 
dimnames(a.lst[[5]]) <- list(NULL, names.X[c(5:7)]) 
 
for (j in 6:17) { 
   a.lst[[j]] <- diag(2) 
   start <- 2*j-4 
   dimnames(a.lst[[j]]) <- list(NULL, names.X[c(start, start+1)]) 
} 
 
S.v <- NULL 
for (j in 1:length(list.names)) { 
   if (length(a.lst[[j]])==1) { 
      S.v[j] <- length(a.lst[[j]]) 
   } else if (length(a.lst[[j]])!=1) { 
      S.v[j] <- dim(a.lst[[j]])[2] 
   } 
} 
    
C.v <- rep(0,length(list.names)) 
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APPENDIX C 
 
R CODE FOR THE SPATIAL SCALE ALGORITHMS3 
 
 
 
C.1 Spatial Scale Forward Stepwise Regression Algorithm 
 
### Spatial scale forward stepwise regression ### 
### Based on the standard forward stepwise algorithm as presented by Berk 
(2008) 
 
# Description: Computes the resultant regression model, the associated AIC, 
and the residuals. 
get.results.step.ss <- function(y, X.in, X.out, y.name, seq.v, ss, verbose, 
i) { 
   out <- lm(y ~ .-1, data=X.in, x=TRUE, y=TRUE) # omitting intercept 
   beta <- out$coefficients 
   aic.v <- extractAIC(out) 
   r <- out$residuals 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      print(i) 
      X.in.names <- names(X.in) 
      print(paste("Step: AIC = ", round(aic.v[2], 4), sep="" )) 
 
      if (i==1) { 
         print(paste(y.name, " ~ ", X.in.names, sep="")) 
      } else if (i>1) { 
         cat(y.name, paste("~"), X.in.names[1], paste("+", X.in.names[-1], 
sep = " "), "\n") 
      } 
   } 
 
   return(list(out=out, beta=beta, aic.v=aic.v, r=r, X.in=X.in, X.out=X.out, 
seq.v=seq.v)) 
} 
 
                                                 
3 Color highlighting of syntax was enabled through Tinn-R (Faria et al., 2014). 
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# Description: Finds the predictor that has the largest absolute correlation 
with the given outcome and adds it to the working design matrix. 
pickvar.step.ss <- function(outcome, y, X.in, X.out, y.name, seq.v, ss, 
stack.ss, verbose, i, k) { 
   flag.stack <- NULL 
   maxcor <- NULL    
   col <- NULL 
 
   if (dim(X.out)[2]!=1) {     
      for (j in seq.v) { 
         flag.stack[j] <- ifelse(sum(is.na(X.out[,,j]))==dim(X.out[,,j])[1]* 
dim(X.out[,,j])[2], 1, 0) 
      } 
   } else { 
      for (j in seq.v) { 
         flag.stack[j] <- ifelse(sum(is.na(X.out[,,j]))==dim(X.in)[1], 1, 0) 
      } 
 
   } 
 
   flag.stack <- na.omit(flag.stack) 
 
   if (sum(flag.stack)!=0) { 
       seq.v <- seq.v[-(which(flag.stack==1))] 
   } 
   
   for(m in seq.v){ 
      maxcor[m] <- max(abs(cor(X.out[,,m],outcome)), na.rm=TRUE) 
      col[m] <- which.max(abs(cor(X.out[,,m],outcome))) 
   } 
 
   index <- cbind(maxcor, col) 
   index.final <- c(index[which.max(index[,1]), 2], which.max(index[,1])) 
   stack.ss[i] <- which.max(index[,1]) 
 
 
   if (i==1) { 
      X.in <- as.data.frame(X.out[,index.final[1], index.final[2], drop=F]) 
      colnames(X.in) <- paste(ss[index.final[2]], colnames(X.in), sep="_") 
   } else if (i>1) { 
      X.in.update <- as.data.frame(X.out[,index.final[1], index.final[2], 
drop=F]) 
      colnames(X.in.update) <- paste(ss[index.final[2]], 
colnames(X.in.update), sep="_") 
      X.in <- cbind(X.in, X.in.update) 
   } 
 
   X.out <- X.out[,-index.final[1],,drop=F]    
 
   results <- get.results.step.ss(y, X.in, X.out, y.name, seq.v, ss, verbose, 
i) 
   return(list(out=results$out, beta=results$beta, aic.v=results$aic.v, 
r=results$r, X.in=results$X.in, X.out=results$X.out, seq.v=results$seq.v, 
stack.ss=stack.ss)) 
} 
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forward.stepwise.ss <- function(y, X.3D, y.name, ss, epsilon, verbose=T) { 
   out <- as.list(NULL) 
   aic.v <- as.list(NULL) 
   beta <- as.list(NULL) 
   r <- as.list(NULL) 
   stack.ss <- NULL 
   i <- 0 
   n <- dim(X.3D)[1] 
   p <- dim(X.3D)[2] 
   k <- length(ss) 
   seq.v <- rep(1:length(ss)) 
   diff.aic <- 2*epsilon 
 
   null <- lm(y ~ 0) 
   if (verbose) { 
      print(paste("Results are with no intercept.")) 
      print(paste("Start: AIC = ", round(extractAIC(null)[2], 4), sep="")) 
      print(paste(y.name, " ~ 0", sep="")) 
   } 
 
   X.out <- X.3D 
   X.in <- matrix(0, nrow(X.out),1) 
 
   while(diff.aic>=epsilon) { 
      i <- i + 1 
      if (i==1) { 
         # Step 1: Find the predictor that has the greatest absolute 
correlation with the response. 
         v1 <- pickvar.step.ss(y, y, X.in, X.out, y.name, seq.v, ss, 
stack.ss, verbose, i, k) 
 
         # Step 2: Compute the resultant regression model and the residuals. 
         out[[i]] <- v1$out 
         aic.v[[i]] <- v1$aic.v 
         r[[i]] <- v1$r 
         beta[[i]] <- v1$beta 
         X.in <- v1$X.in 
         X.out <- v1$X.out 
         seq.v <- v1$seq.v 
         stack.ss <- v1$stack.ss 
 
 
      } else if (i>1) { 
         # Step 3: Of the candidate variables, find the predictor that has 
the greatest absolute correlation with the residuals. 
         v2 <- pickvar.step.ss(r[[i-1]], y, X.in, X.out, y.name, seq.v, ss, 
stack.ss, verbose, i, k) 
 
         # Step 4: Add that predictor to the working design matrix, and 
compute the resultant regression model and the residuals. 
         out[[i]] <- v2$out 
         aic.v[[i]] <- v2$aic.v 
         r[[i]] <- v2$r 
         beta[[i]] <- v2$beta 
         X.in <- v2$X.in 
         X.out <- v2$X.out 
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         seq.v <- v2$seq.v 
         stack.ss <- v2$stack.ss 
 
         diff.aic <- aic.v[[i-1]][2]-aic.v[[i]][2] 
         if (verbose) { 
            print(paste("Diff in AIC = ", round(diff.aic, 4), sep="")) 
         } 
    
         # When diff.aic < epsilon, flag1 is set to TRUE, which tells R to 
break out of the while loop. 
         flag1 <- ifelse(diff.aic<epsilon, TRUE, FALSE)  
    
         # When all predictors have been added, flag2 is set to TRUE, which 
tells R to break out of the while loop. 
         flag2 <- ifelse(i==p, TRUE, FALSE) 
          
         # Step 5: Check to see if there is an inadequate improvement in the 
performance of the model or if all predictors have been added to the model. 
         if (flag1==T) { 
            final <- out[[(i-1)]] 
            stack.ss <- stack.ss[-i] 
            summary.final <- summary(out[[(i-1)]]) 
            print(final) 
            print(paste("AIC = ", round(AIC(final),2), sep="")) 
          print(paste("Diff in AIC = ", round(diff.aic, 4), sep=""))  
            print(paste("Epsilon = ", epsilon, sep=""))            
            print(paste("No. of vars in model = ", dim(X.in)[2]-1, sep="")) 
            print(paste("Total no. of vars possible = ", p, sep="")) 
            print(paste("Last var we considered when we stopped = ", 
names(X.in[i]), sep="")) 
            break 
         } else if (flag2==T) { 
            final <- out[[i]] 
            stack.ss <- stack.ss 
            summary.final <- summary(out[[i]]) 
            print(final) 
            print(paste("AIC = ", round(AIC(final),2), sep="")) 
          print(paste("Diff in AIC = ", round(diff.aic, 4), sep="")) 
            print(paste("Epsilon = ", epsilon, sep=""))            
            print(paste("No. of vars in model = ", dim(X.in)[2], sep="")) 
            print(paste("Total no. of vars possible = ", p, sep="")) 
            break 
         } 
      }  
   } 
   return(list(final=final, beta=beta, stack.ss=stack.ss, 
summary.final=summary.final)) 
} 
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C.2 Spatial Scale Incremental Forward Stagewise Regression Algorithm 
 
### Spatial scale forward stagewise regression ### 
### Based on the standard forward stagewise algorithm as presented by Hastie 
et al. (2007) 
 
# Description: Evaluates whether the max|cor(r,X)| < tolerance and returns 
flag indicator as TRUE or FALSE. 
stop.stage.ss <- function(r, X.cand, seq.v, i, k, tolerance, verbose) { 
   flag.stack <- NULL 
   maxcor <- NULL 
   col <- NULL 
 
   for (j in seq.v) { 
      flag.stack[j] <- ifelse(sum(is.na(X.cand[,,j]))==dim(X.cand[,,j])[1]* 
dim(X.cand[,,j])[2], 1, 0) 
   } 
 
   flag.stack <- na.omit(flag.stack) 
 
   if (sum(flag.stack)!=0) { 
       seq.v <- seq.v[-(which(flag.stack==1))] 
   } 
 
   for (m in seq.v){ 
      maxcor[m] <- max(abs(cor(X.cand[,,m],r)), na.rm=TRUE) 
      col[m] <- which.max(abs(cor(X.cand[,,m],r))) 
   } 
 
   index <- cbind(maxcor, col) 
   maxcor.final <- max(na.omit(index[,1])) 
 
   flag <- ifelse(maxcor.final < tolerance, TRUE, FALSE)  
   if (flag==T & verbose==T) { 
      print(paste("Iteration = ", i, sep="")) 
      print(paste("Max|cor| = ", format(maxcor.final, digits=3, nsmall=2), 
sep=""))    
      print(paste("Tolerance = ", tolerance, sep=""))            
   } 
   return(list(flag=flag, seq.v=seq.v))       
} 
 
 
# Description: Finds the predictor that has the greatest absolute correlation 
with the residuals and then updates the betas and r. 
pickvar.stage.ss <- function(r, X.cand, seq.v, ss, beta.old, i, p, k, 
names.X, stack.ss, increment, tolerance, verbose) { 
   # Step 2: Find the predictor x.j that has the greatest absolute 
correlation with the residuals. 
   maxcor <- NULL 
   col <- NULL 
    
   for(j in seq.v){ 
      maxcor[j] <- max(abs(cor(r,X.cand[,,j])), na.rm=TRUE) 
      col[j] <- which.max(abs(cor(r,X.cand[,,j]))) 
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   } 
 
   index <- cbind(maxcor, col) 
   index.final <- c(index[which.max(index[,1]), 2], which.max(index[,1])) 
   stack.ss[index.final[1]] <- which.max(index[,1]) 
 
   seq.v.remove <- rep(1:k)[-(index.final[2])] 
   for (j in seq.v.remove) { 
      X.cand[,index.final[1],j] <- NA 
   } 
 
   # Step 3: Let beta.j.hat <- beta.j.hat + delta.j, where 
delta.j=increment*sign[cor(r,x.j)]. 
   ind <- rep(0,p)  
   delta <- increment*sign(cor(r,X.cand[,index.final[1],index.final[2]])) 
   ind[index.final[1]] <- 1 
   beta.new <- beta.old[i,] + delta*ind 
 
   if (index.final[[2]] != 1) { 
      name.X.update <- paste(ss[index.final[2]], 
colnames(X.cand)[index.final[1]], sep="_") 
   } else if (index.final[[2]] == 1) { 
      name.X.update <- colnames(X.cand)[index.final[1]] 
   } 
 
   names.X[index.final[1]] <- name.X.update 
   
   # Step 4: Let r <- r - delta.j*x.j. 
   r <- r - (delta*X.cand[,index.final[1], index.final[2]]) 
    
   results <- stop.stage.ss(r, X.cand, seq.v, i, k, tolerance, verbose) 
   return(list(r=r, beta.new=beta.new, names.X=names.X, X.cand=X.cand, 
stack.ss=stack.ss, flag=results$flag, seq.v=results$seq.v)) 
} 
 
 
# Description: Plots the coefficient profile. 
path.plot.stage.ss <- function(beta.nonzero, i, stack.ss, increment, 
tolerance, path.index) {   
   iteration <- rep(0:i) 
   colors.v <- c("black", "blue", "red", "green", "yellow", "gray") 
   plot(c(0,i), c(min(beta.nonzero), max(beta.nonzero)), type="n", 
xlab="Iteration", ylab="Coefficients")  
   abline(h=0, lty=3) 
   title(print(paste("Increment = ", increment, ", Tolerance = ", tolerance, 
sep=""))) 
   for (j in 1:dim(beta.nonzero)[2]) { 
      lines(iteration, beta.nonzero[,j], type="s", col=colors.v[stack.ss[j]]) 
      #axis(4, at=beta.nonzero[(i+1),j], labels=colnames(beta.nonzero)[j], 
las=2, cex.axis=0.7, tck=-.01) 
      axis(4, at=beta.nonzero[(i+1),j], labels=path.index[j], las=2, 
cex.axis=0.7, tck=-.01) 
   } 
} 
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forward.stagewise.ss <- function(y, X, X.3D, ss, increment, tolerance, 
verbose=T, plot=T) { 
   i <- 0 
   p <- dim(X.3D)[2] 
   k <- length(ss) 
   seq.v <- rep(1:length(ss)) 
   names.X <- dimnames(X.3D)[[2]] 
   flag.stop <- FALSE 
   stack.ss <- rep(NA,p) 
 
   X.cand <- X.3D 
  
   # Step 1: Initialize all regression coefficient estimates equal to 0, and 
let r=y-ybar. 
   r <- y # Note: ybar=0 since all variables were standardized to have mean=0 
and SD=1. 
   beta.old <- array(0, dim=c(1,p)) 
 
   while(flag.stop!=TRUE) { 
      i <- i + 1 
 
      # Steps 2-4 
      v1 <- pickvar.stage.ss(r, X.cand, seq.v, ss, beta.old, i, p, k, 
names.X, stack.ss, increment, tolerance, verbose) 
      r <- v1$r 
      beta.new <- v1$beta.new 
      names.X <- v1$names.X 
      beta.old <- rbind(beta.old, beta.new) 
      colnames(beta.old) <- names.X 
      X.cand <- v1$X.cand 
      stack.ss <- v1$stack.ss 
      flag.stop <- v1$flag 
      seq.v <- v1$seq.v 
      
      # Step 5: Repeat steps 2-4 until none of the predictors are correlated 
with the residuals. 
      if (flag.stop==T) { 
         beta.nonzero <- beta.old[,which(!beta.old[(i+1),] == 0)] 
         stack.ss <- na.omit(stack.ss) 
         print(beta.nonzero[(i+1), ]) 
         print(paste("No. of vars in model = ", dim(beta.nonzero)[2], 
sep="")) 
         print(paste("Total no. of vars possible = ", p, sep="")) 
         if (plot==T) { 
            varnames.X <- names(X) 
            names.beta.nonzero <- colnames(beta.nonzero) 
            path.index <- which(!is.na(match(varnames.X, 
names.beta.nonzero))) 
            #print(path.index) 
            path.plot.stage.ss(beta.nonzero, i, stack.ss, increment, 
tolerance, path.index) 
         } 
         break 
      } 
   } 
return(list(beta.nonzero.final=beta.nonzero[(i+1), ], stack.ss=stack.ss)) 
} 
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C.3 Spatial Scale LARS Algorithm 
 
### Spatial scale LARS ### 
### Based on the standard LARS algorithm as presented by Efron et al. (2004)  
 
# Description: Evaluates whether all variables are in active set  
# and then returns flag indicator as TRUE or FALSE. 
stop.lars_v2.ss <- function(X.in, S.v, i, p, verbose) { 
   flag <- ifelse(dim(X.in)[2]==length(S.v), TRUE, FALSE)  
   return(flag)       
} 
 
 
# Description: Finds gamma and d.v and then updates the betas and r. 
pickvar.lars_v2.ss <- function(r, y, X, X.cand, X.in, X.out, a.lst, A, S.v, 
C.v, beta.old, ind.v, col.ind, gamma.hat.index, i, p, stack.ss, verbose) { 
   a.lst.ind <- NULL 
   for (j in 1:length(a.lst)) { 
      if 
(length(which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.out)[gamma.hat.inde
x]))==0) { 
         a.lst.ind[[j]] <- -1 
      } else { 
         a.lst.ind[[j]] <- 
which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.out)[gamma.hat.index]) 
        } 
   } 
 
   index.lst <- which(a.lst.ind != -1) 
   index.col <- unlist(a.lst.ind[a.lst.ind != -1]) 
 
   col.ind.v <- NULL 
   sub <- NULL 
 
   for (j in 1:S.v[index.lst]) { 
      col.ind.v[j] <- 
which(colnames(X)==dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2][[1]][j] ) 
      sub[j] <- which(col.ind==col.ind.v[j]) 
   } 
 
   col.ind <- col.ind[-sub] 
   C.v[[index.lst]] <- index.col 
   a.lst[[index.lst]] <- a.lst[[index.lst]][,index.col, drop=FALSE] 
   ind.v <- c(ind.v, which(colnames(X)==dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2])) 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("LARS Iteration ", i, sep="", "\n") 
      cat("\t", "Variable ", tail(ind.v, n=1), " added", sep="", "\n") 
   } 
 
   if (S.v[index.lst]==1) { 
      stack.ss <- c(stack.ss, 1) 
   } else { 
      stack.ss <- c(stack.ss, which(pmatch(ss, 
dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2])!="NA"))       
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   } 
  
   A <- do.call(adiag, a.lst) 
   X.cand <- X%*%A 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 3: Compute c.hat.v and C.hat.", "\n") 
   } 
   c.hat.v <- t(X.cand) %*%r 
   print(c.hat.v) 
 
   C.hat <- max(abs(c.hat.v)) 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 4: Set s.j=sign{c.hat.v}, and calculate X.in, A.in, 
u.in, and a.", "\n") 
   } 
 
   X.in <- X[,ind.v] 
 
   gamma.ind.v <- NULL 
   for (i in 1:dim(X.in)[2]) { 
      gamma.ind.v[i] <- which(colnames(X.cand)==colnames(X.in)[i]) 
   }  
 
   X.in <- t(t(X.in)*sign(c.hat.v[gamma.ind.v])) 
   X.out <- X[,col.ind, drop=F] 
 
   g.in <- t(X.in) %*%X.in 
   inv.g.in <- solve(t(X.in) %*%X.in) 
   A.in <- as.vector((t(rep(1,dim(X.in)[2])) %*% inv.g.in %*% 
rep(1,dim(X.in)[2]))^(-1/2)) 
   w.in <- A.in * inv.g.in %*% rep(1,dim(X.in)[2])  
   u.in <- X.in %*% w.in 
   a <- t(X.cand) %*% u.in 
  
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 5: Calculate gamma.hat and d.v.", "\n") 
   } 
 
   if (dim(X.in)[2]!=length(S.v)) { 
      gamma.hat.v <- rep(0,p) 
      for (j in col.ind) { 
         comp1 <- (C.hat-(A%*%c.hat.v)[j])/(A.in-(A%*%a)[j]) 
         comp2 <- (C.hat+(A%*%c.hat.v)[j])/(A.in+(A%*%a)[j]) 
         comp <- c(comp1,comp2) 
         gamma.hat.v[j] <- min(comp[comp>0]) 
      } 
      gamma.hat <- min(gamma.hat.v[gamma.hat.v>0]) 
      gamma.hat.index <- which.min(gamma.hat.v[gamma.hat.v>0]) 
   } else if (dim(X.in)[2]==length(S.v)) { 
      gamma.hat <- C.hat/A.in 
   } 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      if (dim(X.in)[2]!=length(S.v)) { 
         cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma values:", gamma.hat.v, "\n") 
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         cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma hat:", gamma.hat, "\n") 
      } else if (dim(X.in)[2]==length(S.v)) { 
         cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma hat:", gamma.hat, "\n") 
      } 
   } 
 
   sign.v <- sign(c.hat.v) 
   d.v <- rep(0,p) 
   d.v[ind.v] <- sign.v[gamma.ind.v] * w.in 
   beta.new <- beta.old[i,] + gamma.hat*d.v 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", "  Step 6: Update betas and r.", sep="", "\n") 
      cat("\t", "\t", " Beta.new:", beta.new, "\n")   
   } 
 
   r <- y - X.cand%*%t(beta.new%*%A) 
 
   flag.stop <- stop.lars_v2.ss(X.in, S.v, i, p, verbose) 
   return(list(r=r, X.in=X.in, X.out=X.out, X.cand=X.cand, a.lst=a.lst, A=A, 
C.v=C.v, beta.new=beta.new, ind.v=ind.v, col.ind=col.ind, 
gamma.hat.index=gamma.hat.index, stack.ss=stack.ss, flag.stop=flag.stop))   
} 
 
 
# Description: Plots the coefficient profile. 
path.plot.lars_v2.ss <- function(beta.nonzero, ind.v, i, stack.ss2, aic.sol) 
{ 
   iteration <- rep(0:i) 
   colors.v <- c("black", "blue", "red", "green", "yellow", "gray") 
   plot(c(0,i), c(min(beta.nonzero), max(beta.nonzero)), type="n", 
xlab="Iteration", ylab="Coefficients")  
   abline(h=0, lty=3) 
   abline(v=aic.sol, lty=3) 
   for (j in 1:dim(beta.nonzero)[2]) { 
      lines(iteration, beta.nonzero[,j], col=colors.v[stack.ss2[j]]) 
      axis(4, at=beta.nonzero[(i+1),j], labels=sort(ind.v)[j], las=2, 
cex.axis=0.7, tck=-.01) 
   } 
} 
 
 
lars_v2.alg.ss <- function(y, X, ss, a.lst, S.v, C.v, verbose=T, plot=T) { 
   p <- dim(X)[2] 
   i <- 0 
   ind.v <- NULL 
   col.ind <- rep(1:p) 
   AIC <- NULL 
   names.X <- colnames(X) 
   flag.stop <- FALSE 
   stack.ss <- NULL 
 
   library(magic) 
   A <- do.call(adiag, a.lst) 
 
   X <- as.matrix(X) 
   X.out <- as.matrix(X) 
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   X.in <- matrix(0, nrow(X.out),1) 
   X.cand <- X%*%A 
 
    
 
   # Step 1: Initialize all regression coefficient estimates equal to 0, and 
let r=y-ybar. 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("Step 1: Set r=y and initialize all betas to 0.", "\n") 
   } 
   r <- y # Note: ybar=0 since all variables were standardized to have mean=0 
and SD=1. 
   beta.old <- array(0, dim=c(1,p), dimnames=list(NULL, names.X)) 
   row.names(beta.old) <- i 
    
   # Step 2: Find the predictor among the p possible predictors that has the 
greatest absolute correlation with the residuals. 
   i <- i + 1 
   c.hat.v <- t(X.cand) %*%r 
   C.hat <- max(abs(c.hat.v)) 
   index.maxabscor <- which.max(abs(c.hat.v)) 
   ind.v <- col.ind[index.maxabscor]    
    
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("Step 2: Find the predictor that has the greatest absolute 
correlation with r.", "\n") 
      cat("\t", "Note that LARS picks the maximal absolute current 
correlation.", "\n", "\n") 
   } 
 
   a.lst.ind <- NULL 
   for (j in 1:length(a.lst)) { 
      if 
(length(which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.out)[index.maxabsco
r]))==0) { 
         a.lst.ind[[j]] <- -1 
      } else { 
         a.lst.ind[[j]] <- 
which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.out)[index.maxabscor]) 
      } 
   } 
 
   index.lst <- which(a.lst.ind != -1) 
   index.col <- unlist(a.lst.ind[a.lst.ind != -1]) 
 
   col.ind.v <- NULL 
   sub <- NULL 
 
   for (j in 1:S.v[index.lst]) { 
      col.ind.v[j] <- 
which(colnames(X)==dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2][[1]][j]) 
      sub[j] <- which(col.ind==col.ind.v[j]) 
   } 
 
   col.ind <- col.ind[-sub] 
   C.v[[index.lst]] <- index.col 
   a.lst[[index.lst]] <- a.lst[[index.lst]][,index.col, drop=FALSE] 
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   if (S.v[index.lst]==1) { 
      stack.ss <- 1 
   } else { 
      stack.ss <- which(pmatch(ss, dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2])!="NA") 
   } 
 
   A <- do.call(adiag, a.lst) 
   X.cand <- X%*%A 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("LARS Iteration ", i, sep="", "\n") 
      cat("\t", "Variable ", tail(ind.v, n=1), " added", sep="", "\n") 
   } 
 
   # Step 3: Compute c.hat.v and C.hat. 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 3: Compute c.hat.v and C.hat.", "\n") 
   } 
   c.hat.v <- t(X.cand) %*%r 
   print(c.hat.v) 
   C.hat <- max(abs(c.hat.v)) 
 
   # Step 4: Set s.j=sign{c.hat.v}, and calculate X.in, A.in, u.in, and a. 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Set s.j=sign{c.hat.v}, and calculate X.in, A.in, u.in, and 
a.", "\n") 
   } 
   
   X.in <- X[,ind.v, drop=F] 
 
   gamma.ind.v <- NULL 
   for (i in 1:dim(X.in)[2]) { 
      gamma.ind.v[i] <- which(colnames(X.cand)==colnames(X.in)[i]) 
   }  
 
   X.in <- t(t(X.in)*sign(c.hat.v[gamma.ind.v])) 
   X.out <- X[,col.ind, drop=F] 
 
    
   g.in <- t(X.in) %*%X.in 
   inv.g.in <- solve(t(X.in) %*%X.in) 
   A.in <- as.vector((t(rep(1,dim(X.in)[2])) %*% inv.g.in %*% 
rep(1,dim(X.in)[2]))^(-1/2)) 
   w.in <- A.in * inv.g.in %*% rep(1,dim(X.in)[2])  
   u.in <- X.in %*% w.in 
   a <- t(X.cand) %*% u.in 
  
   # Step 5: Calculate gamma.hat and d.v.   
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 5: Calculate gamma.hat and d.v.", "\n") 
   } 
 
   gamma.hat.v <- rep(0,p) 
 
   for (j in col.ind) { 
      comp1 <- (C.hat-(A%*%c.hat.v)[j])/(A.in-(A%*%a)[j]) 
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      comp2 <- (C.hat+(A%*%c.hat.v)[j])/(A.in+(A%*%a)[j]) 
      comp <- c(comp1, comp2) 
      gamma.hat.v[j] <- min(comp[comp>0]) 
   } 
 
   gamma.hat <- min(gamma.hat.v[gamma.hat.v>0]) 
   gamma.hat.index <- which.min(gamma.hat.v[gamma.hat.v>0]) 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma values:", gamma.hat.v, "\n") 
      cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma hat:", gamma.hat, "\n") 
   } 
 
   sign.v <- sign(c.hat.v) 
   d.v <- rep(0,p) 
   d.v[ind.v] <- sign.v[gamma.ind.v] * w.in 
 
   # Step 6: Update beta.i <- beta.i-1 + gamma.hat*d.v, and update r.i <- y-
X*beta.i. 
   beta.new <- beta.old[i,] + gamma.hat*d.v 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 6: Update betas and r.", "\n") 
      cat("\t", "\t", " Beta.new:", beta.new, "\n", "\n")   
   } 
 
   r <- y - X.cand%*%t(beta.new%*%A) 
   beta.old <- rbind(beta.old, beta.new) 
   beta.old 
   row.names(beta.old)[i+1] <- i 
 
   X.select <- X[,sort(ind.v)] 
   OLS <- lm(y~as.matrix(X.select)-1) 
   print(ind.v) 
   print(AIC(OLS)) 
   AIC[[i]] <- AIC(OLS) 
 
   while(flag.stop!=TRUE) { 
      i <- i + 1 
       
      # Repeat steps 3-6 until flag.stop=T. 
      v1 <- pickvar.lars_v2.ss(r, y, X, X.cand, X.in, X.out, a.lst, A, S.v, 
C.v, beta.old, ind.v, col.ind, gamma.hat.index, i, p, stack.ss, verbose) 
      r <- v1$r 
      X.in <- v1$X.in 
      X.out <- v1$X.out 
      X.cand <- v1$X.cand 
      a.lst <- v1$a.lst 
      A <- v1$A 
      C.v <- v1$C.v 
 
      beta.new <- v1$beta.new 
      beta.old <- rbind(beta.old, beta.new) 
      row.names(beta.old)[i+1] <- i 
      ind.v <- v1$ind.v 
      col.ind <- v1$col.ind 
      X.select <- X[,sort(ind.v)] 
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      OLS <- lm(y~as.matrix(X.select)-1) 
      print(ind.v) 
      print(AIC(OLS)) 
      AIC[[i]] <- AIC(OLS) 
      gamma.hat.index <- v1$gamma.hat.index 
      stack.ss <- v1$stack.ss 
      flag.stop <- v1$flag.stop 
   
      if (flag.stop==T) { 
         beta.nonzero <- beta.old%*%A 
         print(beta.nonzero[(i+1), ]) 
         print(paste("No. of vars in model = ", dim(beta.nonzero)[2], 
sep="")) 
         print(paste("Total no. of vars considered = ", p, sep="")) 
         if (plot==T) { 
            library(pracma) 
            ind.stack <- cbind(ind.v, stack.ss) 
            stack.ss2 <- sortrows(ind.stack)[,2] 
            aic.sol <- which.min(AIC)  
            path.plot.lars_v2.ss(beta.nonzero, ind.v, i, stack.ss2, aic.sol) 
         } 
         break 
      } 
   } 
return(list(beta=beta.nonzero, ind.v=ind.v, AIC=AIC, stack.ss=stack.ss)) 
} 
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C.4 Spatial Scale Lasso Algorithm 
 
### Spatial scale lasso ### 
### Based on the standard lasso algorithm as presented by Efron et al. (2004)  
 
# Description: Evaluates whether all variables are in active set  
# and then returns flag indicator as TRUE or FALSE. 
stop.lasso.ss <- function(X.in, S.v, gamma.hat, gamma.tilda, i, p, verbose) { 
   flag <- ifelse(dim(X.in)[2]==length(S.v) & gamma.hat<gamma.tilda, TRUE, 
FALSE)  
   return(flag)       
} 
 
 
# Description: Finds gamma and d.v and then updates the betas and r. 
pickvar.lasso.ss <- function(r, y, X, X.cand, X.in, X.out, a.lst, A, S.v, 
S.v2, C.v, beta.old, ind.v, col.ind, gamma.hat.index, gamma.tilda.index, 
flag.lasso, i, p, stack.ss, stack.ss2, verbose) { 
   if (flag.lasso==T) { 
      if (verbose) { 
         cat("LASSO Iteration ", i, sep="", "\n") 
         cat("\t", "Variable ", ind.v[gamma.tilda.index], " dropped", sep="", 
"\n") 
      } 
 
      a.lst.ind <- NULL 
      for (j in 1:length(a.lst)) { 
         if 
(length(which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.in)[gamma.tilda.ind
ex]))==0) { 
            a.lst.ind[[j]] <- -1 
         } else { 
            a.lst.ind[[j]] <- 
which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.in)[gamma.tilda.index]) 
            } 
      } 
 
      index.lst <- which(a.lst.ind != -1) 
      index.col <- unlist(a.lst.ind[a.lst.ind != -1]) 
 
      col.ind <- sort(c(col.ind, ind.v[gamma.tilda.index])) 
      ind.v <- ind.v[-gamma.tilda.index] 
      cat("ind.v", ind.v, "\n")  
      cat("col.ind", col.ind, "\n") 
 
      S.v[index.lst] <- 1  
      C.v[index.lst] <- 0 
 
      stack.ss <- stack.ss[-gamma.tilda.index] 
      stack.ss2 <- stack.ss2[-gamma.tilda.index] 
 
      A <- do.call(adiag, a.lst) 
      X.cand <- X%*%A 
     
      if (verbose) { 
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         cat("\t", " Step 3: Compute c.hat.v and C.hat.", "\n") 
      } 
      c.hat.v <- t(X.cand) %*%r 
      print(c.hat.v) 
      C.hat <- max(abs(c.hat.v)) 
 
      if (verbose) { 
         cat("\t", " Step 4: Set s.j=sign{c.hat.v}, and calculate X.in, A.in, 
u.in, and a.", "\n") 
      } 
 
      X.in <- X[,ind.v, drop=F] 
 
      gamma.ind.v <- NULL 
      for (j in 1:dim(X.in)[2]) { 
         gamma.ind.v[j] <- which(colnames(X.cand)==colnames(X.in)[j]) 
      }  
 
      X.in <- t(t(X.in)*sign(c.hat.v[gamma.ind.v])) 
      X.out <- X[,col.ind, drop=F] 
 
   } else if (flag.lasso==F) { 
      a.lst.ind <- NULL 
      for (j in 1:length(a.lst)) { 
         if 
(length(which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.out)[gamma.hat.inde
x]))==0) { 
            a.lst.ind[[j]] <- -1 
         } else { 
            a.lst.ind[[j]] <- 
which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.out)[gamma.hat.index]) 
           } 
      } 
 
      index.lst <- which(a.lst.ind != -1) 
      index.col <- unlist(a.lst.ind[a.lst.ind != -1]) 
 
      col.ind.v <- NULL 
      sub <- NULL 
 
      for (j in 1:S.v[index.lst]) { 
         col.ind.v[j] <- 
which(colnames(X)==dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2][[1]][j] ) 
         sub[j] <- which(col.ind==col.ind.v[j]) 
      } 
 
      col.ind <- col.ind[-sub] 
      C.v[index.lst] <- index.col 
      a.lst[[index.lst]] <- a.lst[[index.lst]][,index.col, drop=FALSE] 
      ind.v <- c(ind.v, which(colnames(X)==dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2])) 
      cat("ind.v", ind.v, "\n")  
      cat("col.ind", col.ind, "\n") 
 
      if (verbose) { 
         cat("LARS Iteration ", i, sep="", "\n") 
         cat("\t", "Variable ", tail(ind.v, n=1), " added", sep="", "\n") 
      } 
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      if (S.v[index.lst]==1) { 
         stack.ss <- c(stack.ss, 1) 
      } else { 
         stack.ss <- c(stack.ss, which(pmatch(ss, 
dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2])!="NA"))     
      } 
 
      if (S.v2[index.lst]==1) { 
         stack.ss2 <- c(stack.ss2, 1) 
      } else { 
         stack.ss2 <- c(stack.ss2, which(pmatch(ss, 
dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2])!="NA"))     
      } 
  
      A <- do.call(adiag, a.lst) 
      X.cand <- X%*%A 
 
      if (verbose) { 
         cat("\t", " Step 3: Compute c.hat.v and C.hat.", "\n") 
      } 
      c.hat.v <- t(X.cand) %*%r 
      print(c.hat.v) 
      C.hat <- max(abs(c.hat.v)) 
 
      if (verbose) { 
         cat("\t", " Step 4: Letting s.j=sign{c.hat.v}, update X.in, A.in, 
and u.in and calculate a=t(X)*u.in.", "\n") 
      } 
 
      X.in <- X[,ind.v] 
 
      gamma.ind.v <- NULL 
      for (j in 1:dim(X.in)[2]) { 
         gamma.ind.v[j] <- which(colnames(X.cand)==colnames(X.in)[j]) 
      }  
 
      X.in <- t(t(X.in)*sign(c.hat.v[gamma.ind.v])) 
      X.out <- X[,col.ind, drop=F] 
   } 
 
   g.in <- t(X.in) %*%X.in 
   inv.g.in <- solve(t(X.in) %*%X.in) 
   A.in <- as.vector((t(rep(1,dim(X.in)[2])) %*% inv.g.in %*% 
rep(1,dim(X.in)[2]))^(-1/2)) 
   w.in <- A.in * inv.g.in %*% rep(1,dim(X.in)[2])  
   u.in <- X.in %*% w.in 
   a <- t(X.cand) %*% u.in 
  
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 5: Calculate gamma.hat and d.v.", "\n") 
   } 
 
   if (dim(X.in)[2]!=length(S.v)) { 
      gamma.hat.v <- rep(0,p) 
      for (j in col.ind) { 
         comp1 <- (C.hat-(A%*%c.hat.v)[j])/(A.in-(A%*%a)[j]) 
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         comp2 <- (C.hat+(A%*%c.hat.v)[j])/(A.in+(A%*%a)[j]) 
         comp <- c(comp1, comp2) 
         gamma.hat.v[j] <- min(comp[comp>0]) 
      } 
 
      gamma.hat <- min(gamma.hat.v[gamma.hat.v>0]) 
      cat("gamma.hat.v", gamma.hat.v, "\n") 
      gamma.hat.index <- which.min(gamma.hat.v[gamma.hat.v>0]) 
      cat("gamma.hat", gamma.hat, "\n") 
 
   } else if (dim(X.in)[2]==length(S.v)) { 
      gamma.hat <- C.hat/A.in 
      print(gamma.hat) 
   } 
 
   cat("maximal abs current cor", C.hat-gamma.hat*A.in, "\n") 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      if (dim(X.in)[2]!=length(S.v)) { 
         cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma values:", gamma.hat.v, "\n") 
         cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma hat:", gamma.hat, "\n") 
      } else if (dim(X.in)[2]==length(S.v)) { 
         cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma hat:", gamma.hat, "\n") 
      } 
   } 
 
   sign.v <- sign(c.hat.v) 
   d.v <- rep(0,p) 
   d.v[ind.v] <- sign.v[gamma.ind.v] * w.in 
   gamma.j <- -beta.old[i,][ind.v]/d.v[ind.v] 
   gamma.tilda <- min(gamma.j[gamma.j>0]) 
   gamma.tilda.index <- which(gamma.j==min(gamma.j[gamma.j>0])) 
 
   flag.lasso <- ifelse(gamma.tilda<gamma.hat, TRUE, FALSE) 
   cat("beta.old[i,][ind.v]", beta.old[i,][ind.v], "\n") 
   cat("gamma.j", gamma.j, "\n") 
   cat("gamma.tilda", gamma.tilda, "\n") 
   cat("gamma.tilda.index", gamma.tilda.index, "\n") 
 
   if (flag.lasso==T) { 
      beta.new <- beta.old[i,] + gamma.tilda*d.v 
      cat("beta.new[ind.v]", beta.new[ind.v], "\n") 
      beta.new <- round(beta.new, 15) 
      cat("beta.new[ind.v]", beta.new[ind.v], "\n") 
   } else if (flag.lasso==F) { 
      beta.new <- beta.old[i,] + gamma.hat*d.v 
      cat("beta.new[ind.v]", beta.new[ind.v], "\n") 
      beta.new <- round(beta.new, 15) 
      cat("beta.new[ind.v]", beta.new[ind.v], "\n") 
   } 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", "  Step 6: Update betas and r.", sep="", "\n") 
      cat("\t", "\t", " Beta.new:", beta.new, "\n")   
   } 
 
   r <- y - X.cand%*%t(beta.new%*%A) 
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   flag.stop <- stop.lasso.ss(X.in, S.v, gamma.hat, gamma.tilda, i, p, 
verbose) 
   return(list(r=r, X.in=X.in, X.out=X.out, X.cand=X.cand, a.lst=a.lst, A=A, 
S.v=S.v, S.v2=S.v2, C.v=C.v, beta.new=beta.new, ind.v=ind.v, col.ind=col.ind, 
gamma.hat.index=gamma.hat.index, gamma.tilda.index=gamma.tilda.index, 
stack.ss=stack.ss, stack.ss2=stack.ss2, flag.lasso=flag.lasso, 
flag.stop=flag.stop))   
} 
 
 
# Description: Plots the coefficient profile. 
path.plot.lasso.ss <- function(beta.nonzero, ind.v, i, stack.ss3, aic.sol) { 
   iteration <- rep(0:i) 
   colors.v <- c("black", "blue", "red", "green", "yellow", "gray") 
   plot(c(0,i), c(min(beta.nonzero), max(beta.nonzero)), type="n", 
xlab="Iteration", ylab="Coefficients")  
   abline(h=0, lty=3) 
   abline(v=aic.sol, lty=3)  
   for (j in 1:dim(beta.nonzero)[2]) { 
      lines(iteration, beta.nonzero[,j], col=colors.v[stack.ss3[j]]) 
      axis(4, at=beta.nonzero[(i+1),j], labels=sort(ind.v)[j], las=2, 
cex.axis=0.7, tck=-.01) 
   } 
} 
 
 
lasso.ss <- function(y, X, ss, a.lst, S.v, C.v, verbose=T, plot=T) { 
   p <- dim(X)[2] 
   i <- 0 
   ind.v <- NULL 
   col.ind <- rep(1:p) 
   S.v2 <- S.v 
   AIC <- NULL 
   names.X <- colnames(X) 
   flag.stop <- FALSE 
   flag.lasso <- FALSE 
   stack.ss <- NULL 
   stack.ss2 <- NULL 
 
   library(magic) 
   A <- do.call(adiag, a.lst) 
 
   X <- as.matrix(X) 
   X.out <- as.matrix(X) 
   X.in <- matrix(0, nrow(X.out),1) 
   X.cand <- X%*%A 
 
   # Step 1: Initialize all regression coefficient estimates equal to 0, and 
let r=y-ybar. 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("Step 1: Set r=y and initialize all betas to 0.", "\n") 
   } 
   r <- y # Note: ybar=0 since all variables were standardized to have mean=0 
and SD=1. 
   beta.old <- array(0, dim=c(1,p), dimnames=list(NULL, names.X)) 
   row.names(beta.old) <- i 
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   # Step 2: Find the predictor among the p possible predictors that has the 
greatest absolute correlation with the residuals. 
   i <- i + 1 
   c.hat.v <- t(X.cand) %*%r 
   C.hat <- max(abs(c.hat.v)) 
   index.maxabscor <- which.max(abs(c.hat.v)) 
   ind.v <- col.ind[index.maxabscor]    
    
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("Step 2: Find the predictor that has the greatest absolute 
correlation with r.", "\n") 
      cat("\t", "Note that LARS picks the maximal absolute current 
correlation.", "\n", "\n") 
   } 
 
   a.lst.ind <- NULL 
   for (j in 1:length(a.lst)) { 
      if 
(length(which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.out)[index.maxabsco
r]))==0) { 
         a.lst.ind[[j]] <- -1 
      } else { 
         a.lst.ind[[j]] <- 
which(unlist(dimnames(a.lst[[j]])[2])==colnames(X.out)[index.maxabscor]) 
      } 
   } 
 
   index.lst <- which(a.lst.ind != -1) 
   index.col <- unlist(a.lst.ind[a.lst.ind != -1]) 
 
   col.ind.v <- NULL 
   sub <- NULL 
 
   for (j in 1:S.v[index.lst]) { 
      col.ind.v[j] <- 
which(colnames(X)==dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2][[1]][j]) 
      sub[j] <- which(col.ind==col.ind.v[j]) 
   } 
 
   col.ind <- col.ind[-sub] 
   C.v[index.lst] <- index.col 
   a.lst[[index.lst]] <- a.lst[[index.lst]][,index.col, drop=FALSE] 
  
   if (S.v[index.lst]==1) { 
      stack.ss <- 1 
      stack.ss2 <- 1 
   } else { 
      stack.ss <- which(pmatch(ss, dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2])!="NA") 
      stack.ss2 <- which(pmatch(ss, dimnames(a.lst[[index.lst]])[2])!="NA") 
   } 
 
   A <- do.call(adiag, a.lst) 
   X.cand <- X%*%A 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("LARS Iteration ", i, sep="", "\n") 
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      cat("\t", "Variable ", tail(ind.v, n=1), " added", sep="", "\n") 
   } 
 
   # Step 3: Compute c.hat.v and C.hat. 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 3: Compute c.hat.v and C.hat.", "\n") 
   } 
   c.hat.v <- t(X.cand) %*%r 
   print(c.hat.v) 
   C.hat <- max(abs(c.hat.v)) 
 
   # Step 4: Set s.j=sign{c.hat.v}, and calculate X.in, A.in, u.in, and a. 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 4: Set s.j=sign{c.hat.v}, and calculate X.in, A.in, 
u.in, and a.", "\n") 
   } 
 
   X.in <- X[,ind.v, drop=F] 
 
   gamma.ind.v <- NULL 
   for (j in 1:dim(X.in)[2]) { 
      gamma.ind.v[j] <- which(colnames(X.cand)==colnames(X.in)[j]) 
   }  
 
   X.in <- t(t(X.in)*sign(c.hat.v[gamma.ind.v])) 
 
   a.lst.out <- a.lst 
   for (j in 1:length(C.v)) { 
      if (C.v[j]!=0) { 
         a.lst.out[[j]] <- diag(NA, S.v[j]) 
      } 
   } 
 
   A.out <- do.call(adiag, a.lst.out) 
   colnames(A.out) <- colnames(X) 
  
   X.out <- (X%*%A.out)[,apply((X%*%A.out),2,function(x){!all(is.na(x))})]  
 
   g.in <- t(X.in) %*%X.in 
   inv.g.in <- solve(t(X.in) %*%X.in) 
   A.in <- as.vector((t(rep(1,dim(X.in)[2])) %*% inv.g.in %*% 
rep(1,dim(X.in)[2]))^(-1/2)) 
   w.in <- A.in * inv.g.in %*% rep(1,dim(X.in)[2])  
   u.in <- X.in %*% w.in 
   a <- t(X.cand) %*% u.in 
  
   # Step 5: Calculate gamma.hat and d.v.   
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 5: Calculate gamma.hat and d.v.", "\n") 
   } 
 
   gamma.hat.v <- rep(0,p) 
 
   for (j in col.ind) { 
      comp1 <- (C.hat-(A%*%c.hat.v)[j])/(A.in-(A%*%a)[j]) 
      comp2 <- (C.hat+(A%*%c.hat.v)[j])/(A.in+(A%*%a)[j]) 
      comp <- c(comp1, comp2) 
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      gamma.hat.v[j] <- min(comp[comp>0]) 
   } 
 
   gamma.hat <- min(gamma.hat.v[gamma.hat.v>0]) 
   cat("maximal abs current cor", C.hat-gamma.hat*A.in, "\n") 
   gamma.hat.index <- which.min(gamma.hat.v[gamma.hat.v>0]) 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma values:", gamma.hat.v, "\n") 
      cat("\t", "\t", " Gamma hat:", gamma.hat, "\n") 
   } 
 
   sign.v <- sign(c.hat.v) 
   d.v <- rep(0,p) 
   d.v[ind.v] <- sign.v[gamma.ind.v] * w.in 
 
   # Step 6: Update beta.i <- beta.i-1 + gamma.hat*d.v, and update r.i <- y-
X*beta.i. 
   beta.new <- beta.old[i,] + gamma.hat*d.v 
 
   if (verbose) { 
      cat("\t", " Step 6: Update betas and r.", "\n") 
      cat("\t", "\t", " Beta.new:", beta.new, "\n", "\n")   
   } 
 
   r <- y - X.cand%*%t(beta.new%*%A) 
   beta.old <- rbind(beta.old, beta.new) 
   beta.old 
   row.names(beta.old)[i+1] <- i 
 
   X.select <- X[,sort(ind.v)] 
   OLS <- lm(y~as.matrix(X.select)-1) 
   AIC[[i]] <- AIC(OLS) 
 
   while(flag.stop!=TRUE) { 
      i <- i + 1 
      # Repeat steps 3-6 until flag.stop=T. 
      v1 <- pickvar.lasso.ss(r, y, X, X.cand, X.in, X.out, a.lst, A, S.v, 
S.v2, C.v, beta.old, ind.v, col.ind, gamma.hat.index, gamma.tilda.index, 
flag.lasso, i, p, stack.ss, stack.ss2, verbose) 
      r <- v1$r 
      X.in <- v1$X.in 
      X.out <- v1$X.out 
      X.cand <- v1$X.cand 
      a.lst <- v1$a.lst 
      A <- v1$A 
      S.v <- v1$S.v 
      S.v2 <- v1$S.v2 
      C.v <- v1$C.v 
 
      beta.new <- v1$beta.new 
      beta.old <- rbind(beta.old, beta.new) 
      row.names(beta.old)[i+1] <- i 
      ind.v <- v1$ind.v 
      col.ind <- v1$col.ind 
 
      X.select <- X[,sort(ind.v)] 
 280 
 
      OLS <- lm(y~as.matrix(X.select)-1) 
      AIC[[i]] <- AIC(OLS) 
 
      gamma.hat.index <- v1$gamma.hat.index 
      gamma.tilda.index <- v1$gamma.tilda.index 
      stack.ss <- v1$stack.ss 
      stack.ss2 <- v1$stack.ss2 
      flag.lasso <- v1$flag.lasso 
      flag.stop <- v1$flag.stop 
   
      if (flag.stop==T) { 
         beta.nonzero <- beta.old%*%A 
         print(beta.nonzero[(i+1), ]) 
         print(paste("No. of vars in model = ", dim(beta.nonzero)[2], 
sep="")) 
         print(paste("Total no. of vars considered = ", p, sep="")) 
         if (plot==T) { 
            library(pracma) 
            ind.stack <- cbind(ind.v, stack.ss2) 
            stack.ss3 <- sortrows(ind.stack)[,2] 
            aic.sol <- which.min(AIC)  
            path.plot.lasso.ss(beta.nonzero, ind.v, i, stack.ss3, aic.sol) 
         } 
         break 
      } 
   } 
return(list(beta=beta.nonzero, beta.old=beta.old, ind.v=ind.v, AIC=AIC, 
stack.ss=stack.ss, stack.ss2=stack.ss2)) 
 
